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1 Introduction 

This introduction will resume the functional mechanisms and consequences of DNA 

damage repair failure in the cell, with focus on homologous recombination deficiency. The 

understanding of the mechanism at the cell level will be faced to the current knowledge from 

clinical data about HR deficiency in cancer predisposition and treatment. To elucidate the 

dysfunction mechanism observed at clinical level, it is very important to contemplate the 

mechanisms involved at the cellular level. In Figure 1, we try to represent the anallytical 

approach used in this work to better understand the mechanism of inactivation of homologous 

recombination  pathway through the search for new alterations. 

 

Figure 1 :  Homologous recombination deficiency: elucidating the HRD pattern in breast 

and ovarian cancers beyond BRCA1/2 coding mutations requires efforts to correlate the 

clinical data to functional knowledge. 
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1.1 HRness in ovarian and breast cancers 

1.1.1 Cell cycle, DNA reparation and aptoptosis pathways  

In this part, we will explain the different connexions between cell cycle, DNA 

reparation, and apoptosis. The cell cycle, once initiated, could faceDNA damage. If so, cells 

have to stop their progression through the cell cycle to allow for DNA repair. After this, the 

cells can restart their progression through the G2 and M phases of the cell cycle. However, if 

the DNA damages are too important, the cells undergo apoptosis.  

 

1.1.1.1 Cell cycle  

Since cells divide constantly, to maintain genome integrity of cells and tissues in 

development, DNA must be duplicated precisely before cell division occurs, with correction 

of any mistakes. There are checkpoints in the cell cycle involved in maintenance of DNA 

integrity.  

The cell cycle is divided into 4 phases: G1 (preparation of the DNA replication), S 

(DNA replication), G2 (preparation of the mitosis), and M (Mitosis). When a cell is out of the 

cell cycle, it is in the G0 phase. The cell cycle is controlled by different cyclin-dependent 

Figure 2 Schematic view of cell replication, DNA repair and apoptosis pathways. 
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kinases (CDK). Each CDK is specificaly linked to a cyclin which is crucial for its kinase 

activity. The different dimers CDK-cycline modulate the progression of cells through the cell 

cycle. Each CDK-cyclin complex is specific of one or several phase(s) of the cell cycle. For 

instance, the dimer CDK2-cycline E modulates the G1/S transition, the dimer CDK1-cycline 

A modulates the G2 and S phases, and the dimer CDK1-cycline B modulates the M phase 

(Chirackal Manavalan et al., 2019). During the G1 phase, CDK4-cyclin D and CDK6-cyclin 

D phosphorylate the protein RB. This phosphorylation inhibits the RB-E2F association. Once 

liberated from RB, the transcriptional activator E2F activates the transcription of genes 

indispensable for the DNA replication or S phase (Kent and Leone, 2019). The transition to 

each phase is controlled by proteins such as CDK12 (Chirackal Manavalan et al., 2019). The 

regulation of CDK-cyclin complexes are mainly assured through phosphorylation and 

dephosphorylation cycles (Nishitani and Lygerou, 2002).  

During S phase, the quantity of DNA is doubled with the replication forks. The 

double-stranded DNA is separated into single-stranded DNA, allowing the recruitment of 

replication protein A (RPA) and then the loading of the replicative DNA polymerases and 

PCNA sliding clamps (Takeda and Dutta, 2005). Three DNA polymerases - Pol α, Pol δ, and 

Pol ɛ - are essential for DNA replication. After Pol α initiatesDNA synthesis, Pol δ takes over 

on the lagging and Pol ɛ takes over on the leading strand, performing the bulk of replication 

with very high fidelity (Heitzer and Tomlinson, 2014). The main actors are the polymerases 

Pol  (coded by the POLE gene) and Pol  (codeded by the POLD1 gene). Dysfunction of 

these proteins generates intrinsic DNA errors (Bellido et al., 2016).  

Three canonical S-phase "checkpoint pathways” are involved in the maintenance of 

DNA integrity: replication checkpoint detects stalled replication forks, S-M checkpoint blocks 

mitosis until the entire genome has been successfully duplicated, and intra-S Phase checkpoint 

which is sensitive to double-strand-breaks (DSBs) and whose main regulators are ATR and 

ATM kinases (Bartek et al., 2004). This system will detect DNA errors, leading to the stop of 

the cell cycle and the direct reparation of these errors. 

The most sensitive phase is the S phase. The proteins involved in this phase also 

participate in the replication cycle, such as BRCA1. BRCA1 also participates in the 

maintenance of centrosome number during late S and G2⁄M phase (Shao et al., 1996). 

Contrary to BRCA1, the role of BRCA2 in transcriptional and cell cycle regulation is less 

certain, but some studies support such roles (Marmorstein et al., 1998). 

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Replication_protein_A
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_polymerase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Proliferating_cell_nuclear_antigen
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/DNA_repair
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ATR_kinase
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/ATM_kinase
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1.1.1.2 Reparation mecanisms 

Each replication faces to 10,000 to 100,000 DNA damage lesion events per day 

(Dexheimer, 2013). Those DNA damages can be caused by environmental agents such as 

environmental chemicals, cigarette smoke, and ionizing radiation from sunlight, or also from 

endogenous processes such as normal cell metabolism which generates reactive oxygen 

species that can oxidize DNA bases and cause single strand bases damage. Some 

enodogenous DNA damages can also be caused by defaults in regulation proteins or repair 

proteins.  

However, genomic integrity is maintained by the complex network of DNA repair 

response which includes cell-cycle checkpoints and DNA repair pathways activated by 

endogenous and exogenous cell stressors. The type of repair mechanism is determined by the 

type of lesions and position in the cell cycle. It is also important to understand that the 

reparation system needs to stop the cell cycle to correctly change the error in the DNA. That 

is why there is direct interaction between the CDKs and the proteins sensitive to DNA 

alterations.  
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Figure 3 Mechanisms of DNA repair according to the type of lesion. Adapted from (Rass et al., 2012). 

The reparation systems depend on the nature of the break. The single-strand breaks, 

are repaired by base excision repair (BER) (David et al., 2007). This mechanism is based on 

removal of damaged base from the double helix. The injured section of DNA is then excised 

and replaced with newly synthesized DNA. Poly (ADP-ribose) polymerase 1 and 2 (PARP 1 

and 2) are key enzymes in this process, acting as sensors and signal transducers for lesions. 

Nucleotide Excision Repair (NER) is responsible for repairing bulkier single-strand 

lesions that distorts the DNA helical structure and disrupts base pairing (Spivak, 2015). NER 

involves recognition of the lesions, adducts, or structures that disrupt DNA, removal of short 

oligonucleotides containing the lesion, synthesis of a repair patch copying the opposite 

undamaged strand, and ligation to restore the DNA to its original form. Excision repair cross-

complementing protein 1 (ERCC1) is a key protein in this DNA repair pathway.  

DNA damages can also occur during DNA replication by misincorporation of 

nucleotides (deoxyribonucleoside 5’-triphosphate or dNTP) forming insertion and deletion 

loops. Mismatch Repair (MMR) system detects the resulting mismatches in the DNA 

sequence, excises the newly synthesized DNA encompassing the mismatch site, and replaces 

it with newly synthesized DNA. MMR is one of the most important guardians of genomic 
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stability. It maintains DNA integrity during DNA replication, aborts illegitimate 

recombination, and affects the outcome of several other processes of DNA metabolism. The 

deficiency of MMR gives rise to a mutator phenotype and microsatellite instability that leads 

to cancer. Proteins encoded by the MutS and MutL homologous genes, such as MSH2 and 

MLH1, are central in the process of mismatch repair (Li et al., 2016). 

DNA double-strand breaks (DSBs) are carried out by two major mechanisms that 

differ in their fidelity and template requirement: Non-homologous end joining (NHEJ) and 

homologous recombination (HR). NHEJ is an error-prone pathway that does not use a 

template for DNA repair but simply ligates the broken DNA ends together, which leads to an 

accumulation of errors such as little insertions or deletions (Chang et al., 2017). On the other 

hand, HR repair is a highly conserved mechanism that enables the accurate repair of DNA 

double-strand breaks by using the intact sister chromatid as a template for repair, thereby 

maintaining the sequence integrity. As it requires a template for repair, it occurs mainly 

during the late S and G2 phases of cell cycle. BRCA1 and BRCA2 are key components of this 

pathway that involves the coordinated interaction of BRCA1 and BRCA2 with other DNA 

repair proteins such as ATM, CHEK2, BARD1, BRIP1, MRE11, RAD50, NBN/NBS1, 

RAD51C, RAD51D, and PALB2. In cells that are deficient of BRCA1⁄2, the repair of DNA 

double-strand breaks relies on the error-prone NHEJ pathway (O’Kane et al., 2017). 

The reparation mechanisms of NHEJ and HR are not involved equally during the cell 

cycle (Figure 4). In G0 and M phases, CDK activity is low and no sister chromatide is 

available, favoring NHEJ pathways. NHEJ is mainly present during G1 phase, whereas the 

HR is mainly present during the S phase. In the M phase, both HR and NHEJ repair are 

blocked, and DSB that arise during mitosis are repaired by single-strand annealing (a DNA 

damage repair mechanism which we do not describe in this manuscript), resulting in large-

scale chromosomal rearrangements. CDK activity, which increases in the S and G2 phases of 

the cell cycle, favors also BRCA1 activation and DNA repair by HR.  
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Figure 4 : Pathways for DNA repair are active at different rates at different phases of the cell 

cycle. Adapted from (Her and Bunting, 2018) 

Briefly, HR DNA repair begins after recognition of the 5’ends of the double-strand 

DNA break by the MRN complex (MRE11-RAD50-NBS1). This complex recruits Ataxia 

telegiectasia mutated (ATM), a protein kinase. ATM subsequently phosphorylates 

downstream proteins, particularly BRCA1, and CHEK1 and CHEK2, which are two 

serine/threonine-protein kinases inducing cell cycle arrest at the G1/S and G2/M cell cycle 

checkpoint allowing DNA damages repair (Stelzer et al., 2016). The phosphorylation of 

BRCA1 by ATM induces its recruitment to DNA damage sites and its binding to BARD1, a 

E3 ubiquitin-protein ligase essential for BRCA1 stability (Stelzer et al., 2016). CDK activity, 

which increases in the S and G2 phases of the cell cycle, also favors BRCA1 activation and 

DNA repair by HR. BRCA1 activation then allows extensive 5’ end ressection to produce 3’ 

single-stranded DNA and the induction of the RAD51 loading to the single-stranded DNA by 

the BRCA1/BRCA2/PALB2 complex. PALB2 recruits BRCA2 and RAD51 to DNA break 

sites by enhancing BRCA1-BRCA2 interaction and binding DNA with high affinity for D 

loop (Stelzer et al., 2016). DNA is then repaired using the homologous region of the 

chromatid as a replicative template. 

Besides the maintenance of genomic integrity, BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins have 

multiples functions in the cell, whose failure might also be related to carcinogenesis. BRCA1 

is involved in checkpoint regulation during cell cycle; a strategy that transiently inhibits DNA 
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synthesis allowing for the repair of DNA lesions (Yu and Chen, 2004). Moreover, several 

lines of evidence suggest that BRCA1 regulates its expression at RNA transcription level and 

through participation on chromatin remodeling (Scully et al., 1997; Bochar et al., 2000). 

BRCA1 also participates in the maintenance of centrosome number during late S and G2⁄M 

phase and also in the regulation of apoptosis (Shao et al., 1996). Contrary to BRCA1, the role 

of BRCA2 in transcriptional and cell cycle regulation is less certain but some studies support 

such roles (Marmorstein et al., 1998).  

 

Figure 5 : DNA double strand break repair by homologous recombination. Coordinated 

interaction of BRCA1 and BRCA2 with other HR proteins to repair double strand breaks. 

Adapted from (O’Kane et al., 2017) 

 

1.1.1.3 Failure of DNA repair and cell death 

Once submitted to high level of stress, the cell risks death. It may happen either 

through programmed cell death or through accidental cell death (Tang et al., 2019).  

Apoptosis is the programmed cell death type 1 (Green and Llambi, 2015). In 

autophagy (cell-death type 2), the cell consumes itself. If the mechanism of apoptosis is not in 

place, the destruction will lead to necrosis (cell-death type 3).  
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Apoptosis can involve an intrinsic pathway with mitochondria or extrinsic pathway 

with death receptors. In the intrinsic pathway, the DNA damage can be a cause of the stress. 

Apoptosis is also dependent of proteins called caspases. Pro-apoptotic (BAX, BAK1) and 

antiapoptotic (BCL2, BCL2L1) are involved in the regulation of the caspases (CASP9, 3, 6, 

7). Proteins implicated in DNA repair can also be part of the apoptosis process. BRCA1 also 

participates in the regulation of apoptosis (Shao et al., 1996). PARP1 is related to oxidative 

DNA damage which can lead to parthanatos (a PARP1-dependent form of cell death that 

relies on the AIFM1-MIF pathway) with chromatinolysis. Here, the oxidative stress-induced 

DNA damage leads to chromatinolysis (Tang et al., 2019). The protein p53 is a 

multifunctional partner which can also promote and activate DNA repair proteins, arrest 

growth in the replication cycle, and initiate apoptosis. 

1.1.1.4 BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins  

Of the main five overlapping pathways of DNA damage response described above, 

Homologous Recombination (HR) is the one for error-free repair of double-strand breaks. 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 are essential proteins involved in HR. Their dysfunction leads to 

genomic instability, which is a hallmark of cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2011). 

BRCA1 gene is located on chromosome 17 (17q21) and encompasses 24 exons. It was 

originally mapped in 1990 and subsequently cloned in 1994 (Miki et al., 1994). This gene 

encodes a 1,863 amino acid long protein that contains at the N-terminus, a nuclear export 

signal (NES), and a RING domain. The RING domain heterodimerizes with the partner 

protein BRCA1-associated RING domain (BARD1) to form an E3 ubiquitin ligase. The main 

function of BRCA1⁄BARD1 complex is its E3 ubiquitin ligase activity (post damage) at 

double-strand break sites, which results in the ubiquitination of other proteins involved in 

DNA damage repair, such as CtIP and H2AX (Joukov et al., 2001; Yu et al., 2003a, 2006). 

Ubiquitinated CtIP binds to chromatin to manage G2⁄M checkpoint control. Ubiquitinated 

H2AX remodels chromatin so that it becomes accessible for DNA repair machinery. In its 

carboxyl (C)- terminus, there are tandem repeats of two BRCA1 carboxyl-terminal (BRCT) 

domains. Each comprises of about 100 amino acids, and engages in forming functional 

macromolecules complexes with partner proteins. More central, BRCA1 has two nuclear 

localization signals (NLS): one DNA binding domain and one SQ cluster domain containing 

several threonine and serine residues which can become phosphorylated (Figure 6) (Takaoka 

and Miki, 2018). BRCA1 also interacts with BRCA2 via the bridging protein PALB2 (partner 
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and localizer of BRCA2) through BRCA1 coiled-coil domain during RAD51 recruitment to 

double-strand breaks (Zhang et al., 2009). 

 

Figure 6 : BRCA1 structure and its domains of interaction with other proteins. Breast (BCCRs) 

and ovarian (OCCR) inferred cancer cluster regions are highlighted. Adapted from (Takaoka 

and Miki, 2018) 

 

BRCA2 gene is located on chromosome 13 (13q12.3) and encompasses 27 exons. 

BRCA2 encodes a 3,418 amino acid protein that also contains motifs that mediate its 

interaction with partner proteins. Currently, three BRCA2 regions have been described as 

particularly important for HR function: (1) an N-terminal PALB2-binding site; (2) the BRC 

repeat which corresponds to eight consecutive motifs located in the central region of the 

protein (in the exon 11), with a well described function of interaction with RAD51 and other 

partners; and (3) the C-terminal region, composed of three oligosaccharide binding folds (or 

OB folds), a helical domain and a tower domain that together constitute the DNA binding 

region and a RAD51 binding domain (Martinez et al., 2015; von Nicolai et al., 2016a). 

Recently, the team of A. Carreira showed a new DNA interaction with the N-teminal (von 

Nicolai et al., 2016b). BRCA2 has been shown to play a role in a number of mitotic processes 

including the spindle assembly checkpoint, cytokinesis, and daughter cell abscission 

(Venkitaraman, 2014). 
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Figure 7 : Structure of BRCA2 protein and its domains of interaction with protein partners. 

Adapted from (Martinez et al., 2015) 

 

1.1.1.5 Dysfunction of the reparation pathways 

1.1.1.5.1 Absence of protein due to mutations 

Most of the genes implied in the reparation pathways have been classified as tumor 

suppressor genes. Their dysfunction can be related to the absence of the protein or to the 

inactivation of functional domains. The main cause of dysfunction is the absence of protein 

due to mutations. Mutations in HR genes have been reported in breast and ovarian cancers 

(Pelttari et al., 2011, 2012; Antoniou et al., 2014a) and in recent years several studies have 

evaluated the consequences of the absence of BRCA1/2 expression.  

The immunochemistry should confirm the absence of the protein in the tumor with 

BRCA1/2 mutations. However, the performance of the antibodies is not good enough to 

propose the testing in a routine basis. Some studies showed no correlation between BRCA1 

mutation status and protein expression (clone MS110, Millipore). The same was found for 

BRCA2 (Sigma) expression in prostate cancer (Nientiedt et al., 2017). Nevertheless there are 

a few examples of interest for performing immunohistochemistry to evaluate BRCA1 protein 

(Garg et al., 2013). The impact of the alteration has also been shown on the RAD51 foci and 

nuclear expression for BRCA2-associated tumor (Honrado et al., 2005). Other indirect 

impacts have been estimated on the CDK expression. The expression of the cell-cycle 

proteins cyclins A, B1, and E is associated with a BRCA1 tumor, whereas cyclin D1 

expression is associated with BRCA2 tumors.  

RAD51 foci have been used to identify the reactivation of the HR pathway in 

resistance mechanism (Cruz et al., 2018). Furthermore, some HR expression profile have 
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related to clinical prognosis impact as loss of NBS1, BRCA1, ATM, and abnormal p53 

expression in breast cancer.  

1.1.1.5.2 Loss of function 

The presence of missense variant in functional domains can hurdle the pathway of 

reparation. Pathogenic missense variants generally have impact on domains directly implied 

in the DNA reparation activity, such as the BRCT and RING domains of BRCA1 gene. 

A genetic variant can be defined as an alteration in the most common DNA nucleotide 

sequence (of reference sequence). They can be inferred as pathogenic since they result in 

predicted truncating or null proteins, and/or are frequent enough in breast–ovarian cancer 

families that their risk of disease can be estimated directly (Spurdle et al., 2012a). In addition 

to pathogenic variants in BRCA1⁄2 genes, the presence of genetic instability may be a 

consequence of mutations or epigenetic silencing of BRCA1⁄2 or other HR genes. This 

genomic instability leads to the accumulation of genetic alterations, which are essential for 

cancer development.  

1.1.1.5.3 Expression regulation 

The regulation of the protein expression can be related to level of expression without 

any mutation in the coding sequence. The main possibility is related to promoter methylation.  

Along with epigenetic silencing, they can participate in the carcinogenesis of a 

significant number of sporadic and hereditary cancers. Aberrant BRCA1 promoter methylation 

is seen in 5-30% of ovarian cancers (Esteller et al., 2000; Geisler et al., 2002) and in 11-14% 

of sporadic breast cancer. It is more frequent (approximately 30%) among triple-negative 

breast cancer (TNBC), a breast cancer which does not express human growth factor receptor 2 

(HER2), estrogen receptor, or progesterone receptor (Esteller et al., 2000; Lips et al., 2013). 

Promoter hypermethylation in ovarian and TNBC samples have also been described in other 

HR genes, such as PALB2, ATM, RAD50, RAD51C, and FANCF, (Dite et al., 2012; 

Bernards et al., 2018, 2018). In contrast, BRCA2 promoter hypermethylation is a very rare 

event in breast and ovarian tumorigenesis. Additionally, BRCA post-transcriptional 

downregulation through miRNA has been described in breast and ovarian cancinogenesis, 

which could also explain cases sharing BRCA histopathological features yet with no mutation 

identified (Moskwa et al., 2011).  
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1.1.1.5.4 Transcription factor deregulation 

Those genes are also regulated by transcription factor and some of them have been 

well described. The role of CDK12 has been described as an activator of the HR genes 

promoters (Paculová and Kohoutek, 2017). The protein EMSY is more inclined to have a 

negative impact on the expression, which explains the role in the amplification of this protein 

(Hou et al., 2014). Contrary to many studies, the absence of ER site on the regulation site of 

BRCA1 has been confirmed.  

 Another level of alteration could happen in the post-translational regulation. Some 

post-translational alterations, such as phosphorylation can be clearly responsible for activation 

or inactivation of a pathway (Deribe et al., 2010). The mechanism implying ubiquitin 

modification is also known to limit the activity of some proteins by accelerating the 

intracytoplasmic destruction of them. This mechanism has been described with HR proteins 

(Lee et al., 2018). 

1.1.1.5.5 Compensatory mechanisms to other reparation pathways 

Since there are several DNA repair pathways, some compensatory mechanisms have 

been observed (Vanderstichele et al., 2017). For example, if the HR pathway is inactivated, 

the BER and the alternative non-homologous end joining DNA repair (NHEJ) will try to 

compensate for it imperfectly. Moreover, since HR requires a full coordination of different 

proteins, the impact on the pathway will probably differ according to the protein affected.  
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Figure 8 : Compensating mechanisms of DNA repair.  

Adapted from (Vanderstichele et al., 2017). 

1.1.1.6 Signature 

The inefficiency of DNA repair mechanism generates a scenario of genetic instability. 

Mutational signatures are then designed to identify homologous recombination deficient 

(HRD) phenotype and characterize a larger population which can benefit from DNA 

damaging agents, extending beyond BRCA mutant tumors.  

This includes signatures based on the evaluation of the following: (1) Copy number 

alteration (CNA) profiles, which are determined by the identification of DNA gains or losses 

in the tumor. CNA can be evaluated by comparative genomic hybridization array (aCGH), 

multiplex ligation-dependent probe amplification (MLPA), or single-nucleotide 

polymorphism (SNP) arrays (Gross et al., 2016); (2) Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) score, 

evaluated by the imbalance in the ratio of parental alleles from the normal 1:1 (Wang et al., 
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2012); (3) Telomeric allelic imbalance, which calculates the allelic imbalance extending from 

the site of DNA damage to the telomere (Rottenberg et al., 2008; Birkbak et al., 2012); (4) 

Large-scale transitions, that consist of chromossome breaks (translocations, inversions, or 

deletions) of at least 10Mb between adjacent regions (Popova et al., 2012); (5) mRNA and 

miRNA expression (Konstantinopoulos et al., 2010). Finally, two scores were developed 

combining different methods to improve the sensitivity to identify the BRCAness phenotype: 

myChoice HRD test (Myriad Genetics) combines measures of LOH, TAI, and LST (Timms et 

al., 2014), and Foundation Medecine HR score that combines measures of BRCA1⁄2 mutation 

status and percentage of LOH (Swisher et al., 2017a). The threshold of composite scores have 

been described and validated in prospective clinical trials (Telli et al., 2016).  

HRD tumors represent up to 50% of HGSOC and more than 20% of basal breast 

cancers, but a BRCA mutation is identified in only about 20% of them (Cancer Genome Atlas 

Research Network, 2011; Koboldt et al., 2012). According to the results of recent trials, even 

if the tumor is sporadic,  the identification of an HRD phenotype helps in personalizing 

therapy. The comprehension of breast and ovarian related carcinogenesis has evolved from 

solely mutation identification in candidate genes onwards to the integration of large volume of 

genomics and transcriptome data, revealing recurrently altered pathways and signatures of 

mutational processes. All of these methods described above (individually or in combination) 

were able to discriminate HR deficient tumors which were correlated with responsiveness to 

platinum and PARPi, and resulted in improved outcome. 

HRD signatures also predict sensitivity to immunotherapy. Indeed, BRCA1/2-mutated 

high-grade serous ovarian cancers exhibit a higher mutational load and a specific mutational 

signature with an elevated number of larger indels up to 50. This is a group of BRCA1/2-

mutated tumors with high number of TILs (tumor-infiltrating lymphocytes) and with good 

prognosis (Strickland et al., 2016). 
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1.1.2 Tumorigenesis in ovarian and breast cancer 

1.1.2.1 Early molecular stage of development in ovarian and breast cancer 

1.1.2.1.1 Breast cancers 

Breast cancers arise in the terminal duct lobular units of the collecting ducts (the 

functional unit of the breast), as a consequence of a continuum of lesions and molecular 

alterations from normal glands to malignant tumors. The two main localizations of invasive 

cancers are inside the milk duct for ductal carcinomas and inside the milk glands (lobules) for 

lobular carcinomas. 

 

Figure 9: Histological and molecular subtypes of breast carcinomas and their pre-invasive 

counterparts. Adapted from (Harbeck et al., 2019) 

 

The cell origin and the molecular alterations that drive breast carcinogenesis differ 

among the different subtypes. In 2000, the work of Perou and Sorlie allowed the subdivision 

of breast cancers in four subtypes, distinguished by differences in their gene expression 

patterns with distinct clinical behaviours (Perou et al., 2000). 
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Table 1: Molecular subtypes of breast cancers and their different pathways of cancer development. 

Adapted fromPerou et al, 2000. 

Luminal A Luminal B Basal-like HER2 amplified 

Expression of luminal cell markers High expression of 

genes typical of the 

epithelial basal cell 

layer and absence of the 

expression of hormonal 

receptors and ERBB2 

Over-expression of 

ERBB2 and multiple genes 

of 17q11 amplicon, and a 

negativity for hormonal 

receptors and basal cell 

markers 

Low-grade like pathway High-grade like pathway 

 

Evidence suggests that at the molecular level, these different molecular subtypes 

evolve along two different pathways of progression: (1) low-grade-like pathway, 

characterized by gain of 1q; loss 16q; infrequent amplification of 17q12; gene expression 

signature associated with ER phenotype, diploid or near-diploid karyotypes; and low tumor 

grade, including luminal A and part of luminal B tumors, and (2) the high-grade-like pathway, 

characterized by loss of 13q; gain of chromossomal region 11q13; amplification of 17q12 

(region of ERBB2 gene that encodes HER2 protein); and expression of signature genes 

involved in the cell cycle and cellular proliferation, including intermediate-high grade tumors 

such as HER2 positive and TNBC (Lopez-Garcia et al., 2010).  

A large-scale genome sequencing study including all subtypes at the initial diagnosis 

revealed that the most frequently mutated and⁄or amplified genes in breast tumor cells are 

TP53 (41%), PIK3CA (30%), MYC (20%), PTEN (16%), CCND1 (16%), ERBB2 (13%) 

FGFR1 (11%) and GATA2 (10%). Luminal A tumors have a high prevalence of P1K3CA 

mutations (49%), whereas basal-like tumors present a high prevalence of TP53 mutation 

(84%) (Nik-Zainal et al., 2016). This work also detected some recurrent mutations in the 

promoter of a few genes (WDR74, TBC1D12, PLEKHS1), and in two long non-coding RNAs 

(MALAT1 and NEAT1). The impact of these mutations is still unclear. This study had no 

information on methylation. In addition, during breast cancer development genes can either be 

globally hypomethylted (leading to upregulation of oncogenes and genetic instability) or less 

frequently focally hypermethylated (leading to silencing of DNA repair genes and genetic 

instability).  
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Figure 10: The high-grade and low-grade multistep model of breast cancer progression based on 

morphological, immunophenotypical and molecular features. Adapted from (Lopez-Garcia et 

al., 2010).1  

 

 

1.1.2.1.2 Ovarian cancers 

Ovarian carcinomas correspond to 90% of ovarian cancers and comprise different 

subtypes of disease with specific morphologies and molecular patterns.  

 

 

1 ADH: atypical ductal hyperplasia; APH: atypical apocrine hyperplasia; CCH: columnar cell hyperplasia; CCL: 

columnar cell lesion; DCIS: ductal carcinoma in situ; E-cad: E-cadherin; FEA: flat epithelial atypia; IDC: 

invasive ductal carcinoma; ILC: invasive lobular carcinoma; LN: lobular neoplasia; MGA: microglandular 

adenosis; PLCIS: pleomorphic lobular carcinoma in situ 
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Table 2: Different histological subtypes of epithelial ovarian cancers and their molecular 

feature. Adapted from (Lheureux et al., 2019). 

Histological subtype Clinical findings Repair pathway Mutations 

High-grade serous carcinoma 

Highly aggressive tumours • 

Papillary or solid growth pattern • 

High proliferative rate • Initial 

chemosensitivity with subsequent 

acquisition of increasing resistance 

HR pathway 
BRCA1/2, HR genes, 

TP53 

Low-grade serous carcinoma 

Indolent behaviour • Micro-papillary 

pattern • Low proliferative rate • 

Relative chemoresistance 

Stability 
BRAF, KRAS, NRAS,  

PIK3CA 

Endometrioid 

Solid and cystic patterns • Frequently 

associated with endometriosis • 

Similar profile to serous carcinoma 

MMR pathway 

POLE pathway 

PIK3CA, PTEN, 

ARID1A, POLE 

Clear-cell carcinoma 

Glycogen-containing cells with clear 

cytoplasm • Tubulo-cystic, papillary, 

solid, or mixed patterns • Frequently 

associated with endometriosis • 

Early-stage diagnosis • Poor 

prognosis and resistance to 

chemotherapy 

- 
ARID1A, PIK3CA, 

PTEN 

Mucinous carcinoma 

Large size tumours filled with 

mucus-like material • Early-stage 

diagnosis • Chemoresistant 

- 
KRAS, PIK3CA – HER2 

amplification 

 

In the perspective of HR alterations, high-grade serous carcinomas are the most 

common subtype, in which HRD is most commonly related to BRCA1⁄2 mutations. It has been 

hypothesized that high-grade serous ovarian carcinomas (HGSOC) originates from pre-

malignant lesions in the tubas (serous tubal intraepithelial carcinoma) instead of the ovary 

itself, since both share the same morphological and molecular features which involves 

mutations in TP53 gene as an early event (Kindelberger et al., 2007; Ducie et al., 2017). 

Atypical lesions within the fimbriated end of the fallopian tube (serous tubal intraepithelial 

carcinomas [STIC]) display similar morphology and TP53 signatures as HGSOC, suggesting 

the neoplastic process may originate at these tubal lesions and shed into the ovary, where they 

aggressively progress (Kuhn et al., 2012). Compelling data suggests the same origin for low-
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grade serous carcinomas, but that they progress from benign serous cystadenoma to borderline 

serous tumors and then on to low-grade carcinomas.  

 

Figure 11 Pathogenesis of HGSOC. Pathological and molecular alterations and the evolution 

from precursor lesions in fallopian tube ephitelium. (Adapted from serous tubal intraephitelial 

carcinoma-STIC). 
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Figure 12 Different histological and molecular features of ovarian carcinomas. Adapted from 

(Prat et al., 2018). 

 

Integrated genomic analysis led to the shift that ovarian cancer was not just one 

disease, but rather several distinct diseases presenting different histological and molecular 

features. HGSOC are characterized by nearly universal TP53 abnormalities, also detected in 

endometrioid and other high-grade diseases. This subtype also presents high genomic 

instability, somatic DNA copy-number changes, and whole genome duplications. As stated 

before, HRD is present in about 50% of HGSOC. Overall, TP53 mutations occur in 96% of 

the cases; BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations in 22% of the cases (15-20% of these are germline); 

and additional somatic mutations in six other genes are identified in 2-6% of the cases (NF1, 

RB1, CDK12, FAT3, CSMD3 and GABRA6). Recent molecular analysis, which was based on 

the profile of RNA and microRNA expression, stratified HGSOC into four different 

prognostic subtypes (C1-mesenchymal, C2-immune, C3-differentiated, C4-proliferative) and 

seven copy-number signatures. However, different from breast cancer, the molecular 

stratification is not yet validated to be used for accurate prediction of drug sensitivity and/or 

resistance to treatment (Wang et al., 2006; Tothill et al., 2008; Cancer Genome Atlas 
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Research Network, 2011; Antoniou et al., 2014b; Konecny et al., 2014; Macintyre et al., 

2018).  

1.1.2.1.3 Hereditary breast and ovarian cancers 

 

 Evidence suggests that genomic instability is present in both hereditary and sporadic 

cancers, but occuring in different stages of cancer development and with different molecular 

basis. While in hereditary cancers genetic instability probably precedes the acquisition of 

mutations in oncogenes and tumor supressor genes, and therefore precedes the acquisition of 

other hallmarks of cancer (Hanahan and Weinberg, 2000), in sporadic cancers, studies suggest 

that the first hallmark acquired may be activation of growth signalling secondary to mutations 

in oncogenes or anti-oncogenes. In hereditary cancers, genomic instability is related to 

mutations in DNA repair genes, such as mutations of mismatch repair genes in hereditary 

non-polyposis colon cancer; biallelic germline mutations in MUTYH (a DNA base excision 

repair gene) resulting in hereditary polyposis and increased risk of colon cancer; and 

mutations in HR genes (including BRCA1 and BRCA1) that predisposes to various cancers, 

including breast and ovarian cancer. In sporadic cancer, genetic instability is probably related 

to an oncogenic-induced collapse of DNA replication forks.  
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Figure 13 A proposed revision of the hallmarks of cancer and the diferent temporal orders of 

events in hereditary vs sporadic cancers.Adapted from (Negrini et al., 2010) 

 

According to the mutator hypothesis, genomic instability in hereditary cancers is 

related to mutations in caretaker genes (genes involved in maintaining genomic stability) that 

happens during early carcinogenesis. Classical caretaker genes are DNA repair genes, 

including BRCA1⁄2, and mitosis checkpoint genes. Chromossomal abnormalities are present 

from the stage of precancerous lesions and participate in cancer development by increasing of 

the spontaneous mutation rate (Loeb, 1991). The observation that only a part of 

chromossomal abnormalities are seen in all tumor cells, is in line with the hypothesis that 

tumor cells originate from a single genetic unstable cell which continues to accumulate 

mutations during cancer development. The results of high-through put sequencing studies 

showed that mutations in caretakers genes were infrequent in sporadic cancers (Sjöblom et al., 

2006; Wood et al., 2007; Jones et al., 2008; Parsons et al., 2008). However, those inactivation 
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of caretaker genes can also be purely sporadic and define a specific subtype with comparable 

features of tumors carrying  germline mutations.  

1.1.2.2 Temporal order and somatic tumor-driving events of BRCA-associated 

tumorigenesis 

In relation to tumorigenesis specifically related to BRCA1 and BRCA2, data suggest 

that BRCA biallelic inactivation renders the cell vulnerable to genomic instabilIty, being the 

background for sucessive mutations that culminate in cancer development. Conforming to this 

theory, Von Waldhe et al recently demonstrated concordance between HRD scores across 

different regions of the same BRCA related breast cancer, indicating that HRD affects the 

entire primary tumor and corresponds to a founding event (von Wahlde et al., 2017). 

As typical tumor supressor genes, the inactivation of the second allele of BRCA1⁄2 is 

presumed to be a rate-limiting step (Knudson, 1971). LOH is the most common second hit 

event of breast and ovarian BRCA1⁄2-associated carcinogenesis. It is either as a consequence 

of large deletions, genomic rearrangements, incorrect mitosis or deficient DNA repair. It has 

been reported in 90% (breast) and 91% (ovarian) of BRCA1-associated cancers and in 54 % 

(breast) and 84%(ovarian) BRCA2-associated cancers (Maxwell et al., 2017). Alternative 

second-hit mechanisms, such as somatic inactivating point mutations, have been described in 

a small minority of BRCA1-associated breast and ovarian cancers (Pennington et al., 2014; 

Winter et al., 2016). Furthermore, hypermethylation of BRCA1 promoter has also been 

responsible for the silencing of the wild-type allele, but also in only a minority of the cases 

(Esteller et al., 2001; Dworkin et al., 2009). 

Genetic inactivation of the wild-type allele is expected to happen early in 

carcinogenesis. Unexpectedly, however, a study performed in a single-cell level in BRCA1 

breast cancer model demonstrated that loss of wild-type allele may not be the first event in the 

majority of associated breast tumors and may not be present in all cancer cells in a given 

tumor. Two main evolutionary trajectories were found in BRCA1 tumors defined by the 

presence or absence of PTEN. In the majority of tumors (51%), loss of PTEN was probably 

the first event, followed by mutation in TP53 or BRCA1 LOH with similar probability. TP53 

mutation was the second most common first event (31%), and it was almost always followed 

by BRCA1 LOH. BRCA1 LOH was the least common first event (18%), and the majority of 

the cases presented only TP53 mutation only as an additional alteration. Further, it was 

proved that the relative order of events during tumorigenesis were associated with tumor 
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subtype: TNBC almost always had PTEN loss as the first event, while luminal tumors showed 

TP53 or BRCA1 LOH as the first event (Martins et al., 2012). Therefore, it appears that PTEN 

and TP53 mutations happen early during tumor development and are followed by the loss of 

BRCA function, which plays a relevant role in increasing genetic instability. 

Van Heetvelde and colleagues described the panorama of second-hit events in breast 

and ovarian cancers from patients harboring germline BRCA1⁄2 mutations. Indeed, copy 

neutral LOH was the most prevalent mechanism of wild-type (wt) allele inactivation (detected 

in 69% of breast cancers and 67% in ovarian cancers). Mots intriguingly however, only a 

minority of tumors (35% breast and 47% ovarian cancers) presented loss of the wild-type 

allele in all cancerous cells but in the majority of the cases different mechanisms of wt allele 

inactivation were present in the same tumor (Van Heetvelde et al., 2018). Moreover, somatic 

intragenic deletions and methylated subclones were found in combination with partial LOH.  

It has been suggested that heterozygous mutations affecting BRCA1 and BRCA2 might 

be enough for carcinogenesis, even when the remainig wild-type allele remains expressed. 

Indeed, recent genomic studies have showed that a significant fraction of cancers arising in 

BRCA mutation carriers retain a functional wild-type allele. Plon et al  observed this in 24% 

of breast and ovarian cancers with BRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants. In line with this, Maxwell et 

al. showed that retention of the wild-type allele was observed in almost half (46%) and in 

16% of breast and ovarian BRCA2-associated cancers, respectively. However, it was less 

frequent for BRCA1 breast (7%) and ovarian (10%) cancers. (Maxwell et al., 2017). The 

prevalence of 8% was globally estimated in a large panorama of tumors and was clearly more 

frequent in lung cancer, which was up to 20% (Jonsson et al., 2019). Furthermore, some lines 

of evidence suggest that heterozygous truncating BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutations may render 

cells vulnerable to happloinsufuciency, when exposed to replication stress (Tan et al., 2017).  

Noteworthy is that both the loss of the wild-type allele and the phenotypic evidence of 

BRCA dependence are significantly higher in breast and ovarian cancers with BRCA 

mutations compared to cancers not associated with BRCA1⁄2 germline carrier status (Yost et 

al., 2019). This data suggests that BRCA pathogenic mutations in patients with non-BRCA-

associated cancers are often incidental findings, as well as that these tumors are often not 

BRCA-driven cancers and that BRCA mutations should be secondary in the tumorigenesis in 

these cases. In line with this, Jonnson and colleagues demonstrated that the impact of 

BRCA1⁄2 mutations in cancer development is lineage dependent. They assessed the 
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dependance of BRCA dysfunction through determination of selective pressure for wild-type 

BRCA allele loss in tumors with germline or somatic BRCA mutations and found that the 

prevalence of loss of the wt allele was significantly higher in BRCA-associated cancer types 

for both germline and somatic mutation (Jonsson et al., 2019). The reason why BRCA1⁄2 

mutations predispose mainly to breast and ovarian cancers, even if their physiological 

functions are relevant in all tissues, is probably related to the genotoxic effects of tissue-

specific hormones such as estrogen especially in the breast but also in the ovaries.  

1.1.2.3 Description of mutations in HR pathways in breast and ovarian cancers 

In 2018, the CIMBA consortium presented an inventory of the current state of BRCA1 

and BRCA2 mutations. There are 1,650 unique BRCA1 and 1,731 unique BRCA2 mutations 

distributed whithin these genes (Rebbeck et al., 2018a). Different types of mutations are 

repertoried: frameshift, nonsense, missense, and splice. Frameshift are the most common type, 

followed by nonsense mutations. The most common effect of the mutations was premature 

translation termination and the majority of mutant mRNAs were predicted to undergo 

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (NMD) (Anczuków et al., 2008). Despite having the same 

spectrum of mutations, the frequency distribution by mutation type, effect, or function 

differed significantly (p<0.05) between BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation carriers in the CIMBA 

cohort (Rebbeck et al., 2018a). These differences are largely because genomic rearrangements 

and missense mutations account for a much higher proportion of alterations in BRCA1 when 

compared to BRCA2, as previously described (Welcsh and King, 2001). In the 2000s, large 

rearrangement (deletion or duplication of one or more exons) were also highlighted (Rouleau 

et al., 2012). 

Mutations in HR genes beyond BRCA have been reported in breast and ovarian 

cancers (Pelttari et al., 2011, 2012; Antoniou et al., 2014a). As expected, BRCA1/BRCA2 

were the most commonly altered genes, followed by several genes including CHEK2, PALB2, 

RAD51C, and RAD51D. Some of them were preferentially affected by germline alterations 

(e.g., BRCA1/2, CHEK2, FANCM, PALB2), whereas others (e.g., ATM, BAP1, CDK12) were 

preferentially affected by somatic events.  

The prevalence of germline HR genes alterations in patients with breast cancer is 

about 10%. After BRCA1⁄2, the main HR genes affected are: CHEK2, 

ATM,BRIP1, PALB2, PTEN, NBN, RAD51C, RAD51D, MSH6, and PMS2 (Tung et al., 2016). 

For ovarian cancer, HR mutations are identified  in more than 25% of the cases(Pennington et 
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al., 2014; Riaz et al., 2017). Beyond BRCA1⁄2, the main HR genes affected are: RAD51D, 

BRIP1, RAD51C, CHEK2, PALB2 and BARD1. 

Analysis of TCGA data confirmed the prevalence of HR pathway alterations in 10% 

and 25% of breast and ovarian cancers, respectively. It was demonstrated that bi-allelic 

alterations in HR genes are mutually exclusive of each other (Riaz et al., 2017). Moreover, 

biallelic inactivation of BRCA1 or BRCA2 is associated with a pattern of genome-wide 

mutations known as signature 3 that reflects the lack of competence to repair DNA double-

strand breaks. Analysis of ∼1,000 samples confirmed the same pattern of HRD in breast 

cancer samples of germline (nonsense and frameshift) PALB2 variants carriers, while for 

ATM or CHEK2 it was not observed. 
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1.2 Usual suspect for breast and ovarian cancer - BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants  

1.2.1 Hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) syndrome  

1.2.1.1 Pathogenic variants in BRCA1/BRCA2 genes 

In 1866, the French physician Paul Broca introduced the concept of familial risk for 

breast cancer by describing an aggregate of cases in his wife family (Broca, 1866). Since then, 

successive cases of families with multiple cases of breast cancers have been documented in 

literature. Decades after the clinical description of the syndrome, the region of chromosome 

17 (17q21) implicated with the hereditary nature of 146 early-onset breast cancer cases in 23 

families was first identified by King and colleagues in 1990 (Hall et al., 1990). BRCA1 gene 

was finally cloned in 1994. One year later, BRCA2 was identified on chromosome 13 and 

cloned. Hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) syndrome is an inherited cancer-

predisposing syndrome, mainly related to mutations or pathogenic variants in BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 genes. This syndrome is originally characterized by multiple females affected by 

breast and ovarian cancers at an early age. There is also an increased risk of other cancers 

such as male breast, prostate, pancreatic and melanoma (Mersch et al., 2015). 

For a patient suspected of having HBOC, it is an important first step to determine her 

chances of carrying a mutation in a high penetrance gene, such as BRCA1 and BRCA2, as well 

as the impact of the pathogenic variant on her risk of developing breast cancer. Multiple score 

systems exist to estimate the likelihood that an individual or family has a germline pathogenic 

variant in BRCA1 and BRCA2 and help further discriminate the eligible patients for BRCA1⁄2 

screening, such as BRCAPRO, BOADICEA, Tyrer-Cuzick (Antoniou et al., 2004; Evans et 

al., 2004; Tyrer et al., 2004), with different degrees of validation (Nelson et al., 2019). Once 

the risk is estimated, it is appropriate to initiate genetic testing in a family member who is 

most likely to test positive for a pathogenic variant. The likelihood of detecting an underlying 

disease-causing pathogenic variant is highest in the most severely affected families, especially 

in those with ovarian cancer and with cancer detected at a young age. Guidelines providing 

criteria for BRCA1 and BRCA2 screening varies between countries (Daly et al., 2017). Current 

recommendations for the screening continue to expand and include, but are not limited to the 

following; all patients with epithelial ovarian cancer; breast cancer diagnosed younger than 45 

years, TNBC younger than 60 years, breast cancer with Ashkenazi Jewish ancestry, all 

individuals with pancreatic cancer, and all men with breast cancer or metastatic prostate 

cancer. In addition to the predictive models mentioned above, other clues to the presence of a 
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pathogenic variant include early disease onset, bilateral tumors development, synchronous or 

metachronous lesions, clustering of multiple breast cancers in 2-3 successive generations, 

male breast cancer, presence of rare histopathological diagnoses (TNBC, medullary breast 

cancer), cluster of breast cancer in families, and cancer multiplicity in the same individual. In 

some countries, a probability > 10-20% is necessary in order to obtain a prescription of 

BRCA1⁄2 molecular screening. Therefore, the prevalence of BRCA1 and BRCA2 germline 

pathogenic variants vary considerably among different ethnic groups, geographic areas, and 

according to different testing criteria.  

While hereditary breast cancers constitute about 5-10% of all breast cancer cases and 

BRCA1⁄2 mutations account for half of these cases (Fackenthal and Olopade, 2007), 14% of 

all ovarian cancer patients harbor a germline pathogenic BRCA1⁄2 variant, which is inherited 

in an autosomal dominant fashion (Alsop et al., 2012). In general, pathogenic variants in 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 are identified in a minority of index cases tested, with 5-10% of breast 

and 15% of ovarian cancer patients (Anglian Breast Cancer Study Group, 2000; Whittemore 

et al., 2004). Because of different methodologies and populations, there is a high variability in 

the estimate prevalence of BRCA1⁄2 pathogenic mutation. The prevalence is 10 times higher 

in the Ashkenazi Jewish population (Roa et al., 1996).  

Despite recent advances concerning the molecular mechanism of HBOC, the two 

major predisposing genes remain BRCA1 and BRCA2, inherited in an autosomal dominant 

fashion. Germline monoallelic pathogenic variants significantly elevate the risk of mainly 

breast and ovarian but also of pancreatic, prostatic, and other cancers. Bi-allelic mutations of 

these genes cause congenital syndromes associated with developmental abnormalities, 

chromosome fragility, and cancers at various sites. Since their cloning in the early 1990s, 

multiple different variants have been detected in BRCA1 (more than 1,800) and BRCA2 (more 

than 2,000), but only a fraction of them are known to cause cancer susceptibility (Caputo et 

al., 2012; Couch et al., 2014; Cline et al., 2018). Some founder mutations are relatively 

frequent in particular ethnic groups, such as BRCA1 185delAG (c.68_69del), BRCA1 

5382insC (c.5266dup), and BRCA2 6174delT (c.5946del) in Ashkenazi, and BRCA2 999del 

(c.771_775del) in Icelanders. Multiple missense variants have been reported in both genes, 

but most recognized disease-associated pathogenic variants are those that result in premature 

protein truncation and include nonsense mutations, insertion/deletion resulting in translational 

frameshifts, and mutations that affect splice sites. A few missense mutations located in 

domains of interaction with other proteins abrogates function and confers risks comparable to 
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truncating mutations. In addition, it has recently been acknowledged  that the magnitude of 

risk (penetrance) of developing breast or ovarian cancer depends on the location and the type 

of a particular pathogenic variant (Rebbeck et al., 2015a), co-occurence with single-

nucleotide polymorphisms, ethnicity, and environmental factors.  

 

Table 3 Frequency of Germline mutations in patients screened for HBOC syndrome. Adapted 

from (Hoang and Gilks, 2018).  

 

1.2.1.2 Other genes 

Since the discovery of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes 25 years ago, several other breast 

cancer susceptibility genes have been identified. With the current popularization of next 

generation sequencing, the single-gene strategy is used in selected circumstances. Most 

services are now sequencing BRCA1⁄2, along with other genes related to breast and ovarian 

cancer hereditary predisposition in the context of a HBOC gene panel (Table 1). Pathogenic 

variants in other high-risk genes, such as TP53, STK11, PTEN and CDH1 explain 

approximately additional 5% of HBOC cases. Some of them have found to increase the risk of 

cancer similar to BRCA1⁄2, sharing the same care guidelines for cases where a BRCA1⁄2 

pathogenic variant has been identified. BRCA1⁄2 HBOC can be distinguished from these other 

disorders based on the spectrum of tumors present in the family and with the aid of germline 

genetic screening. PALB2 variants have now been determined to be of high penetrance 

(Antoniou et al., 2014a). ATM, CHEK2, and BARD1 genes are considered to have a moderate 

increase in risk (Couch et al., 2017). Numerous other genes, such as NF1, RAD51C, RAD51D, 

BRIP1, NBN, MRE11A, FANCM, RECQL, MLH1, MSH2, MSH6, and PMS2, are suspected to 
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be related to the risk of breast cancer, but they still need confirmation given their low 

penetrance and divergent results between studies. These previously cited genes are usually 

included in HBOC panels (Couch et al., 2017). Still, some of the commercial panels mix 

genes related to different hereditary cancer syndromes, adding the challenge of interpreting 

the clinical risk of mutations related to other syndromes when they are identified in HBOC 

patients. This leads to the increase of uninterpretable results, since the number of variants of 

uncertain significance increases when multiple genes are tested. For multi-gene panel testing, 

a pathogenic mutation is identified in approximately 30% of HBOC patients, most commonly 

in BRCA1 and BRCA2 (Couch et al., 2014). It is thus worth mentioning that despite 

technology advances and recent democratization of access to genetic screening, the 

predisposition mechanism remains undefined for about two thirds of families meeting the 

clinical criteria for HBOC.  

1.2.1.3 Cancer risk estimation 

The optimal management of individuals with HBOC depends on accurate age-specific 

cancer risk estimates. Women carrying a germline pathogenic variant in the BRCA1 gene have 

a cumulative lifetime risk of developing breast and  ovarian cancers of 72% and 44%, 

respectively. For BRCA2, the lifetime risk for breast and ovarian cancer is 69% and 17%, 

respectively (Kuchenbaecker et al., 2017). Initially, retrospective studies estimated the 

cumulative breast cancer risk at 70 years from 40-87% and 27-84% for BRCA1 and BRCA2 

carriers, respectively. These studies pointed out that the peak of incidence occurs slightly 

earlier for BRCA1 mutations, when compared to BRCA2 carriers (41-50 years versus 51-60 

years). Broadly, BRCA2 carriers have a lower penetrance for ovarian cancer than do BRCA1 

carriers. Ovarian cancer risk ranged from 16-68% for BRCA1 and from 11-30% for BRCA2 

carriers. More recently, prospective epidemiological studies have provided a more accurate 

estimation of the risk. EMBRACE study found that carriers of BRCA1 and BRCA2 pathogenic 

mutations have a mean cumulative risk of breast cancer at age 70 years of 60% and 55%, 

respectively. The equivalent mean cumulative ovarian cancer risk was 59% and 16.5% in the 

presence of a BRCA1 and BRCA2 mutation, respectively (Mavaddat et al., 2013). These 

findings were confirmed by a larger cohort that included 6,036 BRCA1 and 3,820 BRCA2 

female mutation carriers and estimated the cumulative breast cancer risk at age 80 years of 

72% for BRCA1 and 69% for BRCA2 carriers. The cumulative ovarian cancer risk at age 80 

years was 44% for BRCA1 and 17% for BRCA2 carriers (Kuchenbaecker et al., 2017). The 

later study also reported that breast cancer incidences increased rapidly until ages 30-40 years 
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for BRCA1 and 40-50 years for BRCA2, then remained a similar constant incidence remained 

until age 80 years. Also, the cumulative 20-year risk of contralateral breast cancer after breast 

cancer diagnosis was 40% for BRCA1 and 26% for BRCA2. Concerning male breast cancer, 

the relative risk of male breast cancer is elevated for both genes, particularly BRCA2. While in 

general population the estimated risk is 0.1%,  the risks for men varies between 7-14% for 

BRCA2 mutations and corresponds to 1% for BRCA1 carriers (Evans et al., 2010). 

Aditionally, the lifetime risk for prostate cancer is about 15-25%, which is much higher than 

the average risk in men and tends to occur at younger age, when it is more aggressive 

(Pritchard et al., 2016). 

Recent evidence helped refine carrier’s risk of developing cancer, based on the 

location of the mutation in the gene. These trials identified clusters of breast and ovarian 

susceptibility, suggesting that individualized counseling should incorporate mutation location 

for assessment of cancer risk since variants in different regions of BRCA1⁄2 genes generate 

different cancer risk. For example, BRCA2 variants located in 5’ to c.2830 (including exon3 

and the domain of interaction with PALB2) and c.6402 to 3’(including BRCA2 C-terminus 

and the domain of interaction with DNA) were associated with a significant higher risk of 

breast cancer when compared with central variants (Rebbeck et al., 2015b; Kuchenbaecker et 

al., 2017). In addition, evidence suggests that different types of variants (e.g. missense x loss 

of function) within the same gene can lead to different risk estimates.  

1.2.1.4 Management 

The importance of identifying at-risk individuals lies in providing appropriate 

screening, surveillance, and risk reduction interventions. The individualized approach should 

include discussion about the risks and benefits of risk-reduction surgeries, taking into account 

patient's age, priorities, previous cancer history, comorbidities, and cancer-related anxiety. 

Prospective studies demonstrated that for BRCA carriers without a personal history of cancer, 

bilateral risk-reducing mastectomy (RRM) is associated with 90% or more decreased risk of 

breast cancer with a residual risk of 1-2% (Domchek et al., 2010; Carbine et al., 2018). But 

the decision to undergo RRM and the ideal time can be influenced by life events, beeing 

uncertain for some women. For individuals with HBOC who choose not to undergo risk-

reducing surgery, proper follow up with intensive cancer screening has an impact on early 

detection of cancer with increased cure rate. It is important to mention that for patients with a 

strong familiar breast cancer risk, even if a pathogenic mutation is not identified, appropriate 

follow-up and awareness training with monthly self-breast examination should begin at 18 
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years with clinical breast examination recommended at 25 years, and from then on every 6 

months. Between 25-29 years, radiographic screening is suggested. From 30 to 75 years, 

annual MRI and mammography are recommended. A recent prospective randomized study 

that performed paired MRI and mammography in women with high risk for breast cancer 

confirmed the benefit of adding MRI to the screening of this population. This study showed 

that 61% of the tumors would not have been diagnosed by only a mammography, and it also 

demonstrated that MRI allowed the diagnosis of cancer at an earlier stage. In the group that 

underwent MRI, the identified tumors presented a smaller size (9x17mm, p=0.014) and were 

mostly under 1 cm (58%) with less involvement of the regional lymph node (11% x 63%, 

p=0.014) (Saadatmand et al., 2019). Also for BRCA1⁄2 mutation carriers older than 50 years, 

the addition of MRI to mammography improves screening sensitivity by a magnitude similar 

to that observed in younger women (Phi et al., 2015).  

Awareness of ovarian cancer risk should also exist, but screening for ovarian cancer is 

more challenging due to low sensitivity of the exams. It is advised that risk-reducing salpingo-

oophorectomy (RRSO) be offered between age 35 and 40 years for women with BRCA1 

mutations who have completed childbearing. For BRCA2 carriers, it can be delayed until age 

of 45 years, since only 1% of this population presents ovarian cancer by age 50. Nevertheless, 

health considerations related to premature surgical menopause, including an increased risk of 

osteoporosis and cardiovascular disease, should be discussed with women considering 

surgery. RRSO is the only evidenced-based strategy to prevent ovarian and fallopian tubes 

cancer. It is associated with an 80% of reduction of ovarian cancer risk, a 50% reduction of 

breast cancer risk in premenopausal women and of breast and ovarian-cancer specific 

mortality (Hartmann and Lindor, 2016). Annual screening with CA125 and transvaginal 

ultrasound may be considered for women who refuse prophylactic surgery, with limited 

sensitivity (less than 50%) and positive predictive value (less than 17%) (Stirling et al., 2005). 

Studies show that both are ineffective in detecting tumors during the very early stage to 

influence prognosis. The PROSE (Prevention and Observation of Surgical Endpoints) study 

evaluated the effect of risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy on mortality and confirmed that 

the surgical group had lower all-cause mortality (HR 0.40; 95% CI 0.26-0.61), breast-cancer 

specific mortality (HR 0.44; 95% CI 0.26-0.76), and ovarian cancer-specific mortality (HR 

0.21; 95% CI 0.06-0.80) (Domchek et al., 2010) . Some questions about the extent of surgery 

remain unanswered, such as whether adding hysterectomy to the procedure has survival 

benefits, and even if just performing salpingectomy alone would be sufficient for risk 
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reduction. The latter is based on the pathophysiology of ovarian cancer and its likely origin is 

in situ lesions located in fallopian tubes. Recent data has suggested that women with BRCA1⁄2 

mutations present an increased risk for uterine serous carcinoma, which generated an 

extensive discussion whether hysterectomy should be performed at the time of prophylactic 

surgery (Shu et al., 2016; Havrilesky et al., 2017). However, current standard guidelines do 

not include hysterectomy as part of risk reducing surgery. 

Since germline BRCA2 pathogenic variants are associated with a five-to-eight increase 

in the risk of developing prostate cancers, which are more aggressive and with a shorter 

survival rate; male carriers should begin prostate screening at age 45. Additionally, BRCA2 

mutations are present in 7% of pancreatic cancers irrespective of familial history, and account 

for approximately 10% of hereditary pancreatic cancers. Therefore, an individualized 

screening should be advised, preferably in the context of a clinical screening protocol because 

there is no consensus for pancreatic cancer screening in most institutions so far. A full body 

and eye examination for melanoma is also recommended because of increased risks of uveal 

melanoma (Daly et al., 2017).  

In addition to intensified screening and risk reduction surgeries, some pharmacological 

measures have proven to positively impact the management of BRCA carriers. 

Chemoprevention with Tamoxifen may be offered for breast cancer primary prevention of 

BRCA2 carriers, since 75% of BRCA2-associated breast cancer are ER positive (King et al., 

2001). However, for BRCA1 carriers, the current use of tamoxifen is less studied and data is 

inadequate to support the use of tamoxifen, since they present mainly TNBC. Beyond 

Tamoxifen, observational studies have shown that oral contraceptives reduce the risk of 

ovarian cancer by 30% and 40% in the general and BRCA population, respectively. The 

concern about theoretical increased risk of breast cancer was not confirmed in studies of 

women with HBOC syndrome. However, data from randomized controlled trials is lacking 

and therefore the use of  oral contraceptives for prevention of ovarian cancer in women who 

have not undergone risk-reducing salpingo-oophorectomy is controversial (Havrilesky et al., 

2013; Moorman et al., 2013). 
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1.2.2 Breast and ovarian cancer related to BRCA1/2 genes 

1.2.2.1 Breast cancer related to BRCA1/2 variants  

About 70% of breast tumors arising in BRCA1 mutation carriers are “triple negative” 

(Mavaddat et al., 2012). On the other hand, only 10% to 20% of TNBCs carry a BRCA1 

mutation (Gonzalez-Angulo et al., 2011; Couch et al., 2015). BRCA1-associated tumors 

generally present a higher mitotic rate and are peculiarly higher-grade tumors, presenting 

greatly increased mitotic count, pushing margins, lymphocytic infiltrate, trabecular growth 

pattern, and necrosis (Lakhani et al., 2002; Foulkes et al., 2003; Southey et al., 2011). These 

tumors generally express mioepithelial cell-type cytokeratins (CK5⁄6, CK14 and CK17) and 

present a basal-like gene expression profile (Foulkes et al., 2003). A previous study showed 

that reduced expression of CK8⁄18 could help discriminate the basal tumors from BRCA1 

carriers from those sporadic tumors (Mulligan et al., 2011). Moreover, loss of PTEN is 

generally found and seems to be an early event in BRCA1-related TNBC tumorigenesis, while 

TP53 mutations occurs first in most luminal BRCA1 tumors (Martins et al., 2012).  

BRCA2 breast carcinomas are most closely like sporadic tumors, generally expressing 

the estrogen receptor (77%) and are in the minority triple negative (Mavaddat et al., 2012; 

Spurdle et al., 2014). RNA tumor profiling demonstrated that BRCA2 tumors are mainly of 

the luminal B subtype and are more likely than non-BRCA2 tumors to be ER positive and of 

high grade , with pushing margins (Bane et al., 2007; Larsen et al., 2013). 

Mavaddat and colleagues evaluated the histopathological characteristics of the largest 

cohort of breast cancer patients harboring BRCA1/2 germline mutations. This included 4,325 

patients with BRCA1 mutations and 2,568 patients with BRCA2 mutations (Mavaddat et al., 

2012). Breast tumors were mostly invasive ductal carcinomas (occuring in the milk ducts) for 

both BRCA1 (80%) and BRCA2 (83%) carriers. Lobular carcinoma (occuring in the breast 

lobules) was the second most common subtype for BRCA2 carriers (8.4%), and medullary 

carcinoma (a subtype of invasive ductal carcinoma) for BRCA1 carriers (9.4%). The 

frequency of TNBC was 69% for BRCA1 and 16% for BRCA2. Thirteen percent of BRCA1 

tumors were HER2 positive, while 10% for BRCA2. BRCA1 tumors were a majority grade 3 

(77%), while for BRCA2 half of the tumors were grade 3. For BRCA1 carriers, the grade of 

the tumor decreased with increasing age, as well as the proportion of estrogen receptor-

negative tumors. In contrast, the grade and the proportion of ER negative tumors increased 

with age for BRCA2. Such findings are in agreement with previous studies with a smaller 
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number of participants (Foulkes et al., 2004; Tung et al., 2010). Pathology data was available 

for 702 BRCA1 and 302 BRCA2 mutation carriers in the same cohort who developed a 

contralateral breast cancer (Mavaddat et al., 2012). The median interval for a second breast 

cancer was 5.2 years. Interestingly, the ER/PR status of the first breast tumor was predictive 

of the ER/PR of the second cancer for both BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers, suggesting that the 

second tumor arises in the same genetic and environmental background has the same 

pathology. 

Concerning the prognosis of BRCA-associated breast cancers, recently the POSH 

study showed no difference in survival for patients carrying a BRCA mutation when compared 

to those with sporadic breast cancer (Copson et al., 2018). However, in TNBC subgroup, 

BRCA carriers had a better survival than non-carriers, which may be related to better 

sensitivity to chemotherapy. This survival advantage of TN BRCA mutant subgroup was also 

confirmed in a recent meta-analysis (Baretta et al., 2016).  

1.2.2.2 Ovarian cancer related to BRCA1/2 mutations 

The majority of ovarian tumors related to BRCA1 and BRCA2 constitutional 

pathogenic variants are serous carcinomas (67%), followed by endometrioid (12%), clear-cell 

(2%), and mucinous carcinomas (1%) (Mavaddat et al., 2012). Tumors in BRCA1⁄2 carriers 

are more likely than tumors in age-matched controls to be invasive serous adenocarcinomas 

and unlikely to be borderline or mucinous tumors. They are of higher grade, with a higher 

percentage of solid components and are more likely to stain strongly to TP53 (Lakhani et al., 

2004). There are no significant differences in ovarian cancer morphology or grade between 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 tumors (Mavaddat et al., 2012). However, BRCA1 carriers present a 

higher ovarian cancer lifetime risk than BRCA2. The cumulative ovarian cancer risk to age 80 

years is around 44% and 17% for BRCA1 and BRCA2 carriers, respectivelly. 

1.2.3 Implications for treatment response BRCA1/2 – predictive biomarker 

1.2.3.1 Sensitivity to platinum salts  

Platinum salts, such as cisplatin and carboplatin, are effective breast and ovarian 

cancer treatments. They act as DNA cross-linking agents forming intra-strand crosslinks, and 

are especially active in cells lacking HR function. Although their clinical effectiveness as 

first-line chemotherapy for breast cancers has been confirmed (ORR of 50% for cisplatin and 

30% for Carboplatin), studies have shown that they have only modest activity in previously 

treated metastatic breast cancers (Sledge et al., 1988; Martín, 2001). Tutt and colleagues were 
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able to demonstrate that the presence of a germline BRCA mutation was predictive of a greater 

benefit in the metastatic scenario. The trial included 376 unselected TNBC patients after first-

line treatment failure who were randomized to receive either Carboplatin or Docetaxel.. While 

there was no difference between ORR to carboplatin and ORR to Docetaxel in the overall 

population (ORR 31.4% x 34%), subjects with a deleterious BRCA1⁄2 germline mutation had 

a significantly better response to carboplatin than to docetaxel, doubling the overal response 

rate (ORR 68% x 33.3%, p=0.03). However, the highest platinum sensitivity was limited to 

BRCA mutation carriers. Such benefit was neither observed for subjects with a high HRD 

score, nor for tumors presenting BRCA1 promoter (Tutt et al., 2018). These results were 

consistent with previous results from a smaller phase 2 trial in methastatic TNBC in which 

platin agents were active specially in the presence of BRCA1⁄2 mutations but not in the 

presence of BRCA1 promoter methylation (Isakoff et al., 2015).  

The activity of platinum salts was also evaluated in early breast cancer, with proven 

benefits in the neoadjuvant scenarium for TNBC subtype regardless of BRCA1 status (von 

Minckwitz et al., 2014). Data from a retrospective study support the use of platinum salts in 

the neoadjuvant treatment of women with a BRCA mutation. Expressive response rates have 

been observed for BRCA1 mutation carriers treated with cisplatin monotherapy compared 

with standard regimens based on antracycline and taxanes (pCR 83% x 8-22%) (Byrski et al., 

2010). However, the usefulness of BRCA1⁄2 mutations as predictive biomarkers of platinum 

response in the neoadjuvant scenario is still questioned. Some authors advocate that 

gBRCA1⁄2 mutation carriers have a higher likelihood of achieving pCR thanks to a higher 

sensitivity to cytotoxic agents in general, regardless of the addition of platinum salts (Wang et 

al., 2015). GeparSixto was a phase II study which confirmed the benefit of adding carboplatin 

to neoadjuvant chemotherapy with increase of pathological complete response rate (53.2%x 

36.9%, p=0.005), an advantage translated in a superior disease-free survival rate at 3 years. 

The secondary analysis of GeparSixto trial, performed to evaluate if BRCA1⁄2 status were 

predictive of response to chemotherapy, could not confirm this hypothesis. It found that the 

addition of carboplatin did not increase pCR rate in mutation carriers (65.4% x 66.7% in 

treated vs untreated, respectively). Surprisingly, in the wild-type population, neoadjuvant 

carboplatin significantly increased it (55% x 36.4% OR 2.14, 95% CI 1.28-3.58, p=0.004). 

Additionally, gBRCA1⁄2 mutation carriers experienced a better DFS, which was not 

significantly improved by the addition of carboplatin (82.5% in carboplatin treated x 86.3% 

untreated patients). 
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Little data is available in the adjuvant setting for platinum salts in gBRCA1⁄2 

associated breast cancers. In 2014, Dwadasi and colleagues randomized TNBC patients who 

had residual disease after neoadjuvant chemotherapy based on antracicline and taxanes, 

receiving four additional cycles of adjuvant cisplatin (75 mg⁄m2), with and without the PARPi 

rucaparib. The primary end point (DFS in 1 year) was similar in both arms and was not 

different between patients with BRCA-associated and sporadic tumors (85% x 79%, 

respectively). Yet it is noteworthy that there was no relapse in any of the eight patients with 

gBRCA mutation. 

1.2.3.2 HR deficiency and development of a targeted therapy: PARP inhibitor 

treatments 

Breast cancers associated with gBRCA1⁄2 mutations represent 3-5% of cases. The 

percentage of somatic BRCA1⁄2 (sBRCA1⁄2) mutations in breast cancer is not well established. 

However, two studies found that approximatelly 3% of unselected cases present sBRCA1⁄2 

mutations (Nik-Zainal et al., 2016; Winter et al., 2016). Ovarian epithelial cancers associated 

with gBRCA1⁄2 mutations represent ~22% of the cases, with 15% germline and ~7% somatic 

mutations (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2011). In the absence of BRCA1 or 

BRCA2 protein function, the preferential use of error-prone DNA repair mechanisms leads to 

genomic instability, a peculiar feature of breast and ovarian cancers arising from BRCA 

mutations that may favor carcinogenesis. As stated before, the rational to use Poly (ADP-

ribose) polymerase (PARP) inhibitors to treat tumors arising in gBRCA1⁄2 mutation carriers is 

based on the principle of synthetic lethality, a concept in which if only one of the two genes is 

mutated, then it is compatible with viability, while a mutation in both leads to cellular death 

(Kaelin, 2005; Lord and Ashworth, 2017).  

PARPs are a large family of multifunctional enzymes that play a key role in the repair 

of single-strand breaks (SSB) through base excision repair. Of the 17 members of the PARP 

protein family, PARP1 is best characterized (Vyas et al., 2013). PARP1 is the major target of 

PARPi. The inhibition of PARP impairs the repair of SSBs through disruption of the base 

excision repair pathway and PARP1 trapping that happens through inhibition of auto-

PARylation and/or PARP release from DNA. These events lead to accumulation of SSB, 

which lead to DSBs at the replication fork and thus to the death of homologous recombination 

deficient cells such as BRCA1⁄2 mutants in a process named “synthetic letality”. This concept 

has moved from the field of genetics to medical oncology, opening new perspectives for 

treating tumors containing the BRCAness HR deficient phenotype. 
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The first trial evaluating the efficacy of PARPi (olaparib) in breast cancer was 

published in 2009 (Fong et al., 2009). This phase I trial included 60 heavily pretreated 

women, 3 of them carrying a BRCA pathogenic variant. One out of these 3 patients presented 

a complete response for 60 months. The second one had stable disease for 7 months (Fong et 

al., 2009). These results led to the approval of 2 phase II trials including women with 

gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants with advanced breast cancer, who presented response rates 

ranging from 12-41% (Tutt et al., 2010; Kaufman et al., 2015). Recently, a prospective phase 

III trial compared olaparib versus standard of care chemotherapy in patients with metastatic 

breast cancer harboring a gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variant. The PFS was significantly longer in 

the olaparib group (7 x 4.2 months HR 0.58, 95%CI 0.43-0.80, p<0.001), as well as 

improvement of quality of life. No significant benefit in overall survival has been proved yet 

(Robson et al., 2017).  

More recent studies have investigated the benefit of adding platinum salts in 

comparison and in combination with PARPi for the treatment of BRCA related early breast 

cancer. Telli and colleagues reported a pCR of 36% in a single-arm phase II study that 

evaluated the combination of iniparib, gemcitabine and carboplatin for the neoadjuvant 

treatment of BRCA pathogenic variant. The study confirmed that a high loss of heterozygosity 

score was a predictor of better response (Telli et al., 2015). Next, the combination of a PARPi 

(Veliparib) with carboplatin in addition to standard neoadjuvant chemotherapy with 

Docetaxel was evaluated in the BrighTNess trial, a phase III randomized study that included 

stage II-III TNBC. In this trial, the addition of carboplatin and veliparib increased pCR rate in 

both gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variant carriers (57%) and wild-type patients (53%), but no 

significant differences in patients who received only carboplatin (Loibl et al., 2018). 

Just like for early breast cancer, several studies are now comparing platinum salts to 

PARPi and evaluating them in combination for advanced breast cancer. A recently published 

phase II trial evaluated the efficacy of adding the PARPi veliparib to chemotherapy regimens 

(carboplatin and paclitaxel or temolzolamide) in patients with gBRCA1⁄2 mutated metastatic 

breast cancer. A numerical but not statistically significant increase in PFS and OS was 

observed with the addition of veliparib to the platinum-based regimen carboplatin and 

paclitaxel (Han et al., 2018). 

Beyond breast cancer, PARPis have been widely tested for ovarian cancer treatment in 

different settings. High-grade serous carcinoma (HGSOC), the most common subtype of 
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ovarian cancer, is characterized by nearly universal TP53 mutations (96%) and high genomic 

instability. As stated before, one half of HGSOC displays defects in HR DNA repair pathway, 

with mutations identified in BRCA1⁄2 in ~22% of the cases with ~15% germline and ~7% of 

tumoral mutations) (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2011). Pathogenic variants in 

other HR genes are less common and are present in about 3% of the cases. Sporadic tumors 

also display HR defects as BRCA mutants (the BRCAness phenotype), and consequently 

higher response rate to platinum-based chemotherapy and PARPi. Most patients with 

advanced-stage ovarian carcinoma are initially treated with platinum-based chemotherapy, but 

the majority of them will ultimately relapse. Longer treatment-free intervals and improved 

overall survival rates observed in this group are related to their inability to repair DNA 

damage. Based on this rational, two phase I studies tested the safety and benefit of olaparib 

for treatment of ovarian cancer harboring gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants (Fong et al., 2009, 

2010). In the first study, Fong et. al enroled 60 solid tumor patients, in which ovarian tumors 

led with 21 cases. Of the 21 ovarian tumors, 16 had gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants, who had 

received at least one line of chemotherapy. Response was documented only in patients 

harboring gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants (16 of 21) in both platinum-sensitive (61.5%) and 

platinum-resistant (41.7%) cohorts (Fong et al., 2010). This study supported the anti-tumor 

activity of PARP inhibition for the treatment of ovarian cancer. Subsequently, in the 

expansion phase, only ovarian cancer carriers of BRCA1 or BRCA2 mutations were enrolled. 

Of the 50 patients, 20 (40%) presented partial or complete response and 3 (6%) presented 

disease stabilization. The authors again confirmed a significant association between the 

clinical benefit rate and platinum-free interval. 

Subsequent phase II studies confirmed the efficacy of olaparib as monotherapy for the 

treatment of metastatic HGSOC patients harboring gBRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variants, with ORR 

ranging from 33-41% and a median response duration of 8.8 months (Kaye et al., 2012). 

Next, the trials focused on the use of olaparib in the maintenance scenario for 

platinum-sensitive relapsed ovarian cancer. Ledermann et al. confirmed the improvement of 

PFS by olaparib initially in a retrospective pre-planned analysis of a phase II trial, and 

subsequently in a prospective trial (8.4 months vs. 4.8 months; HR 0.35; 95% CI 0.25-0.49; 

P<0.001). The benefit was even greater in the presence of BRCA1⁄2 germline or somatic 

mutations (Ledermann et al., 2014). Also, SOLO 2 phase III trial met its primary end point, 

with improved PFS with olaparib than with placebo (19.1 months vs. 5.5 months, HR0.30; 

95% CI 0.22-0.41) (Pujade-Lauraine et al., 2017). Following these results, olaparib was also 
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tested in newly diagnosed ovarian cancer patients, after administration of platinum-based 

adjuvant chemotherapy. Also, in the adjuvant scenario, olaparib significantly reduced the risk 

of disease progression or death by 70% (Moore et al., 2018). 

Therefore, olaparib was initially approved by the Food and Drug Administration 

(FDA) in 2014 for the maintenance treatment of BRCA1⁄2-mutated ovarian cancer. 

Subsequently, in 2018 the approval was extended to all platinum-sensitive patients regardless 

of BRCA1⁄2 status, because it was realized that the benefit extended to all HRD tumors. 

Following SOLO1 trial, olaparib was also approved in first-line maintenance for BRCA-

mutated (BRCAm) advanced ovarian cancer. Currently, two other PARPi have been approved 

by the FDA for the treatment of ovarian cancer: niraparib and rucaparib. Other PARPi are 

under development and test, such as veliparib and talozaparib, based on the rational described 

above. 

The phase III NOVA study confirmed the benefit of niraparib in the maintenance 

setting of platinum sensitive HGSOC. In this study, the authors stratified the analysis by the 

presence of BRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variant and in the wild type group, by the presence of HR 

deficiency. The benefit of niraparib was more pronounced among patients with gBRCA1⁄2 

pathogenic variant (PFS 21 vs. 5.5 months, HR 0.27; 95% CI -.0.17-0.41). However, it was 

not negligible among gBRCA1⁄2 wild-type patients with HR deficient tumors (12.9 vs. 3.8 

months, HR 0.38; 95% CI 0.24-0.59). These results led to FDA approval of niraparib in the 

maintenance setting, regardless of BRCA1⁄2 status. Additionally, niraparib antitumor activity 

was also documented for late-line treatment of ovarian cancer patients, with greater benefit 

among HRD-positive tumors, regardless of relation to a BRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variant (Moore 

et al., 2019). 

Ultimately, rucaparib was also approved by FDA for maintenance treatment of ovarian 

cancer, based on the results of ARIEL2 and ARIEL3 trias (Coleman et al., 2017a; Swisher et 

al., 2017a). As for niraparib, a preplanned analysis of PFS according to a tumor genomic 

profiling test for homologous recombination and loss of heterozygosis analysis confirmed that 

the benefit of the PARPi was bigger but not restricted to BRCA mutant tumors. The PFS was 

16.6 months and 13.4 months in patients with BRCAm and homologous recombination 

deficient ovarian carcinomas, respectively (vs. 5.4 months for patients who received placebo; 

p<0.0001).  
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In line with these findings, it is clear that the population with potential benefit from 

PARPi is likely wider than germlin BRCA mutation-associated disease. However, it is known 

that part of the patients even carrying the mutation will present primary or secondary 

resistance to the treatment. For this reason, biomarkers to broaden the selection of patients, 

with the potential clinical benefit from these agents, are in development. 
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1.3 Unidentified BRCA1/2 variants in ovarian and breast cancer 

As stated before, the identification of a BRCA1/2 variant and determining its clinical 

significance now has an impact on genetic counseling , in addition to the therapeutic decision. 

However, although sequencing of BRCA1/2 has been available for over 25 years, after a 

period of intense research, a pathogenic variant is identified in approximately 10% of tested 

families (Caputo et al., 2012). Thousands of BRCA1/2 variants are identified in HBOC 

patients, but only a portion are actually related to cancer susceptibility (Caputo et al., 2012). 

In a majority, they are (likely) pathogenic truncating variants that generate a premature stop 

codon, which truncates the encoded protein and decreases protein expression through 

nonsense-mediated mRNA decay (Anczuków et al., 2008). Ten percent of individuals 

undergoing genetic BRCA1/2 screening receive test results reporting variants of uncertain 

clinical significance (VUS). A much higher proportion is seen in non-Caucasian populations 

(Frank et al., 2002; Nanda et al., 2005; Weitzel et al., 2005; Haffty et al., 2006; Kurian et al., 

2019). About 10% of identified variants in BRCA1/2 genes are either in-frame 

deletions⁄insertions, missense, silent variants, or variants in intronic and regulatory regions 

that may influence splicing or translation. These sequence variations present unknown 

functional effect on BRCA1 and BRCA2 and cannot currently be classified as either 

pathogenic or of low clinical significance. A large number of missense variants and virtually 

all non-coding deep intronic or promoter variants remain of unknown significance (VUS) 

since they cause subtle changes in protein structure (for missense variants) or in the amount of 

produced protein (for non-coding variants), being generally difficult to reliably determine 

their pathogenicity merely from clinical genetic information. A VUS finding should be 

considered clinically as not useful, and should not be taken into account into clinical decision 

until further evidence emerges to shift interpretation. Medical advice should be solely based 

on family and personal medical presentation. But in some cases, they are managed 

inappropriately as pathogenic mutation leading to psycological distress and inappropriate 

interventions in patients (Rebbeck et al., 2018b). Even though individual VUS are rare, the 

identification of a VUS is not a rare event and has a tendency to increase with concomitant 

sequencing of several genes in NGS panels. Information about VUS is collected in different 

public databases. Attempts to evaluate the clinical significance of these variants include 

frequency analysis in case-control studies, personal and familial history, co-segregation of the 

variant with disease in affected families, co-occurrence in trans with deleterious variants, in 

silico prediction models, and functional and tumoral data. 
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Thus, despite the remarkable advances seen in the past years, for the majority of 

HBOC families, little is understood about the underlying molecular mechanisms of cancer 

susceptibility. New technologies are being developed to extensively search in parallel for a 

pathogenic variant in a panel of other genes related to the syndrome, some which are also 

related to DNA repair. These high to moderate penetrance variants in suspected or known 

breast cancer-associated genes, such as TP53, PTEN, STK11, CDH1, ATM, BRIP1, PALB2, 

and RAD51 isoforms (RAD51C, D, B) may also contribute to hereditary predisposition. 

However, altogether these variants only explain about 5% of the unsolved cases (Castéra et 

al., 2018) and VUS are also identified in these new genes. 

BRCA1/2 VUS classification is particularly challenging. This is why in 2009 an 

international consortium was created, which allowed for the classification of a certain number 

of variants (Spurdle et al., 2012b, 2012a; de la Hoya et al., 2016; Moghadasi et al., 2017). 

This consortium has recently extended the scope of this study for other HBOC genes. 

1.3.1 Multifactorial model for variant classification 

Currently, BRCA1/2 VUS classification is based on a posterior probability score 

calculated from a multifactorial likelihood model that combines multiples lines of data 

considering that each feature is an independent predictor of variant pathogenicity (Goldgar et 

al., 2008). This model combines the prior probability of pathogenicity derived from an 

evolutionary sequence conservation model (Align-GVGD) and from bioinformatic prediction 

of the variant effect on protein sequence or RNAm splicing, with likelihood ratios for 

pathogenicity estimated from (1) how variant co-segregates with cancer in families, (2) 

whether the variant is seen in co-occurrence in trans with a pathogenic variant in the same 

gene (which should be lethal or cause Fanconi Anemia if the VUS is pathogenic), (3) personal 

and family history of cancer associated with the VUS, and (4) tumor pathology of the 

associated breast tumor.  

1.3.2 Co-segregation studies and personal/family history 

Co-segregation studies are based on the odds that a VUS is linked to breast or ovarian 

cancer in families more than expected by chance. In general, it requires complex statistical 

analysis to combine segregation analysis from several families (Thompson et al., 2003). 

Also, the observation from phenotype aspects of BRCA1/2 families (in comparison to 

families without such mutation), such as age at onset and the number of malignant tumors of 
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specific subtypes, allowed the calculation of likelihood that a pathogenic mutation is present 

and should be applied to the VUS. The analysis of personal history of individuals who carry a 

specific VUS (e.g, age at diagnosis, tumor type, number of affected first and second-degrees 

relatives, age at diagnosis, and tumor types) should allow for calculation of the probability 

that the VUS is pathogenic (Goldgar et al., 2004). 

Co-segregation and the summary of personal history and family history analysis 

provide direct mesure of disease susceptibility. However, they require analysis of genomic 

data from many individuals in a family, which is rarely available, or analysis of a very large 

dataset. Thus the information derived from both methods is rarely conclusive. 

1.3.3 Contribution of tumoral analysis for variant classification 

It is known that breast tumors from BRCA2 carriers resemble sporadic tumors and are 

less distinctive than that of BRCA1 carriers (Lakhani et al., 2002). BRCA2 tumors are 

predominantly luminal whereas BRCA1 breast cancers are more likely to be triple-negative. 

Based on histopathological characteristics of tumors containing known pathogenic variants, 

statistical weighting has been applied to tumors of VUS carriers (Lakhani et al., 2002; Bane et 

al., 2009; Mavaddat et al., 2010; Phuah et al., 2012). The fact that there is not a breast cancer 

phenotype restricted to BRCA1/2 carriers and that these tumors do not present uniform 

characteristics have hindered this approach. Recently, however, LR pathology for breast 

cancer has been refined with the analysis of a large pathology dataset of BRCA1/2 variant 

carriers (4,477 BRCA1 and 2,565  BRCA2) in comparison with that of the 47,000 sporadic 

breast cancers (Spurdle et al., 2014). The authors concluded that triple-negative phenotype 

was highly predictive of BRCA1 mutation status, regardless of age (LR for women under 50 

years was 3.73; LR for women 50 years or older was 4.41). In contrast, triple-negative status 

modestly predicted BRCA2 mutation, and only for women of 50 years and older (LR 1.79). 

ER-positive grade 3 tumors modestly predicted BRCA2 mutation status irrespective of age 

(LR 1.7), while for BRCA1, ER-positive phenotype negatively predicted BRCA1 mutation 

status, irrespective of grade (LR 0.08-0.9). 

Other attempts for breast cancer have been made to estimate the LR of BRCA1 

mutation based on: cytokeratin staining in combination with ER status and morphology 

(Lakhani et al., 2005), CGH array to identify a BRCA1 or BRCA2-like profiles, and BRCA1 

promoter methylation tests (based on the mutual exclusivity of BRCA1 germline mutations 

and BRCA1-Promoter methylation). Additionaly, recent research has also shown the utility of 
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extending the analysis of histopathological features of ovarian cancer (such as modified 

Nottingham grade 3, serous⁄undifferentiated histology, prominent intraepithelial lymphocytes, 

marked nuclear atypia with giant forms, and abundant mitotic figures) to predict BRCA 

mutation status. However, the number of analyzed samples in the respective studies was 

limited, so further analysis in a larger cohort is required. Currently, only breast pathology data 

such as grade and ER⁄PR⁄HER2 status are included in likelihood and posterior probability 

model score (Parsons et al., 2019). 

Moreover, incorporation of LOH analysis in the posterior probability model has been 

proposed. Since LOH of the wild-type allele is the most frequent second-hit event in BRCA-

related carcinogenesis, it has been proposed that the observation of loss wild-type allele in 

tumors of BRCA1/2 carriers would argue in favor of the VUS pathogenicity. The frequency of 

loss of the wild-type allele among pathogenic BRCA1/2 variants varies for breast and ovarian 

cancers: a proportion of loss of wild-type allele in ovarian tumors as high as 93% for BRCA1 

and 90% for BRCA2 carriers (Maxwell et al., 2017). A similar percentage of 90% occurred for 

BRCA1 breast cancers, but was less evident (54%) for BRCA2 breast cancers (Maxwell et al., 

2017; Nones et al., 2019). Nevertheless, some studies have argued in favor of LOH as a useful 

tool to predict variant pathogenicity (Chenevix-Trench et al., 2006; Spearman et al., 2008; 

Yang et al., 2018), while others warned that it should be applied with caution (Spurdle et al., 

2008b; Beristain et al., 2010; Van Heetvelde et al., 2018). To confirm this hypothesis, 

analysis of a larger number of samples may be required. 

1.3.4 Multifactorial model and VUS classification 

The combination of, the prior probability and the likelihood component allows the 

calculation of a posterior probability of causality, which enables the classification of the 

individual VUS as pathogenic or likely pathogenic if its probability of being pathogenic is 

greater than 0.95 and 0.99,  respectively. The variant is classified as neutral or likely neutral if 

this probability is less than 0.001 or between 0.001 and 0.049, respectively. All variants 

whose probability of being deleterious is between 0.05 and 0.949 remain of uncertain 

significance (Plon et al., 2008) For now, results from functional studies are not integrated into 

the algorithm and the use of tumoral data is limited to morphological and 

immunohistochemical breast cancer data. Moreover, the low frequency of these variants and 

the limited access to family history, genetic, and tumoral information are limitations of the 

method. 
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Recently, a new classification has been created by the American College of Medical 

Genetics (ACMG) to apply to all genes in order to standardize the classification criteria 

(Richards et al., 2015). These criteria do not apply to BRCA1/2 genes because the 

multifactorial model, mentioned above, remains more accurate when co-segregation data is 

included.  

In this thesis, we are particularly interested in BRCA1/2 missense and non-coding 

variants, which will be described in the following paragraphs. We were also interested in 

understanding the potential impact of the tumoral and therapeutic information for the VUS 

classification.  

1.3.5 BRCA1/2 splicing variants  

1.3.5.1 In silico tool predictions 

A number of in silico tools are available to help understand if a given intronic or 

exonic variant leads to an improper exon and intron recognition on messenger RNA and 

results in the generation of an aberrant transcript of the mutated gene. Four examples of these 

tools are: Neural network splice (NNSplice) is based on machine learning technique, i.e. 

artificial neural network (Reese et al., 1997); Splice site finder (SSF) and human splicing 

finder (HSF) score calculation is based on matrices and its homologous percentage with the 

tested sequence (Shapiro and Senapathy, 1987; Desmet et al., 2009); Max-EntScan (MES) is 

based on maximum entropy of a nucleotide sequence with a set of constraints fixed by the 

MES model (Yeo and Burge, 2004); and GeneSplicer (GS) is based on a decision tree method 

and captures potential strong dependencies between signal positions by dividing the dataset 

into subsets based on pairwise dependency between positions and modeling each subset 

separately (Pertea et al., 2001). These tools are generally freely available, allowing high-

throughput submission. They can be used either as a stand-alone programas part of 

commercial deal (Alamut, Interactive Biosoftware, Rouen, France) or free web-based 

applications (HSF). A major advantage of MES running under Alamut (hereinafter referred to 

as MES-A) is that the user no longer needs to indicate a dedicated analysis window with 

intron/exon junctions. MES-A scores the entire sequence, automatically moving the window 

with a 1 bp shift. As a result, all positions can be analyzed with the MES-A implementation, 

as opposed to the stand-alone program. This point must be stressed, as it circumvents the 

limitation of the stand-alone program, which cannot always be used as a first-line tool 

(Houdayer et al., 2008). Recently, a new tool emerged from an international collaboration for 
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predicting variant spliceogenicity: SPiCE (Splicing Prediction in Consensus Elements) 

(Leman et al., 2018). SPiCE combines in silico predictions from SpliceSiteFinder-like and 

MaxEntScan and uses logistic regression to define optimal decision thresholds for RNA 

experiments. 

1.3.5.2 Functional assay: Assays to measure splicing 

These assays evaluate the impact of VUS on RNA splicing focus on the gene region 

carrying the variant, and compare the wild type with the variant sequencing providing proofs 

of the involvement of the variant in the splicing alteration. These assays complement the use 

of in silico prediction tools and can be based either on a minigene construction or by an 

investigation of DNA transcripts derived from blood or tissue samples from patients 

performed by RT-PCR, qPCR and droplet digital PCR (Van Heetvelde et al., 2017). During 

these experiments, the presence of both alleles can be considered as an  indication of no effect 

of the VUS on splicing, whereas absence of the mutant allele in the full-length product can be 

considered as  evidence of a complete effect. But for RNA assays, quality control is an issue, 

as loss of splicing fidelity has been reported in cells analyzed under non-physiological 

conditions (Wimmer et al., 2000). 

1.3.6 BRCA1/2 missense variants classification 

Missense variants alter DNA sequencing, making a different codon of 3 nucleotides 

that leads to a single amino acid residue change in the final protein, encoding a stable yet 

mutant protein. Their classification is particularly challenging since it is difficult to estimate 

the impact of subtle changes in protein structure and function.Whether it is clinicaly useful to 

identify a missense variant in BRCA1 or BRCA2 genes remains questionable for a great 

number of cases. Only a small proportion are pathogenic, which are generally restricted to 

BRCA1/2 functional domains such as the Ring finger and BRCT domains of BRCA1 as well 

as the carboxy terminal domain of BRCA2 containing the DNA binding domain. 

1.3.6.1 In silico tool predictions 

Based on the assumption that a high level of conservation of gene sequence through 

evolution indicates that the DNA sequence of a specific functional domain must be 

maintained for it to work properly, a number of in silico tools are available to allow 

phylogenetic analysis (i.e to analyze if there is evolutionary conservation of nucleotide base 

pairs or individual amino acids across species). If the VUS is located in a highly conserved 

area of the gene, it is inferred that deviation of almost any type would be harmful.  
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Sorting Intolerant from Tolerant (SIFT) is a sequence homology-based tool that 

predicts variant pathogenicity using normalized probabilities calculated from the input 

multiple sequence alignment (Ng and Henikoff, 2001). These multiple sequence alignments 

are obtained by internally generating it or by allowing the user to submit their own FASTA-

formatted alignment.  

Polymorphism Phenotyping v2 (Poly Phen2.1) predicts variant as “benign”, “possibly 

damaging” or “probably damaging” based on eight sequence-based and three structure-based 

predictive features used by the probabilistic classifier based on machine learning methods 

(Ramensky et al., 2002).  

Align-Grantham Variation Grantham Deviation (Align-GVGD) is a method that 

predicts variant pathogenicity based on a combination of Grantham Variation, which  

measures the amount of observed biochemical evolutionary variation at a particular position 

in the alignment, and Grantham Deviation, which measures biochemical difference between 

the reference and the amino acid encoded by the variant (Tavtigian et al., 2006, 2008). 

Recently, Align-GVGD has been modified to take into account the impact of missense 

variants on splicing (Vallée et al., 2016).  

Aditionally, protein conformational modeling provides another in silico tool to 

evaluate whether a specific amino acid change may impact protein function. It is important to 

emphasize that comparisons of these different computer programs show that they can result in 

divergent conclusion (Hicks et al., 2011). Thus, none of them is sufficientlly robust for 

reinterpreting a VUS. 

1.3.6.2 Functional tests for assessing missense variant 

Several functional assays have been proposed to evaluate the impact of a single amino 

acid substitution on BRCA1/2 biological roles and biochemical properties. The purpose of 

functional assays is to serve as independent classifiers of VUS by assessing, directly or 

indirectly, their influence on protein conformation or function and generating additional 

information that could be integrated with available genetic and epidemiological data into 

multifactorial likelihood models in the future. According to ACMG, they are considered as 

strong evidence in determining pathogenicity of a given VUS. Although their results are not 

integrated into the multifactorial model for variant classification, they are useful for screening 

and stratification of variants for which additional analysis is cost-effective. 
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Different functional tests have been developed for years in human cells, yeasts or 

bacteria, and on whole proteins or specific domains by different strategies: cellular, 

biochemical, biophysical, etc. (Millot et al., 2012; Guidugli et al., 2014). 

1.3.6.2.1 Functional assays for BRCA1 missense variants 

 

Figure 14: Examples of functional assays for BRCA1 (Millot et al., 2012) 

Many functional assays are currently available for analysis of BRCA1 function. The 

main assay is the Homology-Directed Recombination (HDR) assay. It has been described and 

performed by several teams in different cell lines in recent years. This assay assesses the 

ability of BRCA1 to perform HDR in the presence of a given VUS (Ransburgh et al., 2010; 

Towler et al., 2013; Petitalot et al., 2019). Many variants have been evaluated through this 

assay by Monteiro et al (Carvalho et al., 2007; Fernandes et al., 2019). Other functional tests 

are available, such as Ubiquitin Ligase Activity and Protein Interaction assay which include 

UBcH5a/c, BARD1, BACH1, CtIP, Abraxas (Brzovic et al., 2001; Clapperton et al., 2004; 

Morris et al., 2006; Nikolopoulos et al., 2007; Rowling et al., 2010; Petitalot et al., 2019), 

Sensitive Protease Assay (Williams et al., 2001, 2003, 2004), Phosphopeptide Binding Assay 

(Yu et al., 2003b; Botuyan et al., 2004; Clapperton et al., 2004; Shiozaki et al., 2004; 

Williams et al., 2004; Lee et al., 2010; Petitalot et al., 2019), Small Colony Phenotype Assay 

(Monteiro and Humphrey, 1998; Coyne et al., 2004; Millot et al., 2011), Yeast Localization 
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Phenotype Assay (Millot et al., 2011), Embryonic Stem Cell-Based Functional Assay (Chang 

et al., 2009), Restoration of Radiation Resistance (Scully et al., 1999), Centrosome 

Amplification (Starita et al., 2004; Kais et al., 2012), Yeast Recombination Assay (Caligo et 

al., 2009), and Subcellular Localization Assay (Feng et al., 2004; Rodriguez et al., 2004; Au 

and Henderson, 2005; Wang et al., 2010; Petitalot et al., 2019). Recently, the CRISPR/Cas9 

technology has been used to systematically assess the functionality of BRCA1 VUS. 

However, the authors focused only on the RING and BRCT domains (Findlay et al., 2018; 

Starita et al., 2018). 

1.3.6.2.2 Functional assays for BRCA2 missense variants 

 

Figure 15: Examples of functional assays for BRCA2 (Guidugli et al., 2014) 

As for BRCA1, several functional assays are available for BRCA2. The most 

commonly used is the HDR assay. This test has been performed in different cell line: hamster 

(VC8, BRCA2-/-), yeast, and human cells (Moynahan et al., 2001; Wu et al., 2005; Farrugia 

et al., 2008; Guidugli et al., 2013; Shimelis et al., 2017). Another example is the Embryonic 

Stem Cell-Based Functional Assay which provides information about the impact of the 
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variant at the splicing and protein level (Kuznetsov et al., 2008; Biswas et al., 2011, 2012; 

Mesman et al., 2019). Lastly, the following evaluates the different functions of BRCA2: 

Centrosome Amplification Assay (Wu et al., 2005; Farrugia et al., 2008), mytomicin or anti-

PARP Survival Assay (Wu et al., 2005; Caputo et al., 2018), Syngeneic Human Cancer 

BRCA2 Knockout Cell LineModel also called SyVal Model (Hucl et al., 2008), Nuclear 

Localization Assay (Wu et al., 2005; Biswas et al., 2012), BRCA2 Protein–Protein 

Interaction-Based Assay (Xia et al., 2006; Biswas et al., 2012; von Nicolai et al., 2016b; 

Shimelis et al., 2017), and Phenotype in Heterozygous Carriers. 

To date, the results of a functional test are not sufficient to classify a VUS because the 

results obtained reflect only one of the functions of BRCA1 and BRCA2 proteins. However, 

they have multiple functions. Also, new functional assays are still emerging. The most 

promising seems to be the essays using CRISPR/Cas9 technology (Findlay et al., 2018). This 

test includes BRCA1/2 regions to evaluate the impact of the variant on splicing and at the 

protein level. The results of functional tests may be integrated in the multifactorial model 

soon, but this has not yet been completed (Iversen et al., 2011; Woods et al., 2016).  

1.3.7 BRCA1/2 expression regulation and non-coding variants 

1.3.7.1  Regulatory regions of BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 expression are controlled at the transcriptional and post-

transcriptional levels. The key transcriptional regulatory elements are housed in gene 

promoters, introns, and long-range elements, while the key post-transcriptional control 

elements are predominantly located in 5’ and 3’ untranslated regions (UTRs). Both genes are 

expressed in a cell cycle-regulated manner with low levels of proteins being observed in G0 

and early G1 phases before entry into S phase, and high levels are maintained through S and 

G2 phases of the cell cycle (Vaughn et al., 1996; Misra et al., 2010). 
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Figure 16 Non-coding regions of BRCA1⁄2 genes studied to date 

 

The core promoter of BRCA1 includes the non-coding exon 1 and part of intron 1 of 

BRCA1, as well as the exon 1 and part of intron 1 of the neighboring gene NBR2 

(chr17:43,168,800-43,172,601). BRCA1 expression is complex with its transcription 

controlled by two different promoters, α and β, respectively located upstream from the 

alternative first exon 1A (121bp) and 1B (378bp). These two promoters encode 5'UTR-a and 

5'UTR-b (Xu et al., 1995, 1997), which share the same translation start codon (located in exon 

2). These transcripts differ by the 5’UTR (exon 1) and are expressed in a tissue specific 

fashion: exon 1B is only expressed in breast cancer while exon 1A transcripts are present in 

both normal and tumor tissue. The maintenance of the correct ratio between the two 

transcripts has the potential to be important for normal regulation and function. In vitro 

studies show that this structural difference is related to a lower translation efficiency of 

5'UTR-a in comparison with 5'UTR-b (Sobczak and Krzyzosiak, 2002). 

The more efficient BRCA1 promoter (α) consists of a region of 200 base pairs, 

upstream of the start site, which functions as a bidirectional transcriptional element able to 

direct expression in either the BRCA1 or NBR2 direction. There is some evidence to suggest 

that these two genes, separated by little more than 200bp, are reciprocally regulated and 

present divergent transcription (Suen et al., 2005). However, gene expression data from 

TCGA confirm the co-expression regulation for ovarian serous carcinomas but not in the 

breast cancer data set (Network, 2011; Curtis et al., 2012). BRCA1 promoter contains: RIBS 

element that acts as an activator and possesses multi subunit EtsGA-binding protein binding 

sites (Atlas et al., 2000), CREB binding site that is a strong positive transcriptional element 

(Atlas et al., 2001), CAAT box (Xu et al., 1997), and an E2F binding site (Wang et al.,2000). 

No estrogen responsive element (ERE) was identified in BRCA1 promoter α. Therefore, the 

stimulation of BRCA1 expression by estrogen seems to result from an indirect effect of 

estrogen. In contrast, an ERE was described in BRCA1 promoter β, so in this case, estrogen 

stimulation effect is due to estrogen bound to the DNA and subsequent interaction with the 

transcription machinery to stimulate transcription (Norris et al., 1995; Xu et al., 1997). In 

addition to promoter elements, upstream repressor elements were also described in regions 

upstream of the start of transcription and translation (Suen and Goss, 2001a).  
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There is limited information about regulatory elements outside of the BRCA1 

promoter. Suen and Goss localized a 36-bp repressor element in the first intron of BRCA1 

(Suen and Goss, 2001b). Wardrop and Brown subsequently described two evolutionarily 

conserved regions rich of TF binding sites in the second BRCA1 intron that mediate both 

activation or repression of the BRCA1 gene (Wardrop et al., 2005a). The BRCA1 3' 

untranslated region (3'UTR) has been shown to be important for post-transcriptional 

regulation and exemplified by a variety of variants located there that negatively regulate 

mRNA translation, probably by disruption or creation of complementary MicroRNAs binding 

sites (Pongsavee et al., 2009; Lheureux et al., 2011; Brewster et al., 2012; Garcia et al., 2016). 

BRCA2 core promoter was first described four years after BRCA2 gene cloning (Davis 

et al., 1999). It is located -66 to +129 from the transcriptional start site, and corresponds to a 

region rich in CG nucleotides and with several TF binding sites including E-box, Ets/E2F and 

SP1. BRCA2 promoter is induced by NFkB and Elf1 (Davis et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2000), and 

repressed byp53, PARP1, and SLUG (Sharan et al., 1999; Wu et al., 2003; Wang et al., 2008). 

Recently, functional studies based on micro deletions mapped other regulatory promoter 

regions with up and down-regulating elements (Fraile-Bethencourt et al., 2018). As for 

BRCA1, it is expressed in a cell cycle regulated manner and the estrogen induction is also an 

indirect effect of mitogenic activity. Low protein levels are observed in G0 and early G1 

phases while peak levels are reached in late G1, S and G2 phases of the cell cycle. Misra et al 

described the bi-directional activity of BRCA2 promoter, similar to that of BRCA1. It was 

shown that the forward and reverse promoter activity regulates both BRCA2 and ZAR2 

transcription, respectively. Interestingly, during G0 and G1 phase of the cell cycle, this 

promoter is 8-20 times more active in the reverse orientation which increases the production 

of ZAR2 protein that binds to the promoter and silences BRCA2 expression. Whereas during 

the pre-division phases (S/G2), the forward activity is 5-8 times higher and the ZAR2 is 

trapped in the cytoplasm (Misra et al., 2010). Nevertheless, TCGA gene expression data do 

not confirm this co-expression regulation in the breast cancer data set and no data is available 

for ovarian serous carcinomas (Network, 2011; Curtis et al., 2012). 

Currently, little information is available on BRCA2 non-coding regions. A few cis-

acting intronic polymorphisms that alter the binding of transcription factors at regulatory sites 

have been described (Maia et al., 2012) as well as one 3'UTR variant (BRCA2 c.*172G4A) 

but with no clear evidence of pathogenicity (Garcia et al., 2016). 
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1.3.7.2  Assay for assessing BRCA1/2 variants in non-coding regions 

1.3.7.2.1 Assays to measure gene expression and protein function (Functional Assays) 

Variants can potentially affect normal pre-mRNA splicing and be deleterious either via 

disruption of consensus sequences, creation of de novo sequences, or alteration of splicing 

regulatory elements (Spurdle et al., 2008a). Deep intronic variants can also impact splicing, 

such as altering the function of branch sites, although the significance and mechanisms of 

such events remain unclear (Anczuków et al., 2012; Dutil et al., 2018). 

Functional assays can evaluate the variant's impact on the ability of the protein to 

perform some key cellular functions, which in the case of non-coding variants may be related 

to deficient gene expression.  

Luciferase reporter assay is a standard method to evaluate the impact of non-coding 

variants on gene expression. This assay consists of transfecting cells with a plasmid 

containing the luciferase gene under the control of DNA regulatory regions (promoter, 

enhancer, and repressor) with and without the variant of interest. The comparison between 

luciferase activities of cells transfected with the variant-containing plasmid and cells 

transfected with the plasmid containing the wild-type sequence, allow for the determination of 

the variant's impact on the biological function of regulatory regions. This assay is also used to 

evaluate 3'UTR functional regions on gene expression.  

It is challenging to integrate calibrated functional assay data into multifactorial models 

since pathogenic mutations do not affect the functional endpoints in the same way. Another 

issue is the low reproducibility between experiments, less prominent for variants with a 

greater effect. Plasmid DNA is placed in an artificial environment which may fail to 

reproduce the expression pattern of its endogenous equivalent due to differences on chromatin 

context. Regarding BRCA1/2 non-coding variants, although Luciferase assay is the current 

standard, the ideal cutoff that abrogates the allele expression has yet to be determined. For 

Lynch syndrome, it was suggested that a 50% reduction of gene expression makes the MMR 

function insufficient (Hinrichsen et al., 2013). 
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1.3.7.2.2 Assays to investigate the underlying mechanism of variant impact 

Transcription factors (TF) and microRNAs operate via base-paring interactions with 

DNA and mRNA, respectively. The majority of TF binding sites are located in promoter, 

enhancer, and repressor elements (some of which overlap with the 5’UTR), while the majority 

of microRNAs binding sites are placed in 3'UTR. Some in silico tools are available to 

investigate if the variant can create or disrupt one of these. For this purpose, microRNA/ TF 

binding site prediction software, ENCODE ChIP-sep data, and information theory analysis 

can all provide clues that may be confirmed with in vitro experiments.  

In vitro experiments are generally the next step to elucidate the underlying mechanism 

through which the variant can interfere. For 3'UTR variants, the correspondent miRNA vector 

(synthetic or plasmid) is co-transfected with the Luciferase BRCA1/2 3'UTR reporter, 

containing the variant or not. The results are then compared to determine if the variant has an 

impact. For promoter variants, several methods have been used for the characterization of 

protein-DNA interaction, including electrophoretic mobility shift assay (EMSA) (Garner and 

Revzin, 1981) and Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays (ChIP)(Orlando et al., 1997). 

EMSA is based on the principle that a protein-DNA complex migrates more slowly through 

an electrophoresis gel than the corresponding free DNA. Differences in binding patterns 

between the wild-type and mutant DNA sequences labeled with a radioactive or luminescent 

tag, are indicative of TFs interacting with the DNA sequence in question. The candidate TF 

can then be identified by the use of an antibody against itself, using a ‘supershift’ assay. ChIP 

assays are an alternative method for directly visualizing an in vivo interaction between a 

specific protein and a regulatory element. After DNA cleavage by restriction enzymes, 

protein-DNA complexes are purified by immuno-precipitation with antibodies directed 

against the protein of interest. To then confirm that the protein was linked to the TF binding 

site, the bound antibody is neutralized, proteins are digested and DNA is analyzed for the 

presence of the regulatory element by PCR. Interacting proteins can also be identified using 

mass spectrometry. 

Finally, promoter methylation has been described as alternative mechanism of BRCA1 

and BRCA2 silencing (Vos et al., 2018). This is another mechanism of disrupting 

transcriptional regulation, which can be evaluated through pyrosequencing or Next 

Generation Sequencing. 
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1.3.7.3 Impact of BRCA1/2 non-coding alterations on breast and ovarian cancer 

predisposition  

The incorporation of next generation sequencing analysis for germline tests has 

expanded the availability of information, including a greater number of sequence variants 

whose biologic impact remains unknown Bioinformatic analysis of the entire normal BRCA1 

and BRCA2 genes have been performed to identify those non-coding regions most likely to be 

functional. This analysis has incorporated publically available data including population 

frequency from dbSNP, 1000 genome, EVS, and case-control studies performed by ENIGMA 

groups; evolutionary conservation; and where relevant, transcription factor binding sites, 

predicted and actual (from ChIP-seq) from ENCODE (Table 1). Recent data originating from 

HBOC population screening confirm the presence of variants in these regions. Some of these 

variants are functionally active, which reinforces their possible link with hereditary 

predisposition. But currently, except for some non-coding variants identified in intron and 

exon boundaries with impact on splicing, all the sequence alterations identified in BRCA1/2 

non-coding regions remain unclassified.  

BRCA1 and BRCA2 promoters of predisposed patients with no pathogenic variant 

identified have been screened in search for potential 5'UTR mechanisms of gene deregulation 

(Dos Santos et al., 2017; Burke et al., 2018; Fraile-Bethencourt et al., 2018). These studies led 

to the identification of some variants with an impact on transcriptional regulation. For some of 

these, the underlying mechanism of down regulation is related to disruption of interactions 

between transcription factors and their binding sites.  

Promoter variants can also reduce gene expression through interference of CpG islands 

and consequent methylation-associated epigenetic silencing of the correspondent allele. 

Recently, this mechanism was described in two families carrying a BRCA1 promoter variant 

(c.-107A>T). RNA sequencing revealed that the heterozygous variant segregated with the 

hypermethylated BRCA1 allele, resulting in the allelic loss of BRCA1 expression (Evans et al., 

2018). Similar to Lynch syndrome (Hitchins et al., 2007; Ward et al., 2013a), this example 

raises the question of whether constitutional BRCA1/2 epimutations can represent an 

alternative mechanism for cancer predisposition. 
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Table 4: Priority regions of BRCA1⁄2 genes for screening 

 

A 5'UTR variant may also impact translation efficiency by interfering in the consensus 

motif for the start of protein translation. Wang et al. described a variant located 2 bases 

downstream from the BRCA1 start codon that reduced the protein expression in this way. In 

the presence of the 5'UTR variant (+118A>T, c.-2A>T), luciferase activity was significantly 

reduced compared to the wild type, while transcription efficiency and mRNA stability were 

assured by equal mRNA levels. Immuno-histochemical staining of the tumor could confirm 

the reduced expression of BRCA1 protein for the variant carriers. Signori et al also described a 

variant at position -3 from the BRCA1start codon associated with a significant decrease in 

mRNA translation through the same mechanism (Signori et al., 2001). 

Germline variants have been described in the 3'UTR region of the BRCA1/2 genes, 

some with a proven impact on gene expression (Saunus et al., 2008a; Pongsavee et al., 2009; 

Mogilyansky et al., 2016a). MicroRNA is small non-coding RNA which negatively regulates 

mRNA translation by recognizing complementary sites, most located in this region. They can 

induce mRNA degradation or inhibit their translation resulting in gene down regulation. 

3’UTR variants can disrupt pre-existing and create new cis-regulatory elements, and binding 

sites for trans-acting RNA binding proteins or micro-RNAs. However, there still exists a 

paucity of data on BRCA1/2 3'UTR regions. Brewster et al. carried out a screening of BRCA1 

3'UTR in a large population of BRCA mutation-negative breast cancer cases. This study found 

15 novel BRCA1 3'UTR variants, of which one (c.*1340_1342delTGT) was related to the 

creation of a new microRNA binding site: miR-103. Another 3'UTR screening of 716 index 
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cases negative for BRCA1/2 pathogenic mutations also detected SNPs and 6 rare variants in 

these region, 3 of which were novel (Garcia et al., 2016).  

Although intronic data is even scarcer, a few intronic variants have been described in 

the intron 2 of BRCA1 (c.81-3980A>G), which were able to revert the enhancing impact of 

these regions over BRCA1 promoter activity. Although these regions are situated several 

kilobases downstream of the promoter region, it is hypothesized that they regulate BRCA1 

expression at the transcriptional level, most likely via gene looping (Wardrop et al., 2005b; 

Dos Santos et al., 2017). 

It is currently difficult to predict the risk attributed to the presence of these variants, 

given the scarcity of data and the fact that they could have impact in different steps of gene 

expression. However, contrary to coding mutation, they may not impact protein function. 

Non-coding variants are expected to have more subtle quantitative effects and may probably 

be associated with a lower but still important impact on cancer risk. This would have an 

impact on the relative risk. 

However, there is currently no formal recommendation for classifying BRCA1/2 non-

coding variant carriers, nor guidelines for managing patients carrying these variants. As stated 

previously, except for some variants located in the intron/exon transition that impact splicing, 

the significance of nearly all variants identified in BRCA1/2 non coding regions remains 

uncertain. These sequence changes do not clearly affect the protein, but they do cause subtle 

changes which are difficult to interpret. As a quantitative effect is expected, it is a great 

challenge to define a threshold that classifies the variant as causal or to determine their 

significance and contribution in breast/ovarian cancer susceptibility. Thus, it is still difficult to 

reach accurate conclusions useful for genetic counseling. 

The last American College of Medical Genetics guideline provides no specific 

recommendation for reporting and classification of variants identified in BRCA1/2 promoter, 

intronic, and untranslated regions (Richards et al., 2015).To date, as well as for missense 

unclassified variants, carriers should be managed exclusively based on their personal and 

family history to estimate of cancer risk.  
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1.3.8 HR deficiency beyond BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants 

1.3.8.1 HR genes and cancer predisposition 

HBOC families with unsolved molecular mechanism of predisposition remain some of 

the most challenging in oncogenetic clinics. In recent years, the introduction of multigene 

panel sequencing generated an accumulation of data on germline and somatic pathogenic 

variants (PV) in HR genes beyond BRCA1 and BRCA2. However, a more precise risk estimate 

is underway for most genes. Some have have proven association with breast and ovarian 

cancer predisposition as moderate (with a relative risk of two-to-five fold) or high penetrance 

gene (with a relative risk of eight-fold). However, the conclusion from different studies 

regarding the magnitude of the risk is often contradictory.  

Couch and colleagues performed a case-control study that included 65,000 breast 

cancer patients to estimate the risk of pathogenic variants in non-BRCA1/2 predisposition 

genes, after exclusion of syndromic breast cancer genes such as CDH1, PTEN and TP53. This 

study confirmed that 5 out of 16 HR genes were associated with moderate-to-high increase in 

risk of breast cancer: ATM (OR 2.78; 95% IC 2.22-3.62), BARD1 (OR 2.16; 95% IC 1.31-

3.63), CHEK2 (OR 1.48; 95% IC 1.31-1.67), PALB2 (OR 7.46; 95% IC 5.12-11.19), and 

RAD51D (OR 3.07; 95%IC 1.21-7.88). In contrast, mutations in BRIP1, RAD51C, MRE11A, 

RAD50, NBN-MRN complex, MLH1 and PMS2 mismatch repair genes, and NF1 were not 

associated with breast cancer risk (Couch et al., 2017). 
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Figure 17 Breast cancer mutation frequency and relative estimation for HR gene mutations 

beyond BRCA1/2 (Adapted from Couch et al 2017 (Couch et al., 2017) 

More recently, LaDuca and colleagues performed an even larger case-control study to 

estimate frequency and cancer risk association of 32 cancer predisposition genes in 165,000 

individuals referred for multigene panel genetic testing in the United States. In partial 

agreement with Couch’s work, ATM, BARD1, CHEK2, PALB2, and RAD51D demonstrated 

statistically significant association with breast cancer, with similar hazard ratios. However, 

other genes were associated with increased breast cancer risk less than twofold (BRIP1, 

MSH6, NBN, and RAD51C). In addition, authors could demonstrate that pathogenic variants 

in nine of these genes with elevated breast cancer risk were also associated with increased risk 

for ovarian cancer (BRCA1/2, ATM, BRIP1, RAD51C/D, NBN, TP53, and MSH6), along with 

MSH2 and PMS2. Odds ratios for ovarian cancer across these 11 genes ranged from 1.91 for 

ATM to 13.8 for BRCA1. Pathogenic variants in BRCA2, PALB2, and ATM were significantly 

associated with increased risk for pancreatic cancer (LaDuca et al., 2019). It is noteworthy 

that this study was performed on patients referred for genetic testing, but 5.5% of patients 

with pathogenic variants identified in BRCA1⁄2 genes did not meet the criteria for testing. 

 

Figure 18 Gene estimation cancer risk derived from a case-control study in 165,000 individuals 

refered for multigene panel genetic testing (Adapted from LaDuca et al (LaDuca et al., 2019)). 

 

1.3.8.2 HR genes and response to treatment: Targetable HR genes  

Considering that HR is a multigene pathway of DNA repair, mutations in HR genes 

beyond BRCA1/2 should explain the HRD phenotype of some tumor cells despite being 
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BRCA1/2 wild-type. Evidence of genomic scar of HRD can be searched through different 

genomic scores and functional assays. In general, different trials show that a high HRD scores 

is predictive of a better response to PARPi, showing that the benefit can be extended to HRD 

carcinomas BRCA wild-type. However, the value of identifying an HR gene mutation itself is 

not currently clear. A recent study performed on 17,566 sporadic tumors showed an overall 

frequency of somatic HR gene mutations of 17.4% across all types of cancers. Endometrial 

(34%), biliary tract (29%), and bladder cancers (24%) harbored the most elevated rates and 

ARID1A (7.2%) followed by BRCA2 (3%), BRCA2 (2.8%) and ATM (1.3%) were the most 

commonly mutated genes. For breast and ovarian cancer, the frequency of HR gene mutations 

was 17% and 20%, respectively (Heek et al, 2018). In the TCGA of HGSOC, 26% of tumors 

presented HR genetic or epigenetic alterations in genes other than BRCA1⁄2, including 

RAD51C promoter methylation (3%), pathogenic variants of ATM⁄ATR (2%), EMSY (8%), 

and other genes (5%). 
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Table 5: Clinical trials that evaluated PARPi efficacy in tumors with HR mutations beyond 

BRCA1⁄22  

 

Tumoral sequencing has revealed that ATM is among the most mutated genes in 

sporadic cancers. They occur in many tumor types, but are more often found in hematologic 

malignancies, prostate (8%), pancreatic (8%), and lung adenocarcinomas (9%) (Biankin et al., 

 

2 DSB: double stranded breaks; HRR: homologous recombination repair; RPA: replication protein A; SSB: 

single stranded break; HGOC: high grade ovarian cancer; PC: pancreatic cancer. *forty patients were included 

but 21 were evaluable for response †the study defined the 115 patients based on the HRD score  
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2012; The Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2014; Forbes et al., 2017). In breast 

cancers, point somatic mutation is identified in about 5% of incidence, but copy number 

variation is more commonly found (46%) (Forbes et al., 2017). Ovarian cancers present ATM 

mutations in 1-5% of the cases. For PALB2, the prevalence of PV is 0.1%, 0.6%, 0.2%, and 

0.3% in breast, ovarian, prostate, and pancreatic cancer, respectively (Cerami et al., 2012; 

Gao et al., 2013). Somatic PV have been reported with a frequency of: 0.1% and 0.9% in 

breast and ovarian cancers, respectively, for RAD51B; of 0.2 %, 1.3%, 1.3% in breast, 

prostate, and pancreatic cancers respectively for RAD51C; and of 0.9 % and 0.6% in ovarian 

and prostate cancers respectively for RAD51D (Cerami et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2013). BRIP1 

Somatic PV have been reported in 0.3% of breast, ovarian and prostate cancer (Cantor and 

Xie, 2010; Cerami et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2013). BARD1Somatic alterations have been 

reported in 0.2 % and 0.6% in breast and prostate cancers, respectively (Cerami et al., 2012; 

Gao et al., 2013). Somatic pathogenic variants in CHEK1 have been reported in 0.1 %, 1.3%, 

and 0.9% of breast, ovarian, and prostate cancers, respectively, while pathogenic variants 

affecting CHEK2 have been described in 0.3 %, 0.6%, and 1.3% in breast, ovarian, and 

prostate cancers, respectively (Cerami et al., 2012; Gao et al., 2013) 

Most likely, mutations in genes encoding proteins with a more proeminent role in HR 

pathway will have greater impact. Currently, multiple studies are under way in addressing this 

question. There is still little data available and the results from individual studies in terms of 

long-term benefit are inconsistent. Currently, HR genes mutations beyond BRCA1/2 are not 

taken into consideration in clinical practice. The rationale was reinforced in preclinical 

studies, but although some results from clinical trial are already available, it is still too early 

to draw a conclusion (Table 2).  

ARIEL2/NCT01891344 phase II trial (Swisher et al., 2017b) evaluated the efficacy of 

rucaparib in relapsed platinum sensitive high-grade ovarian cancer. Among the 154 patients 

with somatic wtBRCA, 20 harbored pathogenic variants in HR genes and were evaluable for 

response (2 ATM, 2 BRIP1, 2 CHEK2, 1 FANCA, 1 FANCI, 2 FANCM, 2 NBN, 1 RAD51B, 4 

RAD51C, 2 RAD51D, and 1 RAD54L). Overall response rate (ORR) and disease control rate 

(DCR) in this subgroup were equal to 21% and 89.5%, respectively. Survival data (overall 

survival-OS and progression free survival-PFS) was not available in the report. It should be 

noted that the ORR in the subgroup of patients with mutated BRCA was equal to 80% 

(Swisher et al., 2017b) . 
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TOPARP/NCT01682772 phase II trial (Mateo et al., 2019) evaluated the efficacy of 

olaparib in patients with metastatic castration-resistant prostate cancer (mCRPC). Phase A 

and B included unselected and selected patients, respectively, for likely pathogenic variants in 

HR genes. Among 39 wtBRCA patients included in phase A, 9 had HR-genes pathogenic 

variants (6 ATM, 1 FANCA/CHEK2, 1 PALB2, and 1 RAD51) among whom 5 (55%) 

responded to olaparib. Survival data was not reported (Mateo et al., 2015). The phase B 

included 66 wtBRCA patients harboring the following HR-gene pathogenic variants: 7 

PALB2, 19 ATM, 20 CDK12, and 20 variants in other HR genes. ORR was 57% for PALB2 

subgroup (median PFS 5.3 months), 37% for ATM (mPFS 6.1 months), 25% for CDK12 

(mPFS 2.9 months), and 20% among the last subgroup (mPFS 2.8 months). In comparison, 

the ORR in BRCA-mutated patients was equal to 80% with a median PFS of 8.1 months. 

TRITON2/NCT02952534 phase II trial (Abida et al.) evaluated the efficacy of 

rucaparib in mCRPC. Of the 40 wtBRCA patients harboring HR genes pathogenic variants, 

21 were evaluable for response (5 ATM, 8 CDK12, and 8 in other genes). Two patients (1 with 

BRIP and 1 FANCA) presented partial response and 5 patients presented stable disease as their 

best response (DCR 87.5%). Although no patient in both ATM and CDK12 subgroups had 

partial or complete response to rucaparib, DCR was equal to 80% and 62.5% respectively. 

Survival data was not reported. It should be noted that ORR and DCR in patients having 

BRCA pathogenic variants were equal to 44% and 80%, respectively.  

NCT 03140670/phase II trial (Binder et al., 2019) evaluated the efficacy of rucaparib 

in patients with platinum-sensitive advanced pancreatic cancer with a pathogenic germline or 

somatic variant in BRCA1, BRCA2 or PALB2. Among 19 patients evaluable for PFS at the 

time of interim analysis, both patients harboring only PALB2 germline pathogenic variants 

responded to treatment. No further information was available. 

NCT02401347/phase II trial (Gruber et al., 2019) evaluated the efficacy of talazoparib 

in wtBRCA with advanced HER2-negative breast cancer or other solid tumors harboring 

pathogenic variants in HR genes. The study enrolled 12 breast cancer patients and 7 patients 

with other solid tumors (including pancreatic cancer) evaluable for response. In the former 

group, 3 had a response (2 PALB2 and 1 CHEK2/FANCA/PTEN) and 3 had SD ≥ 6 months (1 

PALB2, 1 ATR, and 1 PTEN). Thus, the ORR and CBR were equal to 25% and 50% 

respectively. Survival data was not reported.   
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ARIEL3/NCT01968213 randomized controlled double-blind phase III trial (Coleman 

et al., 2017b; O’Malley et al., 2018) evaluated the response to rucaparib in patients with 

recurrent platinum sensitive ovarian cancer. Forty-three wtBRCA patients harboring 

pathogenic variants in HR genes were randomized 2:1 to receive rucaparib (n=28) or placebo 

(n=15). Among the patients in the former group, RAD51C (n=6), RAD51D (n=4), and 

RAD54L (n=3) were the communly altered genes, followed by ATM (n=2), ATR (n=2), 

CHECK2 (n=2), FANCD2 (n=2), RAD50 (n=2), FANCL (n=2), BARD1 (n=1), FANCI (n=1), 

and FANCM (n=1). Hazard ratio favored rucaparib with nearly 80% reduction of progression 

risk compared to placebo (HR: 0.21, p=0.005) and the median PFS doubled in the group 

receiving PARPi (11.1 months versus placebo 5.5 months). It is noteworthy that the risk 

reduction was similar to that found in the subgroup of patients with BRCA pathogenic 

variants (HR: 0.20 p  <0.001). 

Study 19/NCT00753545 - phase II trial (Ledermann et al., 2016; Hodgson et al., 2018) 

evaluated the efficacy of olaparib as maintenance treatment for platinum sensitive recurrent 

ovarian cancer. Twenty-one out of 118 wtBRCA patients had pathogenic variants in HR 

genes (5 BRIP1, 3 CDK12, 3 RAD54L, 2 RAD51B, 1 ATM, 1 FANCA, 1 FANCD2, 1 

FANCI, 1FANCL, 1 RAD51C, 1 RAD52, and 1 XRCC3). In this subgroup, the magnitude of 

risk reduction of progression with olaparib corresponded to approximately 80% (HR: 0.21, 

p= 0.03) and was similar to that seen in patients with BRCA pathogenic variants (HR: 0.18, 

p <0.001). On the other hand, olaparib did not add any statistically significant benefit in 

patients with wtBRCA/wtHR-genes. Individual data was not reported. 

ENGOT-OV16/NOVA/NCT01847274 randomized controlled double-blind phase III 

trial (Mirza et al., 2016) evaluated the efficacy of niraparib versus placebo as maintenance for 

patients with platinum-sensitive, recurrent ovarian cancer. The authors performed a 

retrospective exploratory analysis of 331 patients enrolled in the NOVA cohort germline 

wtBRCA. The results showed an added benefit of niraparib over placebo in all subgroups with 

an HR of 0.27, 0.31, and 0.49 in patients with somatic BRCA pathogenic variants, somatic 

wild-type BRCA/HR-genes pathogenic variants, and wtBRCA/wtHR-genes, respectively. 

Neither individual data nor gene level analysis were reported. 

PROfound/NCT02987543 open label randomized controlled phase III trial (Fizazi et 

al., 2019) evaluated the efficacy of olaparib versus physician’s choice (enzalutamide or 

abiraterone) in castration-resistant metastatic prostate cancer harboring HR gene alterations. 
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The study a cohort A with ATM, BRCA1, or BRCA2 mutation and a cohort B with mutations 

in other 12 HR genes (CDK12, CHEK2, PPP2R2A, PALB2, BRIP1, RAD54L, BARD1, 

RAD51B, RAD51D, CHEK1, FANCL, and RAD51C). The PFS benefit of olaparib was 

confirmed in both cohorts with HR 0.34 (p<0.0001) and HR 0.44 (p=0.0192) in cohort A and 

B respectively. Despite the high rate of cross-over (80% of patients in the antiandrogen arm 

finally received olaparib), the interim analysis had a favorable trend in OS for olaparib arm 

considering the entire population. As for gene-level exploratory analysis, 89 patients harbored 

CDK12 pathogenic variants (61 olaparib versus 28 control), 86 ATM (62 versus 24), 12 

CHEK2 (7 versus 5), 5 RAD51B (4 versus 1) and 5 RAD54L (3 versus 2). The median 

radiologic PFS was equal to 5 for olaparib versus 2.2 months for the control in CDK12 

subgroup, 5.4 versus 4.7 for ATM, 5.5 versus 3.4 in CHEK2, 10.7 versus 1.8 for RAD51B, and 

7.2 versus 2.4 for RAD54L. 
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2 Thesis objectives 

Ovarian and breast cancers are now defined by the main pathways involved in the 

tumorigenesis. Dysfunction in DNA repair by homologous recombination plays a major role 

in some subtypes of these cancers. In hereditary breast and ovarian cancer (HBOC) 

predisposition, tumors with BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants present an impairment of this 

reparation pathway which is facilitated by the pre-existing germline mutation. For many years 

after the discovery of the BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes, variants were only searched on germline 

DNA. With the technical improvement (e.g. arrival of the NGS, as mentioned before) and 

with the establishment of BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants as a target for treatment, laboratories 

have developed screening for BRCA1/2 genes on tumors, increasing also the number of 

tumoral data. Even so, the reason of the inactivation of this pathway remains uncertain 

sometimes.  

In the context of HBOC syndrome, most medical genetics laboratories currently 

perform germline sequencing through gene panels with a restricted number of genes, and 

generally limited to defined coding regions within these genes with regards to the medical 

management of these results. Although the number of screened genes has increased from 2 to 

nearly 100 genes in some panels, there are still many families whose HBOC predisposition 

mechanism remains unexplained and with a missing heritability. Currently, in screened 

HBOC cases, ~10% have pathogenic variants (~15% if the other genes are also studied) and 

~10% of patients present VUS. One major limit in this diagnosis, and consequently in the 

management of patients, is the detection of an increasing number of nucleotide variants of 

unknown biological/clinical significance (VUS). VUS remains unusable in patient and family 

management care. Tools for classification are more and more important in a context of a 

production of massive genomic information. But what about the remaining 75-80% of 

families with a diagnosis of HBOC?  

Concerning response to PARP inhitors, a group of patients harboring BRCA1/2 

pathogenic variants are particularly sensitive. However, many patients seem to be good 

responders even without any BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants. They constitute a missing 

predictive biomarker group. Genetics labortories are also involved in the extension of the 

panel and signature analysis to understand this sensitivity background.  

In order to try to make progress on this point, the main objective of this thesis is to 

identify alternative mechanisms of homologous recombination (HR) pathway inactivation 
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beyond BRCA1/2 coding and premature stop pathogenic variants, to optimize both cancer 

predisposition management and therapeutic response. The purpose of identifying such 

mechanisms is to improve genetic counseling and to broaden the population that benefits from 

target therapies, known to be more effective in HRD tumors.  

Regardless of the different types of genetic panels available, there has been minimal 

exploration of non-coding regions. These regions represent 98% of the human genome and 

exploring them is a project in itself, with limitations when compared to the study of the 

coding regions because all the uncontrollable gene regulation mechanisms that come into 

play. This study began with the screening of non-coding regions in non-BRCA1/2 patients to 

demonstrate that variants in these regions really existed. After confirming their presence, the 

next step aimed to understand which variants had a potential impact, and there again a new 

problem arose. The frequency databases in the control populations either poorly referenced or 

did not reference at all the non-coding variants. As a result, we could not easily discriminate 

between a polymorphism and VUS. A second problem was with in silico predictive software, 

since it is largely developed to evaluate variants only located in the coding regions or 

intron/exon junctions. The support of the international consortium ENIGMA allowed us to 

meet people who could help us on this point. Once the variants were obtained and selected, 

new functional tests were investigated because the majority of the functional tests were 

developed for missense variants. Once the various problems were solved, 20 non-coding 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 variants were evaluated. This part is discussed in an article published by 

Santana E et al “Assessment of the functional impact of germline BRCA1/2 variants located 

in non-coding regions in families with breast and/or ovarian cancer predisposition.”in 

Breast Cancer and research treatment. 

During BRCA1⁄2 genes screening, beyond the thousands of variants that are already 

identified, many new variants are continually being identified. The following classification 

strategies were implemented: screening of the control population, development of in silico 

prediction and functional tests, and co-segregation in families (in particular by national and 

international consortia). Since more and more information is being accumulated with tumor 

sequencing, it will be important to consider tumor information. Currently, this information is 

underutilized. In 2014, a multi-institutional study established the likelihood-ratio (LR) 

pathology, which has been integrated in the multifactorial model. However, LOH information 

is not used for variant interpretation. This could help to classify missense variants since they 

are rare, and therefore with limited information to interpret them. This part is discussed in the 
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second article “Contribution of the loss of heterozygosity to BRCA1 variant classification” 

that will soon be submitted. 

Finally, the main question of this thesis was adressed by analyzing the therapeutic 

response. Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) followed by interval debulking does not present 

inferior results to those of primary cytoreduction and offers the opportunity to evaluate 

chemo-sensitivity in vivo. Chemotherapy response scores (CRS) have been shown to correlate 

with outcome with a complete (or near complete) (CRS3) response predicting improved 

progression-free survival. The recruitment specifically in these responders could bring us an 

increase in the yield of identification of new mechanisms of inactivation. As before with large 

familial cosegregation, the therapeutic strategy developed on tumor material will be applied to 

the screeeing on the HR pathway in non-coding regions BRCA1/2 genes and other coding HR 

genes. This part is discussed in the last article “Mutation analysis of ovarian carcinoma 

patients presenting optimal response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy” in preparation. 

This thesis is presented in three main parts: parts one and two contribute to the 

advance of non-coding and missense BRCA1/2 variant classification in cancer predisposition 

and the last part focuses on the exploration of new biomarkers of therapeutic response to 

DNA damage agents beyond BRCA1/2 coding mutations. 
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3 Results 

3.1 Non-coding regions 

3.1.1 Background 

3.1.1.1 Non coding regions and regulatory impact 

Current technological sequencing advancements and development of bioinformatics 

tools have enabled the exploration and elucidation of the genome structure and non-coding 

DNA regions. The description of the functional elements of human genome by the 

encyclopedia of DNA elements provided a better understanding of the human genome 

expression regulation and how regulatory data is encoded. This effort demonstrated that most 

of the human genome is involved in gene expression regulation, while the small minority of 

the nucleotides (1.2%) encodes proteins within humans. The ENCODE project has also 

described thousands of regulatory active regions and showed that 90% of common variants 

fall outside the coding regions of the genes (ENCODE Project Consortium, 2012). 

Nevertheless, the majority of the studies to date have focused on the coding regions of the 

cancer associated genes. 

3.1.1.2 Germline cancer-associated variants in the regulatory regions 

Until recently, attention had been focused on coding regions of the genes associated 

with cancer risk. Exome sequencing of human genome and co-segregation studies have made 

evident that lots of disease-associated variants play a role in hereditary susceptibility. Since 

coding changes do not explain all of the predisposition cases, the importance of the non-

coding regions (including promoters, introns, intergenic sequences and non-coding RNAs) in 

biological functions and hereditary predisposition must be considered.  

Gathered evidence indicates that genetic variants in the non-coding but functional 

elements can contribute to the development of hereditary cancers. The presence of variants in 

these regions can impact gene transcription by the creation or disruption of transcription 

factors binding sites, or by interfering with CpG island methylation which leads to an aberrant 

methylation pattern. In addition, variants may have an impact at the post-transcriptional level, 

creating or disrupting microRNA 3' complementary binding sites in 3’UTRs and interfering 

with the stability of RNAs and microRNAs. Moreover, the elucidation of 3D chromatin 

structure reveals a complex network of interaction between the regulatory regions of the 
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genome which includes long-range interactions between functionally coordinated domains 

lying hundreds of kilobases upstream or downstream of their target (Heidari et al., 2014; 

Hughes et al., 2014). Therefore, non-coding sequence alterations may also influence this 

model of regulation.  

There is increasing data associating germline non-coding variants with cancer risk. 

Additionally, most cancer-associated single nucleotide variants (SNVs) identified through 

genome-wide association studies are located in non-coding regions, with some of them having 

a proven role in gene expression regulation (Stacey et al., 2007; Zhang and Lupski, 2015). 

Two examples: (i) a germline variant in the promoter of TERT (telomerase reverse 

transcriptase) gene (c.-57T>G) significantly increased promoter activity. This variant co-

segregated with cancer in a family with 14 melanoma cases who were not carriers of germline 

mutations in the two known melanoma genes, CDKN2A and CDK4 (Horn et al., 2013). The 

variant increases TERT expression probably by the creation of a new binding site for Ets, 

Elk1, and Elk4 transcription factors. The increase of TERT expression is a fundamental 

requirement for cell transformation and immortality (Cong et al., 2002; Xu et al., 2013).; and 

(ii) constitutional germline mutations have also been described in MLH1 and PTEN promoters 

and correlated with the risk of cancer (Zhou et al., 2003a; Hitchins et al., 2007, 2011; Ward et 

al., 2013a). Interestingly, the 5'UTR MLH1 variant c.-27C>A is an example of a non-coding 

sequence change associated with an epigenetic modification. The presence of the variant 

generates aberrant methylation of the promoter and silences of the affected allele (Zhou et al., 

2003b; Hitchins et al., 2007, 2011; Ward et al., 2013b) 

Since BRCA1/2 coding or intron/exon junctions pathogenic variants only explain 10% 

of the predisposed families, exhaustive efforts have been undertaken for more than 20 years to 

identify other loci contributing to breast cancer susceptibility. It remains possible that some of 

the remaining risk maybe related to the main HBOC genes BRCA1/2, potentially by variants 

causing deregulation of expression. Until now, few studies have analyzed BRCA1/2 non-

coding regions.  

3.1.2 Hypothesis 

Our hypothesis was that unclassified variants located in regulatory regions of BRCA1 

and BRCA2 should have an impact in breast and ovarian cancer predisposition.  
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3.1.3 Summary results and concluding remarks  

Massively parallel sequencing and the use of whole-genome sequencing for screening 

have led to a substantial increase of variants identified in the BRCA1/2 non-coding regions. 

To date, Genome aggregation database (gnomAD) has collected more than 1,000 BRCA1/2 

non-coding variants, for which functional impact is presently unknown. It is hard to measure 

since they impact both transcription regulation and reduction of expression of functionally 

active protein, and not in its extinction. A priority now is to weight the contribution of these 

variants in cancer risk. Indeed, as subtle quantitative effects are expected, it is challenging 

although important to define a threshold of effect that classifies these non-coding variants as 

"pathogenic variants" to allow accurate genetic counseling. Their classifcation is challenging 

since they reduce gene expression by changes in trans acting factors or cis-regulatory region 

and result in subtle change in the final protein. They may explain the remainder of the risk by 

themselves or in combination of not yet identified high, moderate or low risk variants located 

in BRCA1/2 and/or in other cancer risk loci, with the potential to achieve the same end as 

truncating mutations in the gene itself. 

This article brings insights to the increasing need of the medical community to explain 

the hereditary predisposition to breast and or ovarian cancers. This approach is innovative as 

it explores non-coding regulatory BRCA1/2 elements and functional impact of variants there 

located in these regions which may represent an important but unexplored tumorigenic 

mechanism.  

We were able to screen regulatory regions with the greatest potential for regulating 

BRCA1/2 expression of approximatelly 4,500 women who met the clinical criteria of HBOC 

syndrome and negative for pathogenic variant of BRCA1/2. This screening allowed the 

identification of 117 variants, some of them with proven impact on promoter activity and 

supposed impact on gene expression. For a portion of them, clinical arguments were available 

to reinforce the hypothesis of their relationship with cancer predisposition. We analysed 20 of 

them by functional assays to stratify these variants. In addition, we reported the enhancer 

property of an intronic sequence located in the intron 12 of BRCA1 and confirmed the 

enhancer property of a previously described region in the intron 2 of the same gene. 
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Purpose: The molecular mechanism of breast and/or ovarian cancer susceptibility remains unclear in 

the majority of patients. Whilst germline mutations in the regulatory non-coding regions of BRCA1 

and BRCA2 genes have been described, screening has generally been limited to coding regions. The 

aim of this study was to evaluate the contribution of BRCA1/2 non-coding variants. 

Methods: Four BRCA1/2 non-coding regions were screened using high resolution melting 

analysis/Sanger sequencing or next-generation sequencing on DNA extracted from index cases with 

breast and ovarian cancer predisposition (3,926 for BRCA1 and 3,910 for BRCA2). The impact of a set 

of variants on BRCA1/2 gene regulation was evaluated by site-directed mutagenesis, transfection, 

followed by Luciferase gene reporter assay. 

Results: We identified a total of 117 variants and tested twelve BRCA1 and 8 BRCA2 variants 

mapping to promoter and intronic regions. We highlighted two neighbouring BRCA1-promoter 

variants (c.-130del; c.-125C>T) and one BRCA2 promoter variants (c.-296C>T) inhibiting 

significantly the promoter activity. In the functional assays, a regulating region within the intron 12 

was found with the same enhancing impact as within the intron 2.Furthermore the variants c.81-

3980A>G and c.4186-2022C>T suppress the positive effect of the intron 2 and 12 respectively on the 

BRCA1 promoter activity. We also found some variants inducing the promoter activities. 

Conclusion: In this study, we highlighted some variants among many, modulating negatively the 

promoter activity of BRCA1 or 2 and thus having a potential impact on the risk of developing cancer. 

This selection makes it possible to conduct future validation-studies on a limited number of variants.  
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Introduction 

At least 10% of the 14 million breast cancer diagnoses made worldwide each year are associated 

with hereditary predisposition. Breast cancer susceptibility gene 1 (BRCA1) and breast cancer 

susceptibility gene 2 (BRCA2) are the two most penetrant genes implicated in hereditary breast and/or 

ovarian cancer (HBOC) [1, 2]. However, a causal mutation useful for genetic counseling is identified 

in less than 15% of tested families and, in most cases, little is known about the underlying molecular 

mechanisms of cancer susceptibility. It would be particularly useful to identify inherited mutations in 

patients with a family history of cancers to allow implementation of risk reduction strategies for these 

patients and their families. New technologies have been proposed to study a panel of genes known or 

suspected to be involved in breast and/or ovarian cancer predisposition. Other HBOC predisposition 

genes have also been explored but could represent less than 5% of all causative mutations [3]. 

BRCA1/2coding variants remain the major contributors to HBOC risk and the hypothesis that the 

remaining predisposition is also related to these genes remains plausible and could be explained by the 

presence of variants in non-coding regions for which the functional impact is currently unknown. 

Progressing sequencing technologies and the development of bioinformatics tools now allows more 

informed exploration of transcriptional regulation [4, 5]. Germline mutations in the regulatory regions 

of the genome may represent an important tumorigenic mechanism and the impact of some non-coding 

regions on transcription regulation of the BRCA1/2 genes has already been reported. Large genomic 

deletions involving the BRCA1 and BRCA2 promoters increase the risk of cancer [6–8]. Wardrop et al. 

described two non-coding sequences in intron 2 located 2.5kb downstream to theBRCA1 promoter 

with differential transcriptional regulatory activity [9]. Germline variants in the BRCA1 and BRCA2 5’ 

and 3’UTRs, resulting in reduced translation efficiency, have also been described [10–15]. Moreover, 

several examples of variations in the non-coding sequences of other genes have also been correlated 

with cancer risk. Recently, two different recurrent mutations in the promoter of the telomerase reverse 

transcriptase (TERT) gene generating telomerase overexpression have been demonstrated to be 

associated with an increased risk of melanoma [16]. 

A reasonable mechanism to explain the impact of alterations of non-coding sequences on cancer risk is 

that the nucleotide change can create or disrupt a binding motif for a given transcription factor, and 

consequently alter the protein expression in all tissues expressing this factor. However, there is 

currently a lack of information about the function and polymorphisms of non-coding sequences and 

genetic screening of BRCA1/2 genes is generally limited to coding regions and intron-exon junctions. 

The role of variants in non-coding regions with no splicing effect has not been thoroughly investigated 

and even less is known about their contribution to transcriptional regulation. Assessment of their 
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impact on cancer predisposition is often more complex. The present study is a first approach to 

provide data to allow estimations of the impact of these variants on breast and/or ovarian cancer risk. 

The primary objective of this study was to assess the significance and contribution of non-coding 

variants on BRCA1/2 promoter activity and on breast and/or ovarian cancer risk. 

 

Materials and methods 

DNA samples, Probands and Cohorts 

In order to identify novel germline mutations that could explain hereditary predisposition, patients 

from 3 different HBOC cohorts, with eligibility criteria for familial genetic testing according to the 

French consensus statement and negative for BRCA1/2 causal mutation were enrolled[17, 18]. A total 

of 1,968 patients were tested at Centre François Baclesse, Caen, 1,958 patients were tested at Institut 

Curie, Saint-Cloud and 723 patients were tested at Institut Curie, Paris (Figure 1, Table 1). The 

characteristics of each cohort have been previously described[3, 20–22]. The frequency of the variants 

identified was also evaluated in a control cohort composed of Institut Curie patients with a cancer 

predisposition other than breast or ovarian cancer. The analysis was done anonymously and the 

frequency of the variant was only reported to compare with the cases. 

DNA was extracted from lymphoblastoid cell lines and 4 BRCA1/2 non-coding regions were 

screened by HRM or NGS: BRCA1 promoter, BRCA1 intron 2, BRCA1 intron 12, and BRCA2 

promoter (Figure 1, Table 1b).  

In addition to the variants identified by this screening, we also selected new variants from the 

ENIGMA (Evidence based Network for the Interpretation of Germline Mutant Alleles) database [23], 

in the context of a collaborative study. 

Screening of BRCA1/2 non-coding regions: High Resolution Melting analysis and Next-

generation sequencing  

The four regions explored had been previously defined as being regions most likely to be 

functional and presenting a higher probability of containing disease-associated variants. This analysis 

comprised bioinformatics, experimental and population-based approaches to identify and validate key 

non-coding regions in BRCA1 and BRCA2 [9, 24, 25]. For example, the regions explored in introns 2 

and 12 are highly conserved among mammalian species and contain many potential binding sites for 

known transcription factors [9]. 

For HRM screening, PCR reactions were performed in duplicate in a final volume of 15 μl 

containing 2ng of DNA, 0.6μM of each primer (forward or reverse), 1x LightCycler 480 HRM Master 

mix (Roche) and LightCycler® 480 Resolight Dye or LCGeen® Plus melting dye for BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 screening, respectively[26]. Each assay included DNA with known BRCA1/2 mutation 

corresponding to the primer set as positive control. The PCR program is available on demand. The 
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non-coding BRCA1/2 DNA sequences evaluated and the primers selected for this purpose are specified 

in Table 1 of the supplementary data.  

NGS screening was performed with a dedicated panel for cancer predisposition with Illumina 

sequencers [3, 21, 22]. All known genetic variants detected were confirmed by sequencing PCR 

products (Sanger sequencing method). 

In silico analysis and variant prioritization 

For variant prioritization, we first applied a population frequency filter to exclude variants with an 

allele frequency >1%. The minor allelic frequencies (MAF) was estimated from the Ensembl project 

or Exome Aggregation Consortium [27, 28]. Information analysis was then performed to identify 

potentially pathogenic variants. This approach evaluates the effects of the variant on binding sites and 

whether the variant involves the creation, strengthening, weakening or abolition of a binding site [5]. 

All variants were scanned with Shannon Human Splicing Mutation Pipeline, a genome-scale 

analysis program that predicts the effects of variants on mRNA splicing [29]. Variants were selected 

according to the following criteria:  weakened natural site ≥1.0 bits or strengthened cryptic site equal 

to or greater than the nearest natural site of the same phase. We also analyzed the effects of variants in 

the 5’UTR region on TF binding using the models previously described by Mucaki et al.[5]. 

Finally, for functional assays, we prioritized variants located in domains most likely to be 

functional based on bioinformatics analysis, and for which testing tools were available.  

Luciferase reporter gene constructions 

Luciferase reporter plasmids containing sequences from BRCA1 and BRCA2 promoters and BRCA1 

intron 2 were kindly provided by M. Brown. In these plasmids, promoter sequences were inserted 

upstream to the coding sequence of firefly luciferase in the XhoI site. The intronic sequences were 

inserted immediately downstream to the luciferase gene in the BamH1 site (Figure 2). A new construct 

was made in order to clone a region of BRCA1 intron 12 downstream to the luciferase gene, using the 

Gibson Assembly Method [30].Variants were introduced into the plasmids by directed 

mutagenesis.BRCA1; c.-287C>T and c.-326_324del variants were used as positive controls. As the 

BRCA2 promoter has been less studied, it was not possible to model a positive control for it, thus the 

wild-type promoter was used as a reference. The BRCA2: c.-52A>G polymorphism was used as 

negative control. All constructs were verified by DNA sequencing. 

Cell culture, transfection and dual luciferase reporter assay 

The triple negative breast cancer MDA-MB-231 cell-line and the estrogen receptor positive MCF-7 

breast cancer cell-line were obtained from American type culture collection (ATCC). MDA-MB-231 

was used in every experiment. We confirmed some of the significant results in the MCF-7 breast 

cancer cell-line. All cells were tested regularly for mycoplasma contamination by using plasma Test 

(invivoGen) and authenticated by using the GenePrint 10 system Kit (Promega). MCF-7 and MDA-
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MB-231 cells were cultured in DMEM medium supplemented with 10% fetal bovine serum and 

antibiotics (37°C, 5% CO2). To perform transient transfection, cells were seeded in 24-well plates and 

were subsequently transfected at 80% confluence using X-treme (QIAGEN) reagent according to the 

manufacturer’s instructions. After 36 hours, Firefly and Renilla activities were measured by using the 

dual-luciferase kit (Promega).Firefly luciferase activity was normalized to Renilla luciferase activity 

and expressed as mean±s.d. of triplicates from a representative experiment 

All statistical calculations were performed using PASW Statistics (version 18.0; SPSS Inc., 

Chicago, IL). Comparisons were performed using a two-sided unpaired Student t test. P values less 

than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant.  

Multifactorial analysis of non-coding variants 

When a significant reduction of promoter activity was observed, more evidence for variant 

classification was sought. Further analysis of the patient’s pedigree, allelic imbalance in RNA 

transcription, and tumor sample features, including Loss of Heterozygosity (LOH) and methylation 

were determined, when material was available. LOH analysis was performed by Sanger sequencing or 

pyrosequencing. The BRCA1 promoter methylation status was also assessed for variants with 

functional impact and when the material was available by pyrosequencing assay[31] 

Results 

Identification of new variants in BRCA1/2 non-coding regions 

The aim of this study was to identify novel germline mutations located in the non-coding regions of 

BRCA1 and BRCA2 genes that could explain hereditary predisposition for breast cancer. To do this, 4 

BRCA1/2 regions of the DNA of patients from 3 different HBOC cohorts were screened: BRCA1 

promoter, BRCA1 intron 2, BRCA1 intron 12, and BRCA2 promoter (Table 1b). This approach allowed 

the identification of 117 variants in BRCA1/2 non-coding regions (Figure 1, Tables 1A, 

Supplementary Tables 2 and 3).  

Five of these 117 variants were identified in more than 4 families: c.81-3625del,c.-20+11C>T, c.4186-

2050A>G andc.-86C>T in BRCA1 gene, andc.-175C>T in BRCA2 gene. Two of them were found 

exclusively in our cohorts with HBOC predisposition: c.81-3625del and c.-20+11C>T in BRCA1 gene. 

The remaining three variants were also identified in the control population.  

In silico analyses 

In silico analysis of these 117 variants identified 3 BRCA1 variants with an potential impact on 

splicing: c.-73C>G, c.-86C>T, and c.-19-130insA; 3 BRCA1 variants with an potential impact on UTR 

binding site alteration: c.-73C>G, c.-79G>T, and c.-121G>C; and twelve BRCA1 variants with an 

potential impact on the TFB site: c.81-3459C>T, c.81-3510C>T, c.-19-479G>T, c.-

20+131delGGCGTA, c.-20+131A>T, c.-20+125A>C, c.-177C>T, c.-130del, c.-125C>T, c.-

20+486insG, c.-19-123insAT, and c.-20+11C>T. The impact of the variants on RNA secondary 
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structure was also analyzed and one BRCA1 variant: c.-130del, displayed a predicted impact on 

mRNA conformation (Figure 3). 

Moreover, two variants in intron 2 of BRCA1 could have an impact on the creation of cryptic 

exons: c.81-4118G>A and c.81-3519G>T. Validation of these cryptic exons would require the 

development of a dedicated RT-PCR on mRNA. No suspected mRNA splicing effect was detected in 

silico for these variants. 

Six BRCA2 variants were identified with different potential impacts: c.-112G>A (UTR binding site 

and splicing factor binding site), c.-123G>A (splicing factor binding site), c.-171G>C (mRNA 

structure), c.-178insCTGCTGCGCCT (TFB site), c.-213G>T (UTR binding site), c.-296C>T (TFB 

site).The c.-171G>C variant also displayed a predicted impact on mRNA structure. 

Based on these analyzes and taking into account the available tools, twenty variants were selected for 

functional assays [32]. Nine of these 20 variants were located in the BRCA1promoter region, 2 

variants were located in BRCA1 intron 2, 1 variant was located in BRCA1 intron 12, and eight variants 

were located in the BRCA2 promoter region (Table 2). 

Impact of variants on BRCA2 promoter activity 

Among the 8 BRCA2 variants tested, only c.-296C>T induced a significant reduction (28%) of 

reporter gene expression, indicating that this variant inhibits the BRCA2 promoter activity (Figure 4). 

Moreover, analysis of the tumor sample harbouring this variant identified LOH of the wild-type allele, 

and the patient’s pedigree revealed that one of her 2 sisters had also a diagnosis of breast cancer at the 

age of 44 years (Table 3, F1), further supporting the potential pathogenic impact of this variant (Figure 

1 supplementary data).  

Two variants showed an increase of promoter activity, the eventual role of this positive effect on 

cancer remains to be defined. The other variants demonstrated similar levels of activity to that of the 

wild-type sequence strongly suggesting that these variants are neutral (Figure 4). 

Impact of variants on BRCA1 promoter activity 

The BRCA1 variants analysis revealed two neighbouring variants: c.-125C>T and c.-130del, 

inducing a strong reduction of promoter activity (60% reduction for c.-130del p=0.0002, and 56% 

reduction for c.-125C>T p=0.0025) (Figure 5 and Table 2B). To confirm these results, we repeated the 

experiment in another breast cancer cell line, MCF-7. We validated our first results (70% reduction for 

c.-130del p=0.003, and 30% reduction for c.-125C>T p=0.003) (table 2B). One family was available 

for the BRCA1 c.-130del with many prostate cancers (Table 3, F2). As for the BRCA2 promoter, we 

also found 2 variants increasing weakly the BRCA1 promoter activity: c.-362T>G; c.-121 G>C 

(Figure. 5 and Table 2A). The remaining variants were associated with similar reporter gene activity to 

that of the wild-type sequence (Figure 5). 
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We also studied the impact of BRCA1 intronic variants on BRCA1 promoter activity: two detected 

in intron 2(c.81-3985A>T and c.81-3980A>G) and one detected in intron 12(c.4186-2022C>T). First 

of all we confirmed that the presence of a part of  intron 2 and also of a part12 increased the activity of 

the BRCA1 promoter, 1.48- and 1.72-fold, respectively, confirming that these two introns possess 

important regulatory sequences (Figure 6A). The intron 2 effect was already described contrary to the 

intron 12[9]. The intronic variant c.81-3985A>T is located in a repressor region previously described 

in intron 2 [9]. However, we did not detect any influence of this variant on the positive effect of the 

intron 2 on the BRCA1 promoter activity. Most importantly, we found that in the presence of the two 

intronic variants(c.81-3980A>G and c.4186-2022C>T) the intron 2 and12 had no longer an impact 

over BRCA1 promoter activity (Figure 6B and table 2B). 

We did not detect any BRCA1 promoter methylation for any functionally active variants. 

Discussion 

Results statement 

Optimal management of hereditary breast and/or ovarian cancer families requires accurate 

identification of individuals at genuinely high risk. Although it is important to identify new breast and 

ovarian cancer susceptibility genes, non-coding regions are currently not investigated, with the 

exception of those intronic variants with an impact on RNA splicing [33, 34]. In the present study, we 

chose to explore these non-coding regions and carry out functional assays for these variants. Screening 

of the HBOC population comprising 3,926 patients screened for BRCA1 and 3,010 patients screened 

for BRCA2 non-coding regions, revealed 117 variants (0.5 to 1.4% of the screened population).  

We have validated an experimental protocol for the initial functional classification of 20 of these 

variants that demonstrated 10 non-coding variants with a functional impact on BRCA1/2 promoter 

activity. Among these 10 variants, two decreased BRCA1 promoter activity:c.-130del and c.-125C>T; 

one decreased BRCA2 promoter activity:c.-296C>T; and two (c.81-3980A>G and c.4186-2022C>T) 

suppressed the positive effect of the introns 2 and 12 over the BRCA1 promoter activity. 

Limitations of functional assays for non-coding variants 

Fluctuations of the basal reporter activity were observed for both the BRCA1and BRCA2 promoters, 

which could be explained by poorly controlled parameters of the biological system as well as technical 

limitations, for example the quality and conformation of transfected DNA. An internal positive control 

was always used to ensure correct interpretation of functional results. It is noteworthy that only minor 

differences were observed for PGL3basic or Renilla luciferase activity, which confirm transfection 

efficiency, and that the wild-type promoter was always present to ensure correct interpretation of 

functional results. Moreover, the results for the potential suppressor variants: BRCA1 c.-125C>T; 

BRCA1 c.-130del; BRCA2 c.-296C>T, were always consistent under the various experimental 

conditions. 
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Sensitive region in promoter of BRCA1 

We identified a sensitive region in the BRCA1promoter with 3 functionally active variants: c.-

125C>T; c.-130del; c.-121G>C, including 2 with a marked repressor impact on promoter activity 

(Figure 7). Analysis of the DNA sequence region containing the neighbouring BRCA1 c.-125C>T and 

BRCA1 c.-130del promoter variants, using the Swiss RegulonTFdatabase 

(http://swissregulon.unibas.ch/) revealed that both variants are located in a putative E2F1 transcription 

factor binding site (TFBS) (Figure 7). These two variants may thus impact the ability of E2F1 to 

induce BRCA1 transcription. An E2F1 information model generated using ChIP-Seq data from HeLa-

S3 lysates revealed a fairly weak 3.6 bit E2F1 site on the negative strand (Figure 7A). When the 

binding site was analyzed from the negative strand (the orientation of BRCA1 transcription), both 

mutations were predicted to decrease the strength of the predicted E2F1 site. Variant c.-125C>T was 

predicted to be a weak variant mainly due to the presence of a ‘T’ in its sequence when a C or G was 

expected (TGCGCG; arrow indicates the position of T relative to our model; Figure 7A). Our analysis 

also revealed that the c.-130del variant is located in a putative HSF1 and TEAD4 TFBSs. Other 

transcription factors identified in future studies could therefore increase our understanding of the 

biological implications of these variants in TFBSs.  

Our in silico analysis revealed that the BRCA1:c.-130del variant also has a potential impact on the 

RNA 2D structure. The RNA conformation of the first exon of the BRCA1 gene has been described 

and could have an impact on transcription, as the alternative exon 1b transcript of the BRCA1 gene has 

a conformation that could reduce translation of mRNA [35]. This impact cannot be detected with the 

luciferase assay.  

Analysis of the pedigree of the c.-130del index case, looking for more evidence for classification of 

variants, revealed numerous cases of prostate cancer, usually associated with alterations of the BRCA2 

gene. Patients carrying a BRCA1 mutation usually present little or no increased cancer risk, but a more 

aggressive form of prostate cancer [36]. Unfortunately, sequencing of this patient’s tumor sample did 

not reveal any additional useful for classification: neither LOH of the wild-type allele nor promoter 

methylation were detected. However, recent studies have demonstrated the effect of BRCA1-

haploinsufficiency in various cells and tissues, which may explain how mutation in a single BRCA1 

allele conferred increased cancer risk in this patient [37]. 

BRCA2 promoter 

For the first time, a variant of the BRCA2 promoter has been shown to have a functional impact on 

transcription (c.-296C>T). This variant is also located close to a region rich in transcription factor 

binding sites. Analysis of the tumor sample from a carrier of this variant revealed somatic loss of the 

wild-type BRCA2 allele, suggesting that loss of heterozygosity may play a role in the tumorigenesis. 

The other two BRCA2 variants (c.-280_-272dup and c.-123G>A) showed an enhancer activity, the 

http://swissregulon.unibas.ch/
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consequence of which is unknown 

Putative changes in TFBS related to the presence of the variants 

The two BRCA2 variants with a significant impact on transcription (c.-296C>T and BRCA2:c.-

280_-272dup) were correlated with the TFBS predictions based on the variant prioritization method 

(Table 2A). These variants alter the binding strength of two PAX5 binding sites. ChIP-Seq 

experiments have shown that PAX5 binds to the BRCA2 promoter region. Furthermore, although the 

PAX5 gene has not been shown in the literature to have a direct effect on BRCA expression, it has 

been shown to be hypermethylated in triple-negative breast cancer [38]. Loss of a PAX5 binding site 

may therefore induce a similar effect to that of an overall reduction of PAX5 gene expression. 

TFBS analysis showed weakening of PAX5 binding site from 12.7 to 8.5 bits in the presence of the 

c.-296C>T variant. Similarly, the promoter activity assay showed an increase in BRCA2 promoter 

activity in the presence of the BRCA2:c.-280_-272dup event. TFBS analysis predicted that this 

duplication would create a 5.6 bit PAX5 binding site, which correlates with the reported increase in 

promoter activity. 

Introns 2 and 12BRCA1 

Wardrop et al. have described the presence of regulatory regions in the intron 2sequence of BRCA1 

gene [9]. Although these regions are situated several kb downstream to the promoter region, they 

regulate BRCA1 expression at the transcriptional level, most likely via gene looping [25]. We 

investigated introns 2 and intron 12. Intron 12 locus has been selected for being rich on the 

transcription factor binding sites and interspecies conservation. 

Even if the variant c.81-3985A>T was found in three families (table 3) suspected for cancer 

predisposition, we did not detect any influence of this variant on the positive effect of the intron 2 over 

the BRCA1 promoter activity. This result strongly suggest that the c.81-3985A>T variant do not inhibit 

the activity of the BRCA1 promoter and therefore would have no effect on the breast cancer 

development. Furthermore analysis of RNA from the patient's lymphoblastoid cell line showed no 

allelic imbalance, which support our conclusion that the c.81-3985A>T variant may have no causal 

impact on cancer (data not shown).  

In the other hand, we found that the two intronic variants c.81-3980A>G and c.4186-2022C>T 

displayed wild-type devoid of intron 2 or 12 respectively. These two variant may inhibit BRCA1 

promoter activity by suppressing the positive effect of the intron 2/12 on the BRCA1 promoter activity 

thereby stimulating cancer development.In this study, the regulating impact of intron 12 has been 

confirmed in vitro and this work highlights the importance of screening this region. Some variants 

were identified and a variant c.4186-2022C>T have been able to revert the enhancing impact of the 

intron 12 locus. Unfortunately, there was no material available to work on these variants. 

Epigenetics 
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It is difficult to draw any solid conclusions from these results that could be used for genetic counseling 

of carriers of variants in BRCA1/2 non-coding regions. Constitutional epimutation of the promoter has 

been described for the MLH1 gene with a cis-acting variant and a relationship between promoter 

activity and level of methylation has been established [39–41]. All of these cases presented somatic 

mosaicism between tissues and family members. No epimutations have been reported in the BRCA2 

gene. However, the promoter of BRCA1 gene can also be methylated and constitutional epimutations 

have been reported [42]. No methylation of the promoter was identified on the c.-130del variant.  

Conclusion 

This study put in evidence the presence of rare variants in the non-coding regions of the BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 genes, 5 of them induced a significant reduction of transcriptional levels Our data raise the 

question whether the presence of these variants in regulatory regions may have an impact on the risk 

of developing cancer. To be more conclusive it would be helpful to obtain more information about the 

frequency of theses alterations. The model including the functional assay here described can be a 

useful tool to highlight the variants requiring further investigation including epimutation or co-

segregation analysis, in order to ultimately establish a potential association with cancer risk.  
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Tables 

Table 1: Determination of variants in BRCA1/2 promoters and BRCA1 intron 2 and 12. 

A: Cohorts of this study 

Cohorts Status of BRCA1/2 Technique Samples 

or patients 

Centre François Baclesse negative for causal 

mutation 

NGS 1968 

Institut Curie-Paris negative for causal 

mutation 

HRM or 

NGS 

723 

Institut Curie – Saint-

Cloud 

negative for causal 

mutation 

HRM 1958 

 

B: Number of variants found in each cohort for the target areas of BRCA 1/ 2 genes  

Gene Region Cohorts 

(n) 

Variants 

BRCA1 Promoter/exon 1 3926 55 

BRCA1 Intron 2 3624 30 

BRCA1 Intron 12 2973 11 

BRCA2 Promoter/exon 1 3910 21 

Total   117 
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Table 2:A/Summary of the 20 variants tested; B/ The effect of the variants tested on luciferase activity. NA=material not available; NS= Not 

significant ;p value was calculated  using a two-sided unpaired Student t test. P values less than 0.05 were considered to be statistically significant. *The 

phyloP program was used to determinate the conservation score of the variants (http://compgen.cshl.edu/phast/). **c.-52A>G is a polymorphism used as 

negative control in allBRCA2runs 

A/ 

Gene Variant Localisation Record Databases dbSNP 
1000Genomes 

MAF 

ExAC 
Conservation* 

Putative TF 

binding site 

BRCA1 c.-24T>C Promoter 1 BIC/ClinVar - - - -0,52 - 

BRCA1 c.-71G>A Promoter 1 No - - - 0,93 - 

BRCA1 c.-121G>C Promoter 1 No  - ALL:C=0.0019%- -1,01 - 

BRCA1 c.-125C>T Promoter 1 No 
rs148196794 < 0.01/4ou ALL: 

T=0,1% 

- 
2,14 

E2F1 

BRCA1 c.-130del Promoter 1 No - - - 0,37 
E2F1, HSF1, 

TEAD4 

BRCA1 c.-177C>T Promoter 1 No - - - 0,85 CEBPB 

BRCA1 c.-359G>T Promoter 1 No - - - -1,17 - 

BRCA1 c.-362T>G Promoter 1 No - - - 1,25 - 

BRCA1 c.-380G>A Promoter 1 No - - - -0,28 - 

BRCA1 c.81-3985A>T Intron 2 2 ClinVar rs543267121 - - 1,25 - 

BRCA1 c.81-3980A>G Intron 2 1 No - - - 0,21 - 

BRCA1 c.4186-2022C>T Intron 12 1 No - - - 0,85 - 

BRCA2 c.-52A>G** Promoter 1 UMD/LOVD rs206118 ALL :G=15% - -0,12 - 

BRCA2 c.-123G>A Promoter 1 No - - - -2,14 - 

BRCA2 c.-213G>T Promoter 1 No rs546292946 - - -0,04 - 

BRCA2 c.-218G>A Promoter 1 No - - - 0,12 - 

BRCA2 c.-220G>T Promoter 1 No - - - 2,38 - 

BRCA2 c.-273G>T Promoter 1 No - - - 0,21 - 

BRCA2 c.-280_272dup Promoter 1 No - - - 2,47 PAX5 

BRCA2 c.-296C>T Promoter 1 No rs563971900 ALL :T=0.04% - -0,28 PAX5 

 

http://compgen.cshl.edu/phast/
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B/ 

Gene Variant Localisation 
Effect on promoter activity 

MCF-7 

Effect on promoter activity 

MDA-MB231 
BRCA1 Promoter methylation 

BRCA1 c.-24T>C Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.-71G>A Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.-121G>C Promoter NS 
↗ 

1.25x (p=0.009) 
No 

BRCA1 c.-125C>T Promoter 
↘ 

0.7x (p=0.003) 

↘ 

0.44x (p<0.0025) 
NA 

BRCA1 c.-130del Promoter 
↘ 

0.27x(p=0.003) 

↘ 

0.4x (p=0.0002)↘ 
No 

BRCA1 c.-177C>T Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.-359G>T Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.-362T>G Promoter Not tested 
↗ 

1.74x (p=0.0037) 
NA 

BRCA1 c.-380G>A Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.81-3985A>T Intron 2 
↗ 

1.93x(p<0.05) 
Not tested No 

BRCA1 c.81-3980A>G Intron 2 Not tested NS - 

BRCA1 c.4186-2022C>T Intron 12 Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-52A>G Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-123G>A Promoter Not tested 
↗ 

1.83x (p<0.05) 
- 

BRCA2 c.-213G>T Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-218G>A Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-220G>T Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-273G>T Promoter Not tested NS - 

BRCA2 c.-280_272dup Promoter Not tested 
↗ 

1.76x (p=0.00084) 
- 

BRCA2 c.-296C>T Promoter Not tested 
↘ 

0.72x (p=0.0035) 
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Table 3: Summary of clinical and pathological data for the non-coding variants 

Gene Variation (c.) Intron Index case data 

Co-occurrence of 

variants in BRCA2 

or BRCA1 or in 

other genes + large 

rearrangements 

Family data Co-segregation data 

BRCA1 c.-296C>T Promoter 

C1: Woman with 

breast cancer 

(diagnosed at 60) 

No F1: Sister with breast cancer (diagnosed at 44) No information 

BRCA1 c.-130del Promoter 

C2: Man with prostate 

cancer (diagnosed at 

60) 

No 

F2: 5 brothers with prostate cancer (diagnosed at 72. 

70. 60. 65 and 64). maternal grand-mother with 

breast cancer (diagnosed at 45) 

No information 

BRCA1 c.81-3985A>T 2 

C3: Woman with 

breast cancer 

(diagnosed at 48) 

No 
F3: Mother with breast cancer (diagnosed at 60). 

brother with prostate cancer (diagnosed at 50) 
No information 

BRCA1 c.81-3985A>T 2 

C4: Woman with 

breast cancer 

(diagnosed at 48) 

No 

F4: Mother with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

54).maternal aunt with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

45).maternal cousin with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

45).paternal aunt with ovary cancer (diagnosed at 

69). paternal cousin with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

51) 

No information 

BRCA1 c.81-3985A>T 2 

C5: Woman with 

breast cancer 

(diagnosed at 40) 

No 

F5: Mother with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

41).maternal cousin with breast cancer (diagnosed at 

70 ans). maternal grand-father with pancreas cancer 

(diagnosed at 70) 

No information 
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Figures 

Figure 1: 

A/ Work flow diagram describing the screening strategy and variant prioritization 
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B/Location of the non-coding regions studied and the respective variants of each region selected for 

functional analysis 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2: Representation of the plasmids used in this study. 

A/BRCA2 promoter 
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B⁄  BRCA1 promoter 

 

 

C /BRCA1promoterandBRCA1 intron 2 

 

 

D/ BRCA1 promoter and BRCA1 intron 12 
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Figure 3:  BRCA1 variant: c.-130del – Structure with mFOLD is significantly changed due to loss 

of C-G bond. 

 

 

 

Figure 4: Impact of different variants on BRCA2 promoter activity. MDA-MB-231 breast cell 

line was transfected with the expression vector pRL-TK Renilla in combination with the luciferase 

reporter plasmids containing theBRCA2 promoter wild type (Promoter WT) or possessing a variant as 

indicated. Twenty-four hours later, cell extracts were prepared and luciferase activities quantified 
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Figure 5: Impact of different variants on BRCA1 promoter activity. MDA-MB-231 breast cell 

line was transfected with the expression vector pRL-TK Renilla in combination with the luciferase 

reporter plasmids containing the BRCA1 promoter wild type (Promoter WT) or possessing a variant as 

indicated. Twenty-four hours later, cell extracts were prepared and luciferase activities quantified.The 

c.-287C>T and c.-326_324del variants are artificial constructions on CAAT box, used as positive 

controls. 
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Figure 6: (A) Impact of different intronic variants on BRCA1 promoter activity. MDA-MB-

231 breast cell line was transfected with the expression vector pRL-TK Renilla in combination with 

the luciferase reporter plasmids containing theBRCA1 promoter wild type without (Promoter WT) or 

with the intron 2 or 12 wild type (A) or possessing a variant (B) as indicated. Twenty-four hours later, 

cell extracts were prepared and luciferase activities quantified 

A/ 

 

 

B/ 
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Figure 7: Identification of a new potential E2F1 binding site in BRCA1 promoter. (A) 

Information Models built from publically available ChIP-Seq data (HeLa-S3). (B) Models from 

SwissRegulon  
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Loss of heterozygosity in BRCA1 variants tumors 

3.1.4 Background – Knudson hypothesis 

In contrast to rearrangements and nonsense mutations resulting in a premature stop 

codon, the impact of BRCA1/2 missense variants is not easily predictable as they result in a 

single amino-acid change. As a result, the majority of them remain unclassified. Currently, 

their classification requires a combination of different approaches in a multifactorial model, 

and tumoral data included in this model is limited to morphological and 

immunohistochemical features of breast cancers. This model requires access to several 

families and several carrier cases and it is limited, given the rarity of certain variants. 

Unlike other diseases, such as colorectal cancer related to Lynch syndrome, in the case 

of BRCA1/2 related-breast and ovarian cancers there are few somatic arguments to confirm 

the pathogenicity of the variant. The arrival of PARP inhibitors and their promising results in 

patients with ovarian and breast cancer carrying a BRCA1/2 somatic or germinal pathogenic 

variant, has rendered tumoral sequencing data and LOH information readly available. Beyond 

information of mutational status, estimation of allelic frequency allows inferring the LOH 

status and whether the wild-type was retained in the course of cancer development.  

As a typical tumor suppressor gene, the second allele inactivation of BRCA1/2 is 

expected to explain the cancer initiation (Knudson, 1971). Indeed, copy neutral LOH is the 

most prevalent mechanism of second allele inactivation (detected in the majority of breast and 

ovarian BRCA related cancers, reaching 93% of ovarian cancers with BRCA1 mutations) 

(Maxwell et al., 2017). 

3.1.5 Hypothesis 

Tumoral loss of heterozygosity (LOH) analysis can help BRCA1 missense variants 

classification 

3.1.6 Summary results and concluding remarks  

In this article, we analyzed LOH status of 97 malignant tumors (90 breast and 7 

ovarian). We observed a relatively stable pattern of LOH (67% of the wild-type allele) for 

tumors of the pathogenic variant carriers, while allelic balance or loss of variant allele was 

generally seen for carriers of benign variants. Additionally, we were able to classify 2 VUS 

(c.4963T>C and c.5497G>A) as pathogenic with tumor allele frequency, histopathologic, and 

co-segregation data and the samples’ LOH analysis was concordant with our hypothesis: Loss 
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of wild-type allele was observed in 4 of 5 samples with c.4963T>C, and all 3 samples with 

c.5497G>A. It may be noted that 15 cases of pathogenic variant tumors (8 missenses, 7 

nonsense/frameshift) presented no allelic imbalance.  

We concluded that LOH status cannot be used in isolation to infer variant 

pathogenicity. However, this information should be useful when being integrated into the 

multifactorial model for BRCA1 VUS classification, being complementary to likelihood ratio 

(LR) pathology. A limitation of this approach is the number of samples containing the same 

variant required for classification (from 3 to 10 in our estimation), given the rarity of the 

individual variants. It is also important to understand whether information on wild allele loss 

is related to response to treatment with PARPi since it is an indirect sign of the implication of 

BRCA mutation in carcinogenesis. 
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Background: At least 10% of the BRCA1/2 tests identify variants of uncertain significance 

(VUS) and the distinction between pathogenic and benign variants remains particularly 

challenging. As a typical tumor suppressor gene, the inactivation of the second wild-type 

BRCA1 allele is expected to trigger cancer initiation. Loss of heterozygosity (LOH) of wild-

type allele is the most frequent mechanism for the BRCA1 gene bi-allelic inactivation.  

Material and methods: To evaluate if observation of tumor LOH can be an effective tool in 

predicting the pathogenicity of BRCA1 missense variants, we carried out a systematic LOH 

analysis on DNA extracted from 90 breast and 7 ovary tumors diagnosed in 27 benign and 56 

pathogenic (n=56) variant carriers samples were analyzed to validate the approach. When an 

allelic balance was found for a pathogenic variant, the following studies additional analyses 

were conducted in tumor DNA to evaluate the mechanism of the wild-type allele silencing: 

BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation analysis, next-generation sequencing (NGS) of BRCA1 

searching for a another somatic inactivating variant, and BRCAness signature score. 

Additionnaly, we performed LOH analysis of tumor samples from missense VUS carriers 

(n=15). 

Results: Ninety-seven tumor samples (90 breast and 7 ovarian) were analyzed for 26 different 

missense BRCA1 variant carriers (10 pathogenic, 8 benign and 8 VUS). We observed a 

relatively stable pattern of LOH (67% of the wild-type allele) for tumors of the pathogenic 

variant carriers, while allelic balance or loss of variant allele was generally seen for carriers of 

benign variants. We were able to classify 2 VUS (c.4963T>C and c.5497G>A) as pathogenic 

with tumor allele frequency, histopathologic, and co-segregation data. Loss of wild-type allele 

was observed for 4 of 5 samples with c.4963T>C, and 3 of 3 samples with c.5497G>A. It is 

noteworthy that 15 cases of pathogenic variant tumors (8 missense, 7 nonsense/frameshift) 

presented an allelic balance, which suggests that genetic instability may be absent despite the 

presence of a germline pathogenic variant.  

Conclusions: LOH data can help clarify the pathogenicity of BRCA1 VUS. The absence of 

genetic instability in tumors of pathogenic germline variant carriers further raises the 

questions whether the presence of an heterozygous germline pathogenic variant is enough to 

guide the treatment choice and whether the tumor screening is necessary to determine the 

second-hit event for predicting the efficacy of PARP inhibitors (PARPi). 
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Introduction 

Monoallelic germline BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants substantially increase the risk of 

developing breast and/or ovarian cancer, but at least 10% of BRCA1/2 tests result in VUS. 

The distinction between germline pathogenic and benign nature of a missense variant remains 

particularly problematic while the classification of a rare germline missense variant remains 

challenging [1]. In daily practice, in addition to genetic counseling implications, BRCA1/2 

variant classification now has an important impact on therapeutic decisions and in predicting 

the benefit from PARPi [2–4] and DNA damaging agents [5, 6]. Recent data suggests that in 

addition to the germline pathogenic variant, locus-specific LOH may also be necessary to 

predict sensitivity to DNA damaging agents and better outcomes [7]. Several tests assessing 

different patterns of LOH have also been prospectively evaluated in clinical trials to infer the 

response to PARPi [8–12]. 

A recent report of LOH analysis in BRCA1/2 locus of 160 tumors with germline pathogenic 

variants (94% from patients with truncating variants) confirmed a proportion of loss of wild-

type allele in ovarian tumors as high as 93% for BRCA1 and 90% for BRCA2 carriers [7]. A 

similar percentage of 90% occurred for BRCA1 breast cancers, but was less evident ( 54%) for 

BRCA2 breast cancers. [7, 13]. In contrast, for sporadic tumors, the LOH of the 17p is a more 

common event than a focal deletion around BRCA1. This is found  in 20-50% of sporadic 

breast cancers [14] and up to 87% of ovarian cancers [15].  

Many approaches have been proposed to assist the classification of BRCA1/2 germline 

missense variants of uncertain significance (VUS), including analysis of splicing effects [16–

18], co-segregation studies within the families [19–23], co-occurrence in trans with a 

pathogenic mutation, personal/family history, and histopathologic profile [23–26]. Currently, 

LOH data is not included in likelihood and posterior probability model calculations. Although 

some studies have argued in favor of LOH as a useful tool to predict variant pathogenicity 

[27–29], others warned that it should be applied with caution [30–32]. Part of the 

disagreement may be explained by the difference in the methodology used for the analysis. 

Initially, the presence of LOH was performed using fragment analysis of microsatellite 

repetition to evaluate if both alleles were present. The distance of the BRCA1 locus could be a 

hurdle for this evaluation. Nowadays LOH analysis is performed with more sensitive and 

precise methods, such as next-generation sequencing or pyrosequencing, which are also able 

to take into account intratumoral heterogeneity. Furthermore, since the probability of the 
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presence of LOH of the wild-type allele by chance is not null, it seems to be important to 

explore the LOH status on several tumors with the same germline variant. 

We tested the hypothesis that the inactivation of the wild-type allele at the tumor level could 

argue in favor of BRCA1 variant pathogenicity. For this purpose, we evaluated 97 tumor 

samples (90 breast and 7 ovarian) from carriers of 26 distinct BRCA1 germline variants (10 

pathogenic, 8 VUS, and 8 benign/likely benign variants) using a pipeline (pyrosequencing, 

NGS, methylation, and BRCAness analysis) to identify genomic markers of BRCA1 locus-

specific LOH and other possible mechanisms of gene inactivation.  

 

Material and methods 

Patients and Tumor/DNA Samples 

The patients were index cases from high-risk breast and/or ovarian cancer from French, 

Australian, and Brazilian families with eligibility criteria for screening of BRCA1/2 mutations 

according to local consensus statement [33–35], who had consented for genetic testing and 

use of their samples for research studies. 

Paraffin-embedded tumor pretreatment biopsies from 90 breast cancer patients and 7 ovarian 

cancer patients carrying 26 distinct BRCA1 variants were obtained from: the kConFab 

consortium (n=29), French biological resource centers of Institut Curie (n= 67), Centre Oscar 

Lambret (n= 1), and A.C. Camargo Cancer Center (n=5). Slides of each tumor specimen, 

stained with hematoxylin and eosin, were reviewed by a local pathologist, who then 

performed macrodissection to separate tumor epithelium from the surrounding stroma and 

healthy tissue and estimated the percentage of tumor cellularity. Tumor DNA extraction from 

6-10μm-sections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues was performed using a 

NucleoSpin 8⁄96 Tissue Core Kit (Macherey-Nagel) following the manufacturer's protocol. 

When available, the correspondent constitutive DNA extracted from patient lymphocytes was 

used as a reference.  

Patient medical records were reviewed in order to access clinical and pathological variables, 

such as age at onset of the cancer, tumor (SBR) grade [36], histologic subtype, staging, ER, 

PR, and Her2 status of the tumors. 
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Variant Selection 

26 distinct BRCA1 germline variants were included: 10 pathogenic, 8 VUS and 8 likely 

benign/benign variants (Table 1 of supplementary data). The criteria for classification were 

based on the French variant database from the Group “Genetic and Cancer” (GGC, 

Unicancer) [22, 37]. The 8 VUS have been reported in ClinVar, but with low or medium 

review status. To date, they have a discordant ClinVar clinical significance (VUS, likely 

pathogenic, and pathogenic) and remain unclassified based on multifactorial analysis [24, 38]. 

Pyrosequencing  

Pyrosequencing was the method applied to detect any allelic imbalance of the variant for the 

majority (n=76) of tumor samples, as described in supplementary data. This method quantifies 

the level of the nucleotide at a designated variant locus. The DNA of a patient not carrying the 

variant in question was used as an internal control. The analysis was performed in triplicate. 

The patient’s tumor result was compared with the correspondent germline result when the 

latter was available. The allelic imbalance was considered once the variant/wild-type 

imbalance was above 10%. 

Assuming that gene inactivation of both alleles is expected for a pathogenic variant in a tumor 

suppressor gene, observation of an allelic balance identified for a pathogenic variant was 

subject to three additional assays in order to further explore the mechanism of tumorigenesis 

and second allele inactivation: 1) BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation analysis 2) Next-

generation sequencing (NGS) of BRCA1 for an inactivating variant at the somatic level and 3) 

BRCAness signature analysis. 

Next-Generation Sequencing (NGS)  

For 6 tumors, LOH analysis was performed only by amplicon-based NGS in Ion Proton 

platform. LOH was considered when the variant⁄wild-type allele imbalance was above 10%. 

Furthermore, 15 additional samples underwent full BRCA1 screening by NGS in search for 

any further somatic variant that could represent the “second hit” inactivating the BRCA1 wild-

type allele and also validate the level of the nucleotide quantified by pyrosequencing (MiSeq 

GeneRead / Qiagen BRCA1/2).  

BRCA1 Promoter Hypermethylation Analysis 

First, we used the EpiTectBissulfite Kit (Qiagen) for bisulfite conversion of the tumor DNA. 

Next, pyrosequencing using PyroMark Q96 evaluated the methylation status of four BRCA1 
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promoter CpG sites, according to the manufacturer’s protocol [39].  

BRCAness Signature 

Lastly, when frozen samples were available (n=12), the presence of the homologous 

recombination deficiency was assessed. The BRCAness signature was developed on the large 

state transition (HRD-LST) scores from CytoScan data – signature LST – by Popova et al [9].  

Statistical analyses 

We used the chi-squared test to calculate the probability of samples with pathogenic variants 

being statistically significantly enriched for loss of wild-type allele when compared to 

samples of benign variants and to calculate the probability of observing more loss of wild-

type according to the effect of the variant at the protein level.  

Then, we designed a simulation study to estimate the minimum number of cases and the 

number of LOH cases which would allow the classification of the variant (Figure 1 

Supplementary Data). The first scenario was based on the probability for a pathogenic variant 

to present an LOH if a number of cases were assessed. The second scenario was based on the 

probability for a benign variant to present an LOH. We mimicked the number of cases and the 

number of minimum LOH cases to classify the variant. The threshold was determined to have 

at least 90% probability to reach the number of LOH with a pathogenic variant and less than 

10% probability to reach the number of LOH with a benign variant. Those results were 

modelled by a binomial distribution, 

 

Results 

Clinical, Pathological and Genetic Data  

We examined 97 breast/ovarian tumor samples from a total of 93 patients. All 7 ovarian 

tumors were high-grade serous ovarian carcinomas. The majority of samples corresponded to 

breast carcinomas (n=90; 93%), but with one ductal carcinoma in situ. The 90 breast tumors 

were mostly ductal (90%), high grade (72%), and triple negative breast cancers (60%) (Tables 

1A/B).  

These 93 patients carried 26 different BRCA1 variants (Table 1 Supplementary data, Figure 

1): 10 pathogenic, 8 (likely) benign and 8 VUS. Among the pathogenic variants, there were 4 

missenses, and 6 nonsense/frameshift (with 1 skipping of exon 23 and 1 large duplication). As 
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shown in Table 1B, 76% of the breast tumors from pathogenic variant carriers were estrogen 

and progesterone receptor negative. The tumors were mainly grade 3 (45/51, 88%) and 

diagnosed before age 50 years. In the 65 cases whose Her2 status was assessed, 6 (9%) were 

Her2 positive breast carcinomas, of which 4 were from pathogenic variant carriers (two over 

50 years, 2 with an onset at unknown age) [40]. 

Somatic Loss of Wild-Type Allele Correlates with Pathogenic Classification of BRCA1 

Germline Variants 

An analysis pipeline was established for identification of genomic markers for BRCA1 locus-

specific LOH by pyrosequencing, NGS, and BRCA1 functional deficiency (termed 

BRCAness). Considering the entire cohort (Table 2), pathogenic germline variants presented 

LOH in 72% of tumors, of which 67% presented with a LOH of wild-type allele. The 

percentage of samples associated with LOH of the wild-type allele was different according to 

the nature of the variant. Frameshift variants were more likely to present loss of wild-type 

allele than missense variants (74% vs 57%, not statistically significant) (Table 2).  

Benign germline variants presented with LOH in 37% of the breast and ovarian tumors 

combined, and only 22% of these were due to loss of the wild-type allele (Table 2). 

Considering breast cancer samples (Table 3, Figure 1), LOH was observed in 71% of tumors 

with a germline pathogenic variant, and loss of the wild-type allele was present in 92% of 

them. Allelic balance was observed in 28% carrying pathogenic variants. In contrast, LOH 

was observed in 35% of tumors with germline benign variants, and among the 9 samples that 

presented LOH, 5 (56%) were due to the loss of the wild-type allele (Figure 1, Table 3).  

Of note, loss of wild-type allele was present in all 7 ovarian cancer samples (6 pathogenic and 

1 benign variant carrier) (Table 4).  

Alternative Second Hit Event for Pathogenic Variants without loss of the wt allele 

Allelic balance was observed for tumors from 15 pathogenic variant carriers (Table 2).  

Complete coding sequencing of BRCA1/2 in tumor DNA by NGS did not reveal any further 

BRCA1 somatic pathogenic variant. One single sample with loss of the variant allele was 

observed with BRCA1 promoter methylation (Table 5).  

Correlation between LOH Presence and High Genomic Instability Score  

The analysis of genomic instability was performed for the establishment of BRCAness score 

in a set of 12 available samples: 6 pathogenic, 3 benign, and 3 VUS (Table 6). BRCAness 
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score showed a strong correlation with LOH analysis. 

Of the 6 pathogenic variants, 4 with loss of wild-type allele had a high BRCAness score and 2 

with allelic balance had a low BRCAness score. Of the 3 benign variants, all showed allelic 

balance and low BRCAness score (all luminal breast cancers).  

LOH Analysis of Tumors from VUS Carriers 

Fifteen tumor samples from germline missense VUS (8 unique variants) were available for 

analysis (Table 7A/B). Several tumors with the same variant were available for only 2 

variants, both located in the BRCT domain: c.5497G>A (3 samples) and c.4963T>C (5 

samples). All 3 samples carrying the variant c.5497G>A presented with loss of the wild-type 

allele. Four out of 5 samples with c.4963T>C variant presented loss of the wild-type allele. 

These results were consistent with pathology and co-segregation data which allowed us to 

lastly classify both c.4963T>C and c.5497G>A variants as pathogenic variants (Table 8) [41, 

42]. 

For the BRCT region VUS c.4841C>T, 2 samples were available but with discordant results: 

one showed loss of variant and the other loss of wild-type allele.  

For 5 VUS, only 1 tumor was available. Three VUS presented allelic balance: c.3074C>T, 

c.5072C>A and c.5177G>T. The 2 remaining BRCT VUS showed loss of the wild-type allele 

(c.5057A>G and  c.5203G>A.).  

For VUS carriers with frozen breast tissue samples available (c.4841C>T and c.3074C>T), 

we also performed analysis of genomic instability. All three tumors (1 luminal and 2 triple 

negative breast carcinomas) showed low BRCAness score (Table 5). 

Simulation of the minimum number of LOH status for classification 

A simulation study was used to estimate the number of cases to predict the 

classification of the variant based by a binomial distribution (Supplementary table A and B). 

The pathogenicity is considered once the majority of cases have an LOH.  

The first scenario was based on the probability for a neutral variant to present an LOH with 

less than 5% probability to reach the number of LOH. The first situation to exclude the 

neutrality is 3 samples with 3 LOH. The second scenario was based on the probability for a 

pathogenic variant to present an LOH. The threshold was determined to have at least 90% 

probability to reach the number of LOH with a pathogenic variant and less than 5% 

probability to reach the number of LOH with a benign variant. The optimal number will be 
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then at least 10 samples. Finally, the optimal number of samples should be between 3 to 10 

samples. The majority of LOH can be obtained as soon as 3 samples. If it is not obtained, the 

pathogenicity cannot be excluded. In the data obtained for the VUS in this article, at 5 cases, 

the probability to reach 4 LOH is under 1% for a neutral variant which help to exclude a 

neutral variant (c.4963T>C). The probability is exactly the same for 3 variants with 3 LOH 

(c.5497G>A). Statistically for those two variants, neutrality can be excluded and 

pathogenicity is confirmed with the majority of LOH.  

 

Discussion 

The loss of the remaining wild-type allele is the last event during tumor progression 

associated with germline pathogenic BRCA1 variants and this mainly happens through locus-

specific LOH [43]. LOH of the wild-type allele is the most frequent second-hit event in 

BRCA1-related breast carcinogenesis while LOH in sporadic breast and ovarian cancer is not 

rare, but the lost allele is random. We hypothesized that the repetitive observation of the loss 

of the wild-type allele for the same variant should argue in favor of the variant pathogenicity. 

We analyzed pretreatment tumor biopsies of pathogenic (55 samples) and (likely) benign 

variant carriers (27 samples). Combining NGS and pyrosequencing, a consistent pattern of 

predominance in pathogenic variants showed 71% of allelic imbalance with 67% loss of wild-

type for pathogenic variants, while (likely) benign variants showed 37% allelic imbalance 

with 22% loss of wild-type allele. Our results were consistent with a previous report by 

Maxwell et al. [7] and the recent report of Yost et al [44]. 

 

In our cohort, we were able to classify 2 VUS (c.5497G>A and c.4963T>C). While both 

variants remained unclassified based on multifactorial analysis up until then because we did 

not have enough data to establish a causality score, most data favored causality [41, 45–47]. 

For the variant c.5497G>A, all 3 samples presented loss of the wild-type allele. For the 

variant c.4963T>C (also in BRCT domain), 4 out of 5 samples (4 breast cancers and 1 ovarian 

cancer) presented loss of the wild-type allele and the only sample presenting allelic balance 

had a low tumor cellularity (30%). The binomial distribution of the probability of LOH in 

neutral variant helped to exclude the neutrality with a probability of error under 1%. 

Functional assays argued in favor of pathogenicity for both variants [45, 48]. Here, we were 

able to gather additional data, which allowed us to establish a causality score sufficient to 

classify these variants pathogenic (Table 8C). We could further demonstrate a functional 
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impact of the variant c.4963T>C through the destabilization of BRCT domain, which would 

be another argument in favor of its pathogenicity (data not shown) [49].  

 

Regarding the evaluation of the loss of heterozygosity for BRCA1 variant classification, some  

LOH analyses have been reported in isolation, with some authors agreeing on the use of LOH 

data for such while others do not [30, 31]. We hypothesized that the repetition of LOH of the 

wild-type for tumors from carriers of the same variant could help the classification of the 

VUS. Using a more sensitive approach based on NGS and pyrosequencing, we observed a 

difference in LOH patterns for known pathogenic and (likely) benign variants. This result, if 

validated with a much larger sample set, would indicate that LOH pattern seen by NGS may 

provide additional information for classification of VUS in BRCA1 if the LOH is observed on 

several cases with the same unclassified variant. LOH information may be complementary to 

histopathological features, helping to refine the cases with a low pathology likelihood-ratio. 

However, we were not able to confirm this hypothesis in our cohort since complete 

immunohistochemical data was missing in one third of the samples, which is indeed one of 

the limitations of this study. To confirm this hypothesis, multivariate analysis of LOH and 

pathology data in a larger number of samples for is required. Our results also confirms that the 

information on a unique case should not be used alone as an argument for VUS 

reclassification even to give any orientation. To reduce the risk of a misleading conclusion, 

the number of tumor samples should be between 3 to 10 cases.  

 

Nevertheless, the application of this methodology could raise some limitations. Some 

issues such as non-tumor tissue contamination, low tumor cellularity, low quality of tumor 

DNA, and tumor heterogeneity, could mask the results. So performing macrodissection to 

separate tumor tissue from healthy breast tissue was an important step for the identification of 

LOH when present. Tumor cell heterogeneity may also exist. For one sample carrying the 

variant c.4535G>T, in accordance with tumor morphological heterogeneity, different patterns 

of LOH were observed when these different regions were analyzed separately [40]. This 

observation have been already discussed in the litterature [Salomon et al] with sporadic breast 

cancer in a germline mutant carrier. This observation is also consistent with previous data of 

Klaes C. et al concluding that different mechanisms inactivating the wild-type allele may be 

present within the same tumor at various extents [30]. This heterogeneity and technical 

limitations could also be a challenge to assess the correct status for LOH and explain the need 

to analyze multiple cases with the same variant. For repeated analysis, the rarity of the 
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variants and the difficulty in grouping families with several tumors carrying the same 

sequence variation can also be a limitation for this analysis where a minimum number of 

samples were necessary to reach a conclusion. However, this approach can be performed 

using stored samples from individuals with multiple primary tumors and from families with 

many affected individuals, which is generally more feasible than co-segregation studies.  

 

Large scale studies confirmed that most but not all tumors with germline BRCA1 

pathogenic variants have locus-specific LOH [29, 30, 32]. It was noteworthy that some tumor 

samples from pathogenic variant carriers did not present loss of the wild-type allele. We 

searched for other inactivation mechanisms in tumors with pathogenic variants but without 

loss of the wild-type allele (Table 6). The LOH status was reclassified in 5 samples by NGS. 

No further BRCA1/2 somatic inactivating variant was identified in tumor samples by NGS. 

Promoter hypermethylation was identified in 1 sample and a PIK3CA mutation in 5 breast 

cancer samples (2 of them presented luminal phenotype, not typically related to BRCA1 

carcinogenesis, while histopathology data was not available for the remaining 3). We 

searched for PIK3CA hot spot mutations in parallel to confirm tumoral cellularity and because 

it is rarely detected in TNBC BRCA1 breast tumors, then would argue against BRCA1-related 

tumorigenesis [42, 50]. The remaining cases may be explained by stromal contamination 

related to a low tumor cellularity (that was less than 30% in 2 samples), DNA sample quality, 

and limitations of pyrosequencing to identify the allelic imbalance.  

We went further, and also evaluated the occurrence of LOH according to the effect of 

the variant on protein level. LOH was reported for 59% and 74% of pathogenic missense and 

frameshift/nonsense variants, respectively. Although this difference was not statistically 

significant, this observation could be in favor of some dominant negative effect of BRCA1 

missense pathogenic variants. Vaclova and colleagues showed that lymphoblastoid cell line of 

heterozygous BRCT missense variants carriers present a lower level of BRCA1 recruitment 

into DNA-damaged foci and a higher sensitivity to PARPi than cells with truncating variants 

or normal cells, suggesting that the intact protein is unable to function normally in the 

presence of mutant BRCA1 [52]. This trend has also been shown for other DNA repair 

protein such as ATM, and POLE1 as well as for TP53 [53–55]. In fact, there is increasing 

evidence that a heterozygous BRCA1 pathogenic variants lead to haploinsufficiency of some 

BRCA1 functions even for the homologous recombinaison activity that happens before the 

loss of heterozygosis [51].  
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 Finally, the absence of LOH could be an argument not in favor of platinum salts or 

PARPi sensitivity. Currently, germline and somatic BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants are 

considered biomarkers of response to platinum salts and PARPi without considering the LOH 

status [6, 11, 56–58]. Although clinical trials report better results in patients carrying germline 

BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants, the therapeutic benefit of PARPi differs between BRCA-

associated cancers, with the best eficacy seen in patients with ovarian cancer which is 

probably related to their higher HRD scores. Recent data on ovarian cancer suggest that the 

finding of a pathogenic variant is not enough to predict primary resistance to these agents and 

confirms that LOH analysis at the tumor level and the presence of BRCAness phenotype may 

refine this prescription by identifying those patients who will respond positively [6, 7]. As we 

identified loss of the variant allele in 3 (5%) of pathogenic variant carriers and allelic balance 

in 15 (26%) – from analysis of breast tumor tissue - we believe that LOH analysis of wild-

type allele is an important pre-treatment screening method and the absence of inactivation of 

the wild-type allele is a potential risk for primary resistance.  

The data of our cohort confirms that LOH could also be a biomarker for high 

homologous recombination (HR) score [58]. There is a perfect correlation between the 

presence of loss of the wild-type allele and high BRCAness phenotype. Those samples 

presenting allelic balance showed a low BRCAness score. It is noteworthy that in the set of 

pathogenic variants, 19 of 57 tumors analyzed lacked locus-specific LOH and showed low 

genomic measures of BRCAness. This raised the question if the identification of a BRCA1/2 

pathogenic variant is indeed enough for treatment decisions since a low HR score may exist 

even in the presence of a pathogenic variant. Also questioned is the benefit of treating these 

patients with PARPi. The identification of breast cancer clones LOH free after neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy by Heetvelde et al suggests a primary resistance of subclones with 

heterozygous state [30]. Since LOH is not as common for breast cancer as for ovarian cancer, 

and since the benefit of PARPi is not as well established for breast tumors as it is for ovarian 

cancer, the analysis of LOH status should help to identify the subset of breast cancer patients 

who derive greatest benefit from PARPi [59]. Currently, the official indication of PARPi is 

based on the identification of germline pathogenic variants in breast cancer and germline or 

somatic pathogenic variants in ovarian cancer. Even if new clinical trials have now introduced 

the notion of HR score to extend the indication to non BRCA mutated [60, 61], there is no 

mention of the inactivation of the second allele as the proof of the total inactivation of the 

gene.  
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In conclusion, these results emphasize that tumors associated with BRCA1 germline 

variants should not be considered uniformly from a tissue, pathologic, morphological and 

genetic point of view. We propose to incorporate LOH data for variant pathogenicity 

prediction, since tumoral sequencing, LOH information and HRD score is increasingly 

available with the PARPi indications. Besides being a complementary argument to help in the 

classification of BRCA1 variants, LOH could be used as additional biomarkers of response to 

PARPi even with BRCA1 pathogenic variants.  
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Legends 

Figure 1: Summary of BRCA locus-specific LOH status of breast and ovarian tumors from individuals with 

germline BRCA1 variants. 

Figure 2: A/ LOH analysis of benign and pathogenic variant samples.  Samples presenting loss of wild-type 

allele are in green. Samples with allelic balance are in blue. Samples with loss of the variant allele are in red. 

B/Comparison of wild-type allele loss in samples of pathogenic variants vs samples of benign variants.  

Figure 3: Pedigree of the family carrying the BRCA1 c.4963T>C variant, showing co-segregation of the variant 

with breast and ovarian cancers.  
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Table 1: .A/Number of breast and ovarian samples analyzed for each variant category. B/Clinical and 

pathological data of the breast carcinoma cohort.  

A/ 

 Pathogenic (likely) Benign VUS* Total 

Breast 51 26 13 90 
Ovary 4 1 2 7 

 

B/ 

 Pathogenic (likely) Benign VUS* Total 

     
Invasive 51 25 13 89(99%) 

In situ 0 1 0 1 (1%) 

 TYPE 

Ductal carcinoma 48 22 11 81 (90%) 

Other types 3 4 2 9 (10%) 

 GRADE 

Grade 1 1 5 0 6 (7%) 

Grade 2 4 10 2 16 (17%) 

Grade 3 45 10 9 64 (70%) 
Unknown 1 1 2 4 (4%) 

 ESTROGEN RECEPTOR 

Positive 7 21 5 33 (36%) 
Negative 39 4 8 51 (57%) 

Unknown 5 1 0 6 (6%) 

 PROGESTERONE RECEPTOR 

Positive 5 16 3 24 (26%) 

Negative 39 6 9 54 (61%) 

Unknown 7 4 1 12 (13%) 
 HER2 STATUS 

Positive 4 1 1 6 (7%) 

Negative 26 21 10 57 (64%) 
Unknown 21 4 2 27 (29%) 

 AGE 

<50 years 20 16 6 42 (47%) 
>=50 years 4 9 5 18 (20%) 

Unknown 27 1 2 30 (33%) 

*Variant of uncertain clinical significance 

 

 

 

Table 2: Proportion of breast/ovarian samples presenting loss of wt allele among pathogenic (considering variant 

effect at the protein level) and (likely) benign variants  

Variant Classification Total tumors analyzed Allelic balance Loss of variant allele  Loss of wt allele P value 

Likely (Benign) 27 17 (63%) 4 (15%)  6 (22%) 0.0001236 

Pathogenic 55 15 (26%) 3 (5%)  37 (67%) - 

Nonsense/Frameshift 34 7 (20%) 2 (6%) 

 

25(74%) 

0.2083 

Missense 21 8 (36%) 1(5%) 

 

12 (57%) 

- 
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Table 3: LOH Breast cancer results from pyrosequencing or NGS experiments for pathogenic (P), benign (B) and likely benign (LB) variants. MS=missense; NS=nonsense; 

SPL= splicing; SYN=synonymous 

Variant nomenclature Protein nomenclature Impact 
Variant 

class 
Allelic 

balance 
Loss of variant 

allele 
Loss of wt 

allele Total % of allelic 

imbalance/LOH % LOH wt 

c.68_69del p.Glu23Valfs*17 FS P 2 0 7 9 78% 100% 

c.131G>T p.Cys44Phe MS P 2 0 1 3 33% 100% 
c.181T>G p.Cys61Gly MS P 5 0 6 11 55% 100% 
c.962G>A p.Trp321Ter NS P 0 1 1 2 100% 50% 

dupEx3-8 (c.81_547dup) p.Gly183Valfs*4 FS P 1 0 1 2 50% 100% 
c.5095C>T p.Arg1699Trp MS P 1 0 2 3 67% 100% 
c.5123C>A p.Ala1708Glu MS P 0 1 0 1 100% - 
c.5266dupC p.Gln1756Profs*74 NS P 3 1 13 17 84% 87% 
c.5324T>G p.Met1775Arg MS P 0 0 2 2 100% 100% 
c.5453A>G splicing exon 23 (p.(Gly1803Glnfs*11)) FS P 1 0 0 1 - - 

Total pathogenic - - P 15 3 33 51 71% 92% 

c.1067A>G p.Gln356Arg MS B 4 2 1 7 43% 33% 
c.2477C>A p.Thr826Lys MS B 1 1 0 2 50% - 

c.4535G>T p.Ser1512Ile MS B 2 1 2 5 60% 66% 

c.4812A>G p.Gln1604Gln SYN LB 2 0 1 3 33% 100% 
c.4955T>C p.Met1652Thr MS LB 1 0 0 1 - - 

c.4956G>A p.Met1652Thr MS B 5 0 0 5 - - 
c.5117G>C p.Gly1706Ala MS B 1 0 1 2 50% 100% 

c.5531T>C p.Leu1844Pro MS B 1 0 0 1 - - 
Total (likely) benign - - B/LB 17 4 5 26 35% 56% 

 

Table 4: LOH ovarian cancer results from pyrosequencing or NGS experiments for pathogenic (P), benign (B) and likely benign (LB) variants. MS=missense; 

FS=Frameshift 

 

Mutation Protein 
Variant 

class 
Impact Allelic balance 

Loss of variant 

allele 
Loss of wt 

allele 
Total 

% of allelic 

imbalance 
% LOH wt 

c.181T>G p.Cys61Gly P MS 0 0 1 1 100% 100% 
c.2477C>A p.Thr826Lys B MS 0 0 1 1 100% 100% 

dupEx3-8 (c.81_547dup) p.Gly183Valfs*4 P FS 0 0 1 1 100% 100% 

c.5266dupC p.Gln1756Profs*74 P FS 0 0 1 1 100% 100% 
c.5324T>G p.Met1775Arg P MS 0 0 1 1 100% 100% 
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Table 5: Alternative second allele inactivation mechanism for pathogenic variants of breast cancer samples without loss of the wild-type allele by pyrosequencing. NGS was 

able to identify 5 additional cases with allelic imbalance. 

 

Variant 

Co-

occurence 

BRCA1/2 

germline 

pathogenic 

variant 

Promoter 

methylation 
LOH NGS 

Additional 

variant with 

tumoral 

BRCA1/2 

sequencing 

BRCAness 

analysis 

PIK3CA 

mutation 
TNBC Conclusion 

c.68_69del No No No No Low No Unknown Allelic balance 

c.68_69del Unknown No - - - No Yes Allelic balance 

dupEx3-8 No No - - - - Yes Allelic balance 

c.131G>T Unknown No No No - No Yes Allelic balance 

c.131G>T Unknown No - - - No Yes Allelic balance 

c.181T>G No No No - No Yes No Allelic balance  

c.181T>G Unknown No No - - Yes Unknown Allelic balance  

c.181T>G Unknown No No - - Yes Unknown Allelic balance ⁄ 

c.181T>G Unknown No - - - Yes Unknown Allelic balance  

c.181T>G Unknown No - - - No Unknown Allelic balance 

c.5123C>A Unknown Yes - - - No Yes 

Loss of variant 

allele ⁄Pr 

methylation 

c.5266dup Unknown No No No - No Yes Unknown 

c.5095C>T No No - - - NE Unknown Unknown 

c.5266dup Unknown NE NE NE NE No No Allelic balance 

c.5266dup No No - No - No Yes Unknown 

c.5266dup Unknown No NE NE - NE Unknown Unknown 

c.5453A>G No No No No Low Yes No 
Allelic balance ⁄ 

 

 NE= Not exploitable 
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Table 6: Correlation between the presence of locus-specific LOH and the genomic instability BRCAness score 

 

Variant Variant Classification Type of tumor 
Conclusion LOH 

(Pyrosequencing /NGS) 
BRCAness 

LOH BRCA1 

(SNP array) 

LOH BRCA2 

(SNP array) 

c.68_69delAG  P Breast Allelic balance Low  No No 
c.5324T>G  P Breast Loss of wt High Yes Yes 
c.5324T>G P Ovary Loss of wt High  Yes Yes 
c.5453A>G P Breast Allelic balance Low  No No 
c.962G>A P Breast Loss of wt High  Yes Yes 
c.962G>A P Breast Loss of wt High  Yes Yes  

c.4956G>A (p.Met1652Thr) B Breast Allelic balance Low  No No 
c.4956G>A (p.Met1652Thr) B Breast Allelic balance Low  No No 
c.4956G>A (p.Met1652Thr) B Breast Allelic balance Low  No No 
c.3074C>T (p.Thr3025Ile) VUS Breast Allelic balance Low  Yes No 
c.4841C>T (p.Pro1614Leu) VUS Breast Loss of variant allele Low  Yes No 
c.4841C>T (p.Pro1614Leu) VUS Breast Loss of wt Low  No No 

P= Pathogenic, B= Benign, VUS=Variant of Uncertain Significance 
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Table 7: A/ LOH results for tumour samples from variant of uncertain significance (VUS) carriers. B/Available evidence about the VUS analyzed in this study MS=missense 

A/ 

Variant Protein Variant class Impact 
Type of 

tumor 

LR 

pathology 

Allelic 

balance 

Loss of wt 

allele 

Loss of 

variant allele 
Total 

% of allelic 

Imbalance/LOH 
% LOH wt 

c.3074 C>T p.Thr1025Ile VUS MS Breast 4,41 1 0 0 1 - - 

c.4841C>T p.Pro1614Leu VUS MS 2 Breasts  0 1 1 2 100% 50% 

c.4963T>C p.Ser1655Pro VUS MS 
4 Breasts, 

1 ovary 

152.88 

 
1 4 0 5 80% 100% 

c.5057A>G p.His1686Arg VUS MS Breast 3,73 0 1 0 1 100% 100% 

c.5072C>A p.Thr1691Lys VUS MS Breast 4.41 1 0 0 1 - - 

c.5177G>T p.Arg1726Ile VUS MS Breast 0.21 1 0 0 1 - - 

c.5203G>A p.Glu1735Lys VUS MS Breast 0.64 0 1 0 1 100% 100% 

c.5497G>A p.Val1833Met VUS MS 
2 breasts, 1 

ovary 

 
0 3 0 3 100% 100% 

 

B/  

Variant 
Protein 

nomenclature 

Functional 

domain 
dbSNP Frequency gnomAD (V2.1.1) SIFT Prior probability* References 

c.3074C>T p.Thr3025Ile - rs397509034 - 0.26 0,02 - 

c.4841C>T p.Pro1614Leu - rs766305255 ALL:0.0012% - NFE:0.0027% 0.03 0,02  
c.4963T>C p.Ser1655Pro BRCT1 rs1057518639 - 0.01 0,03 (Carraro et al., 2013; Torrezan et al., 2018) 

c.5057A>G p.His1686Arg BRCT1 rs730882166 - 0 0,29 (Bouwman et al., 2013; Petitalot et al., 2019) 

c.5072C>A p.Thr1691Lys BRCT1 rs80357034 - 0 0,81 
(Lee et al., 2010; Bouwman et al., 2013; Thompson et al., 

2016; Woods et al., 2016; Petitalot et al., 2019) 

c.5177G>T p.Arg1726Ile BRCT1 rs786203547 - 0.07 0,03 (Petitalot et al., 2019) 

c.5203G>A p.Glu1735Lys BRCT1 rs397509238  0 0,66 (Petitalot et al., 2019) 

c.5497G>A p.Val1833Met BRCT1 rs80357268 ALL:0.00041% - NFE:0.00090% 0.01 0,03 

(Karchin et al., 2007; Nikolopoulos et al., 2007; Carvalho 

et al., 2009; Woods et al., 2016; Findlay et al., 2018; 

Petitalot et al., 2019) 

*Vallée 2016 
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Table 8: Evidence of pathogenicity of the unclassified variant BRCA1 c.4963T>C. A/ Loss of heterozygosity 

analysis of breast and ovarian carrier's tumors of family 1; B/ Clinical, pathological and co-segregation data 

available for the variant BRCA1 c.4963T>C; C/ Classification of the BRCA1 VUS c.4963T>C and c.5497G>A 

on the basis of multifactorial score 

A/ 

Patient Tumor 
% of viable tumor 

cells 
Tumor Histology 

VAF 

Tumor 
LOH 

1 1 60% Triple negative breast invasive carcinoma of no special type 65% Yes 

 2 30% Triple negative breast invasive carcinoma of no special type 49% No 

2 1 70% Triple negative breast invasive carcinoma of no special type 88% Yes 
 2 90% Ovarian high grade serous carcinoma 67% Yes 

3 1 90% 
Positive Lymph Node from Luminal breast cancer (ER/PR positive, 

HER 2 negative) 
70% Yes 

VAF – Variant allele frequency 

B/ 

Family Origin 

Index 

case 

history of 

cancer 

Family history of cancer Co-segregation data 

F1 Brazil 

TNBC 

(29y and 

45) 

Sister (Luminal BC 29y); 1 paternal aunt (HGSOC 45y and TNBC 60y); 

2 paternal aunts with breast cancer (59y and 80y) ; 1 paternal uncle with 

prostate cancer 

The variant was identified in 

5 affected individuals and in 

4 unaffected individuals 

F2 
United 

Kingdom 

TNBC 

(47y) 

Paternal aunt (ovarian ca 49y), 2 paternal aunt (Breast ca 50y), paternal 

cousin (Bilateral breast ca 29y and 37y) 

The variant was identified in 

2 affected individual 

F3 
United 

Kingdom 
Breast ca 

(37y) 
Maternal and paternal history of breast cancer Not available 

F4 
United 

Kingdom 

Breast ca 

(31y) 
Not available Not available 

F5 
United 

Kingdom 
HGSOC Not available Not available 

F6 
United 

Kingdom 
Ovarian 
ca (48y) 

Mother (ovarian ca at 45y); maternal grandmother (ovarian ca 71y); 
maternal uncle (prostate ca 55y) 

The variant was identified in 
2 affected individuals 

TNBC=triple-negative breast cancers ; HGSOC= high grade serous ovarian carcinoma ; BC=breast cancer ; ca= cancer 

C/ 

Variant 
Prior 

probability 
Segregation 

Tumor 

pathology 

Family 

History 

Odds for 

Causality 

Posterior 

Probability of 

Pathogenicity 

Class 

c.4963T>C 

p.Ser1655Pro 
0.03 68.44 152.88 8.71 91176,32 0.9996 5 

c.5497G>A 

p.Val1833Met 
0.03 In progress      
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Required parameters are missing or incorrect.Required parameters are missing or incorrect. 

4 
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Requi

red parameters are missing or incorrect.Required parameters are missing or incorrect. 
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Supplementay data 

Material and methods 

Pyrosequencing  

The method applied to detect any allelic imbalance of the variant was pyrosequencing 

for the majority of tumor samples. This method quantifies the level of the nucleotide at a 

designated variant locus. A mixture (10μl of PCR product, 7μl of Streptavidin Sepharose 

beads, 25μl of nuclease free water,40 μl of PyroMark binding buffer) was agitated during 10 

minutes at 1650rpm to bind PCR products to the beads. The beads were then captured using 

the vacuum workstation, washed in 40ml of 70% ethanol for 3 s, denatured by denaturation 

buffer for 3s, and then washed in wash buffer for 5s. The beads were then released and the 

purified DNA samples were annealed to the sequencing primer in 25μl of annealing buffer for 

2 min at 85°C and cooled at room temperature for 10 min. Pyrosequencing was then 

performed according to manufacturer protocol on a QiagenPyromark Q24 system. Pyrograms 

were manually interpreted using the Pyromark Q24 software. DNA of a patient known not 

carrying the variant in question was used as an internal control. The analysis was performed 

in triplicate. The patient’s tumor result was compared with her correspondent germline result 

when the later was available. The allelic imbalance was considered once the mutant/wild type 

imbalance was superior to 10%. 

PI3K Mutation analysis 

The PI3K-AKT-mTOR pathway plays a crucial role in breast tumorigenesis. The 

presence of a mutation in this pathway could indirect suggest that cancer development was 

not directly related to BRCA1 mutation. Aiming to put in evidence an alternative mechanism 

of carcinogenesis for tumors of pathogenic mutation presenting allelic balance, we performed 

a mutation screening of PIK3CA exons 9 and 20 by high resolution melting (HRM) followed 

by Sanger sequencing for confirmation if a mutation was found. For HRM analysis 10ng of 

DNA was amplified in a final volume of 10 μl.  PCR reactions were performed using 

LightCycler 480 High Resolution Melting Master.  

Next generation sequencing 

For 6 tumors, LOH analysis was performed only by amplicon-based NGS in Ion 

Proton platform. LOH was considered when the variant⁄wild-type allele imbalance was above 
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10%.  Primers for the c.4963T>C; p.(Ser1655Pro) BRCA1 variant were design using Primer3 

software (Untergasser et al, 2012). Libraries were prepared using Ion Plus Fragment Library 

Kit (Thermo Fisher Scientific) after PCR amplification. Sequencing was performed in the Ion 

Proton platform (Thermo Fisher Scientific), according to the manufacturer’s instructions. 

Mapping of sequencing reads and variant calling were performed using the Torrent Suite 

Browser and TVC (Thermo Fisher Scientific). Reference/variant bases coverage and 

frequency were inspected and annotated manually, using the Integrative Genomics Viewer 

(IGV) software (Robinson et al, 2017). 

Simulation study to determine the minimum number of samples that should be analyzed 

for variant classification 

 

Simulation studies to assess the probability to have a number of LOH depending on 

number of samples analyzed. The main hypothesis is that the binomial law is followed by the 

variable.  

In our model, the variable “WT LOH” follows the binomial distribution with 

parameters n ∈ ℕ and p ∈ [0,1] X ~ B(n, p). The probability of getting exactly k WT LOH 

in n independent samples is given by the formula :  

 

with 

 
 

The classification of pathogenicity of the BRCA1 variant in breast and ovarian cancer 

should be a probability at more than 99% for conclude with a pathogenic variant and less than 

1% for neutral variant – cases in grey. For pathogenic variant, the risk is to exclude the 

pathogenicity because the majority of LOH is not obtained by change. For a neutral variant, 

the risk is not to exclude the neutrality due to a majority of LOH obtained by chance.  

 

Table A) binomial distribution of the probability of the Wild-type Loss of heteregozity 

(WT-LOH) for a neutral variant To exclude a neutral variant in more than 5% (grey cells), 

there must be at least 3 cases with an LOH – in this case, the probability in a neutral variant is 

close to 1%. 

  

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/%E2%88%88
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Natural_number
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Table B) binomial distribution of the probability of WT-LOH for a pathogenic variant. 

The table show that even with a pathogenic variant, there is still a probability to wrongly 

exclude the pathogenicity. In fact, the goal is to get a majority of samples with LOH (more 

than 50%). The table conclude that is not possible to achieve the majority with 99% of cases. 

To conclude to pathogenicity with a majority of LOH in 90% (grey cells), 10 samples are 

needed. In bold, the cases were both conditions of neutrality (less 5%) et pathogenicity (more 

than 90%) are achieved. 

 

Finally, the optimal number of samples should be between 3 to 10 samples. The 

majority of LOH can be obtained as soon as 3 samples.  

 

 

A)  
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B) 
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4.1 Mutation analysis in optimal responders to chemotherapy 

4.1.1 Background – Exceptional responders and biomarkers 

Dysregulation of DNA damage repair (DDR) processes is a common phenomenon in 

cancers, known to be associated with breast and ovarian hereditary cancers. Interestingly, 

DDR defects are not only important to understand the carcinogenic process, but may also be 

used to optimize therapy response, providing options for therapeutic intervention. HR defects 

have been frequently described in hereditary breast and ovarian cancers, and have been 

associated with optimal response to DNA damaging targeting agents, such as platinum salts 

and PARPi. But to date, only BRCA1⁄2 coding pathogenic variants have been validated as 

biomarkers for treatment choice for ovarian, breast, pancreatic and prostate cancers.  

However, it has been demonstrated that a wider population, currently identified by 

high genomic instability scores, present optimal response to these agents. Signatures of HR 

deficiency including the analysis of genomic rearrangements as well as RNA expression have 

been proposed for this purpose (Popova et al., 2012). Clinical trial results, although incipient, 

suggest that other HR genes alterations are also predictors of optimal treatment response. We 

were therefore interested in exploring alternative mechanisms to BRCA1/2 coding pathogenic 

variants for inactivating DNA repair, to better understand the hereditary predisposition 

mechanism (when it exists) and to expand the population of cancer patients who benefit from 

targeting DNA damage response in cancer therapy. 

4.1.2 Hypothesis 

The choice of exceptional responders should enrich in causal alterations. In view of 

the optimal response to platinum-based chemotherapy, the molecular alterations identified in 

this population have high chances of being responsible for homologous recombination 

pathway inactivation. 

4.1.3 Summary results and concluding remarks  

To validate our hypothesis, we worked on a cohort of 43 ovarian tumors of patients 

who experienced a complete or near complete response to platinum based neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy and without BRCA1/2 germline pathogenic variants. We were able to confirm 

the hypothesis that this is indeed a population enriched of DDR related genes alterations, 

mainly in HR genes. Not only a higher rate of germline and somatic BRCA1 and BRCA2 
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pathogenic variants were identified, but also tumors with defects in other genes of the same 

genetic pathway and epigenetic forms of gene silencing. We mainly identified point mutations 

even if the technique was able to detect large rearrangements. Moreover, it is a population 

with a high prevalence of HR variants of uncertain significance that, once classified, may 

further increase the rate of inactivating DNA damage repair mechanism elucidation. These 

results are useful for selecting additional patients for ongoing and future clinical trials with 

PARP inhibitors. In addition to this relatively short-term translational achievement, HR 

alterations beyond BRCA1⁄2 may be be useful to select patients for PARP inhibitor treatment 

in general oncology practice for breast and ovarian cancers, as well as other tumor types. 

Furthermore, the molecular alterations here identified may help to distinguish patients with 

greater benefit from receiving chemotherapy as their first treatment (neoadjuvant) even if they 

have potentially ressectable disease. 

This study explored tumor molecular alterations of patients presenting optimal 

response to platinum- based treatment and reinforced the relevance of exploring new 

biomarkers of response to improve the selection of patients with therapeutic benefit. In view 

of our results, it seems relevant to check also epigenetic HR alterations, such as BRCA1 

promoter hypermethylation status and probably hypermethylation of other promoter genes, 

such as RAD51C. It would be also interesting to confirm the inactivation of HR pathway 

through analysis of HRD scores and to check if microssatelite instability is present in 

correlation with pathogenic variants of MMR genes. All these raised work points are in 

progress. 
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Background: Neoadjuvant chemotherapy (NAC) followed by interval debulking does not 

present inferior results to those of primary cytoreduction and offers the opportunity to 

evaluate chemo-sensitivity in vivo. Chemotherapy response score (CRS) have been shown to 

correlate with outcome with a complete or near-complete (CRS3) response predicting 

improved progression-free survival. Approximately 20% of ovarian cancers present BRCA1/2 

mutations, which predict a better response to platinum salts. Our proposal is to determine the 

prevalence of BRCA1/2 or other homologous recombination (HR) gene mutations, and search 

for other molecular mechanisms of HR inactivation which could explain the great sensitivity 

to platinum salts.   

Methods: Retrospective analysis of clinical, pathological and sequencing data of patients who 

experienced a complete or near-complete response to platinum-based NAC was performed., 

When tumor samples were available for patients with no BRCA1⁄2 pathogenic variant 

identified, tumoral analysis was performed based on Next Generation Sequencing (NGS) 

comprising a DNA damage repair (DDR) related panel, mainly associated with homologous 

recombination DNA repair pathway (BRCA1, BRCA2, ATM, BARD1, BRIP1, CCNE1, 

CDK12, CHEK2, PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, MLH1, MSH2, PMS2, TP53, including non-

coding regulatory regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51C). In parallel, we performed 

BRCA1 promoter methylation analysis by ddPCR, immunohistochemistry on tumoral samples 

to determine immune co-regulators expression, and a functional RAD51 assay able to 

discriminate homologous recombination deficient (HRD) tumors.  

Results: A total of 43 patients were identified who demonstrated CRS3 post-NAC. A 

majority of patients had stage III disease, (67%), of either serous histology or poorly 

differentiated adenocarcinoma (70%). The median progression free survival (PFS) of the 

entire cohort was 48 months and the PFS of patients presenting complete response was 

significantly higher when compared to those presenting near-complete pathological response 

(24 months x not reached; p=0.0076). No difference in overall survival (OS) was observed. 

To date, germline and/or somatic analyses were available for 30 patients. The prevalence of 

pathogenic BRCA1/2 variants is higher than expected in this cohort of patients presenting a 

CRS3. In total, 11 of 30 patients (36%) had a germline or somatic pathogenic BRCA1/2 

variant (4 germline, 4 surely somatic, and 3 variants for which origin could not be specified). 

In addition, among the 17 BRCA1/2 wild-type WT patients subjected to further NGS analysis, 

the following alterations were identified in 5 samples (29%): 1 case presenting an ATM 

nonsense mutation (c.2465T>G; p.Leu822*), 1 pathogenic mutation of CDK12 gene 
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(c.3G>A;p.Met1?), 2 cyclin amplifications, and 1 CHEK2 mutation (c.1671+1_1671del) co-

occurent with a MSH2 mutation (c.2021G>A,p.Gly674Asp). Moreover, this cohort is enriched 

of variants of uncertain significance (VUS), part of them located in BRCA2 3'UTR. One 

BRCA1 VUS is located on BRCT domain (c.5165C>T p.Ser1722Phe) and could have a 

deleterious impact. Analysis of BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation revealed also a higher rate 

(3/9; [33%]) than the expected. 

Conclusion: HGOC patients presenting CRS3 response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy are 

enriched of BRCA germline/somatic BRCA mutations and BRCA1 promoter 

hypermethylation. In addition, among the subset of BRCA WT CRS3 tumors, additional 

DDR-related alterations were identified. The prevalence of HR gene mutations can be 

underestimated in a context of pCR since the somatic screening is then impossible on the 

debulking material. Somatic BRCA1/2 and complete DDR related genes sequencing on the 

initial biopsy may be useful to select EOC patients for PARPi treatment in general oncology 

practice.  
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Introduction 

Ovarian cancer (OC) is the 7th cause of cancer among women in the world (Bray et al., 

2018) and remains the most lethal gynecological malignancy. Because of its asymptomatic 

nature, the diagnosis typically takes place in advanced stages, which is reflected in the 

evolution and lifespan of patients. The overall 5-year survival for stage IIIC patients is only 

25-30%, whilst the rate for stage IV stands at 10-15%. Debulking surgery preceded or 

followed by chemotherapy remains the cornerstone of treatment. Complete cytoreduction, 

defined by the absence of residual tumor after surgery is the most important prognostic factor 

for survival (du Bois et al., 2009). Two randomized trials have shown that neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy does not relate to inferior results if compared to those of primary 

cytoreduction, with the advantage of reduced postoperative morbidity and the opportunity to 

evaluate in vivo chemo-sensitivity (Kehoe et al., 2015; Vergote et al., 2010). However, 

criteria to select patients more likely to present an optimal response, and with greater benefit 

from neoadjuvant chemotherapy is not well established. Therefore, we sought for biomarkers 

for treatment response in this context.  

The Cancer Genomics Atlas (TCGA) of Ovarian Cancer characterized the main 

molecular alterations of high-grade serous ovarian carcinomas (HGSOC), which accounts for 

90% of epithelial ovarian cancers. These tumors are characterized by high genetic instability, 

high incidence of DNA copy number variations, and point mutations. Ninety-six percent of 

tumors have mutations in TP53 (whose loss of function favors genetic instability) and 

approximately half of tumors present homologous recombination (HR) pathway dysfunction 

(Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2011; Gurung et al., 2013; Mittempergher, 2016). 

Clinical data has highlighted an increased sensitivity of BRCA1/2 deficient tumors to PARP 

inhibitors and platinum salts, as well as the utility of BRCA mutation in selecting ovarian 

cancer patients who will better benefit from these treatments. Beyond BRCA-mutated group, a 

significant proportion of ovarian cancers with BRCA-like functional abnormalities 

(BRCAness tumors) also present similar benefit. Approximately a quarter of ovarian-tumors 

HR deficiency is related to mutations in non-BRCA HR genes, such as PALB2, BARD1, 

BRIP1, RAD51C, RAD51D, PTEN, CHEK2 and CDK12 (Pennington et al., 2014). 

Dysfunction in HR pathway also includes aberrant methylation of CpG islands of HR genes. 

BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation, and the ulterior reduction or loss of protein expression, 

are found in 5-31% of ovarian cancers (Catteau et al., 1999; Esteller et al., 2000; Geisler et al., 

2002). For BRCA2, this event is very rare (Hilton et al., 2002). Other epigenetic defects in 
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ovarian cancer samples, such as promoter hypermethylation of RAD51C and FANCF have 

been described (Cancer Genome Atlas Research Network, 2011; Cunningham et al., 2014; 

Wang et al., 2006). 

Besides DNA repair alterations, a tumor immune profile has emerged as a prognostic 

marker in ovarian carcinoma. Studies of long-term survivors patients have shown the 

association of long-term survival with CD8+ and CD3+ tumor infiltrating lymphocytes (TILs) 

and high expression of MHC2 (Darb-Esfahani et al., 2018; Garsed et al., 2018). At least one 

study showed that high CD3+ TILs and high CD68+ tumor associated macrophages (TAMs) 

were related to longer overall survival (Morse et al., 2019). Understanding the association of 

different immune profiles with neoadjuvant chemotherapy response could help not only to 

better select patients for neoadjuvant chemotherapy, but could also identify subgroups of 

patients suitable for immunotherapy combinations. 

Given this context, our proposal is to explore the molecular alterations found in tumors 

of patients who had optimal response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy in the search of 

biomarkers of response and to select the patients who will better benefit from the 

administration of platinum salt-based neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 

 

MATERIAL AND METHODS 

Patients and Tumor/DNA Samples 

Patients were eligible if they had been diagnosed with stage III-IV epithelial ovarian 

cancer (EOC) and presented CRS3 response after neoadjuvant chemotherapy. The three-tier 

chemotherapy response score (CRS) has been proposed to stratify EOC patients into 

complete⁄near-complete (CRS3), partial (CR2) and no⁄minimal (CRS1) response after 

neoadjuvant chemotherapy followed by debulking surgery (Böhm et al., 2015). CRS3 is a 

marker of better prognosis and has been defined as complete or near-complete response with 

no residual tumor in the peritoneum or minimal irregularly scattered tumor foci seen as 

individual cells, cell groups, or nodules up to 2 mm maximum size (Böhm et al., 2015; 

Cohen et al., 2019). Patients included were treated in the department of Gynecologic 

oncology of Institut Gustave Roussy, Villejuif, France (n=33) and A.C. Camargo Cancer 

Center, Sao Paolo, Brazil (n=10), between January 1999 and July 2019. Clinical, pathological, 

and germline sequencing data were retrospectively reviewed.  
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Paraffin-embedded tumor pretreatment biopsies were used for analysis. Slides of each 

tumor specimen, stained with hematoxylin and eosin, were reviewed by a local pathologist, 

who then performed microdissection to separate the tumor epithelium from the surrounding 

stroma and healthy tissue in order to estimate the percentage of tumor cellularity. Tumor 

DNA extraction from 6-10μm-sections of formalin-fixed paraffin-embedded (FFPE) tissues 

was performed using the tissue preparation system (Siemens Healthcare Diagnostics), as 

described previously (van Eijk et al., 2013). The Qubit dsDNA HS Assay kit (Qubit 2.0 

Fluorometer, Life Technologies) and Genomic DNA ScreenTape Analysis (Agilent, Santa 

Clara, CA, USA) were used for DNA quantification, according to manufacturer’s instruction.  

Development and validation of the DNA damage response (DDR) related panel 

We developed a DDR related panel comprising BRCA1, BRCA2 and 13 genes 

frequently mutated in epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC), mainly related to homologous 

recombination DNA repair pathway (BRCA1, BRCA2, ATM, BARD1, BRIP1, CCNE1, 

CDK12, CHEK2, PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, MLH1, MSH2, PMS2, TP53). All genes had 

been previously identified as germline or somatic mutated in relation to EOC. Regions of 

interest spanned all protein coding regions and intron-exon boundaries, as well as targeted 

non-coding regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51C promoters and intronic regions of 

BRCA1 (intron 2 and intron 12). These non-coding regions had previously been defined as 

most likely functional and then presented a higher probability of containing disease-associated 

variants (Dos Santos et al., 2018; Saunus et al., 2008; Tan-Wong et al., 2008; Wardrop et al., 

2005). Additionally, to delimit the regions of RAD51C promoter that should be screened, we 

performed an in silico analysis of RAD51C promoter in search of conserved regions and of 

regions with many potential transcription factor binding sites. We also considered 

experimental data from functional studies available (Hine et al., 2014). The non-coding 

regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51C genes screened in tumoral samples are described in 

the Table 1. 

Tumoral sequencing 

For patients with germline BRCA1⁄2 wild-type (WT) or unknown, Next-generation 

sequencing (NGS) was performed using FFPE-isolated tumor DNA with a total input of 200 

ng per sample. The fragmentation was mechanic with a Covaris E220 and 240 seconds per 

sample (Covaris Massachusetts, USA). The mean tumor cell percentage of the samples was 
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higher than 30%. An Agilent Sureselect Custom panel made in SureDesign  (Agilent 

technologies ) was used for variant detection with the following gene design : BRCA1, exons 

1-24, BRCA2 exons 1-27, ATM exons 2-63, BARD1 exons 1-10, BRIP1 exons 2-20, CCNE1 

(only for amplification detection) , CDK12 exons 1-14, CHEK2 exons 2-15, PALB2 exons 1-

3, RAD51C exons 1-9, RAD51D exons 1-14, TP53 exons 1-12, and targeted non-coding 

regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51C genes, which are specified in Table 2.  

Library preparation and target enrichment was performed using the SureSelect XT HS 

Target Enrichment System for Illumina Paired-End Multiplexed Sequencing library reagent 

kit (Agilent technologies, Santa Clara, California, United States) according to manufacturer’s 

instructions. The captured DNA libraries were sequenced with 16 samples per run using the 

Illumina MiSeq (Illumina, San Diego, California, United States). The average depth of 

sequencing was 300X to assure a limit of detection of at least around 5% and coverage of at 

least 90% at 200X and 100% at 100X. The data analysis pipeline included the following 

algorithms: BWA-MEM v-0.7.12 for read alignment to the hg19 human reference genome 

and Samtools v-1.2 and Picard-tools v-1.139 for PCR duplicate quantification and removal. 

GATK Haplotype v-3.4-46, snpEff v-4.0 and MutaCaller-1.7 were used for variant calling 

and classification. The pipeline was mainly developed in-house and validated with internal 

quality compliant to the ISO15189 requirements. Variants were called with a minimum allelic 

frequency threshold of 1% for already classified variants (those known in the internal 

database) and 5% for non-classified variants, with a read depth threshold of 30X for the total 

reads at the variant location and at least 10X for the variant. Several filters were applied to 

further select for potentially relevant variants among the called variants. The population 

databases Exac and gnomAd were used to automatically filter out polymorphism as soon as 

the population frequency was higher than 0.5%. Non-classified variants (not known in the 

internal database) were excluded if the intra-run recurrence within the 16 analyzed samples 

per illumina run was superior to 4/16 (25%), as this may be an indicator for an artefact or 

polymorphism. 

Variants were categorized using 5-tier pathogenicity classification : class 1=benign, class 

2= likely benign, class 3= variant of uncertain significance (VUS), class 4= likely pathogenic, 

class 5= pathogenic(Plon et al., 2008). Variants were annotated on the basis of build GRCH 

(hg19) using the following transcript numbers : BRCA1, NM_007294.3; BRCA2, 

NM_000059.3 ; ATM, NM_000051.3; BARD1: NM_000465.4  BRIP1, NM_032043.2; CDK12, 
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NM_016507.3; CHEK2, NM_007194.3; PALB2: NM_024675.3 ; RAD51C; NM_058216.3 

RAD51D, NM_002878.3 and TP53 : NM_000546.5. 

BRCA1 hypermethylation analysis 

DNA was converted with a bisulfite approach using an EpiTect Bisulfite Kit (Qiagen, 

Hilden, Germany). Detection of BRCA1 promoter methylation was performed on the Naica 

digital PCR system (Stilla Technologies, France). The principle of the development of the 

duoplex dPCR assay for the detection of BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation was previously 

described (Jovelet et al., 2017). Digital PCR reactions were assembled using PerFecTa 

Multiplex qPCR ToughMix (Quanta Biosciences, Gaithersburg, MD, USA), 40nM FITC 

(Saint Louis, MO, USA), 1μl of primer and probes multiplex mix, and 3 μl of DNA template. 

Sapphire prototype (v.1) chips (Stilla Technologies, Villejuif, France) were first primed with 

PCR oil using the Stilla-loading device. A total of 4 PCR reactions of 20μl each were then 

loaded per Sapphire chip before being compartmentalized into 15,000 to 20,000 droplets 

using the Stilla loading device. Finally, the inlet and outlet ports of the Stilla chips were 

overlaied with Capping oil (Stilla Technologies), prior to thermocycling using the Naica 

Geode prototype thermocycler. Cycling conditions were 95°C for 10 minutes, followed by 45 

cycles of 95°C for 10 seconds and 62°C for 15 seconds. The duoplex was composed with 

primers: a set was orientated to methylated CpG in BRCA1 promoters and another set was 

oriented to the same region but not methylated (Figure 1, supplementary data).  Sapphire 

chips containing the 2D crystals of droplets generated were imaged using the Naica Prism3 

reader and fluorescent data were analyzed using Crystal Miner software (Stilla Technologies). 

Each sample was analyzed in duplicate. Standard non-methylated DNA and methylated DNA 

(EpiTect Control DNA kit, Qiagen, Hilden, Germany) were used as negative and positive 

controls, respectively. Negatives and positives droplets were discriminated using manual 

thresholding according to the signal given bythe negative and positive controls included in 

each individual experiment. 

Functional RAD51 assay to determine HR capacity  

We obtained formalin-fixed, paraffin-embedded biopsy tissue blocks from the 

Department of Pathology of both institutions. After pathology review to choose the most 

representative region of each tumor, we constructed a tissue microarray (TMA) using a 2-mm 

tissue sections (in triplicate) of each block from pre-treatment biopsy tissue specimens.  
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Then, we performed immunofluorescence (IF) analysis on 2m-thick TMA sections 

following the IF protocol described by Serra et al. Briefly, all sections were heated at 60° C 

for 1 hour, deparaffinized with xylene and hydrate with decreasing concentrations of ethanol. 

For antigen retrieval, we used antigen retrieval buffer ph9 (DAKO) heating in a convectional 

microwave for 20 min, leaving it to cool down at RT for 30 min.  Slides were incubated at RT 

for 60 min with the primary antibody and for 30 min at RT with the secondary fluorescent 

antibody. DAPI was added before mounting in Dako fluorescence media. 

For the moment, RAD51 foci were quantified on 6 TMA best responders tumor 

samples, by scoring the percentage of geminin-positive cells with ≥5 RAD51 foci par nucleus. 

Geminin is a cell-cycle regulator that prevents DNA replications, and it is used as 

counterstaining to mark S/G2- cell cycle phase. Scoring was blindly performed using a 

60X/1.3 immersion oil lens (Olympus DP72 microscope). We counted 100 geminin-positive 

cells, when it was possible, from at least 4-5 representative areas of each sample. The amount 

of DNA damage was also quantified in all EOC tumor samples by scoring the percentage of 

geminin-positive cells with H2AX as described for RAD51 scoring but counting only 50 

geminin-positive cells. Similarly, BRCA1 scoring was also done on 50 geminin-positive cells. 

High RAD51 tumors were considered when the tumor presented ≥ 10% Geminin+ RAD51+ 

cells. Primary and secondary antibodies used for the detection of the different HR markers are 

described in Table 2. 

Immune co-regulators expression 

We performed chromogen-based IHC analysis for the detection of PD-L1, IDO-1, 

TIM-3 and LAG-3 coregulator immune markers on 2m-thick TMA sections by using the 

ultra-automated Discovery Ultra staining system (Ventana Medical Systems, Roche). Briefly, 

all TMA sections were deparaffinized at 69° C using the EZ Prep, heat pre-treated at 98°C for 

4 min in cell conditioning media I (CCI) for antigen retrieval, incubated at RT for 8 min with 

DISC inhibitor media for endogenous peroxidase inactivation and incubated at RT for 60 min 

with the primary antibody. Primary antibodies used for the detection of the different immune 

coregulators are specified in the Table 3. Later, the slides were incubated for 16 min at RT 

with the secondary antibody followed by the application of HRP multimer for 8 min. The 

antigen-antibody complexes were detected using a chromogen Ventana detection kit. For each 

staining run, tonsil was used as positive control and primary omission antibody as negative 
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control.  

Statistical analysis 

Descriptive statistics was used to characterize the samples with determination of 

frequencies, means, medians and measures of central dispersion. Chi-square or Fisher's exact 

test will be used for the analysis of interaction between categorical variables. Student's t-test 

or Mann-Whitney test will be used to compare the medians of continuous variables according 

to the categories of categorical variables. Kaplan-Meier curves will be generated for survival 

analysis. The impact of different variables, including the presence of homologous 

recombination gene mutations, will be assessed by the log-rank test. Progression-free survival 

will be defined as the time from diagnosis to recurrence or death. Overall survival will be 

defined as the time from diagnosis to death for any cause. Multivariate analysis will be 

employed to predict the combined impact of independent variables on survival using the 

proportional hazards Cox regression model. We considered statistically significant the 

analyzes whose p values were less than 0.05.  

 

Results 

Clinicopathological characteristics of the cohort  

A total of 43 patients with stage III-IV epithelial ovarian cancer (EOC) presenting 

CRS3 response after neoadjuvant chemotherapy were retrospectively identified and included 

in the study: 29 individuals with high-grade serous carcinoma, 7 with low-grade serous 

carcinoma, 5 with endometrioid carcinoma, 1 with poorly differentiated carcinoma and 1 with 

clear-cell carcinoma. Table 4 provides clinico and pathological characteristics of the entire 

cohort, as well as the treatment details.  

Most cases were stage III (n=26, 67%), of either serous histology or poorly 

differentiated adenocarcinoma (70%), and all patients were optimally cytoreduced (to <1 cm 

maximal residual tumor diameter) at the time of primary surgery. All primary carcinomas 

received platinum-based chemotherapy, with similar proportions receiving 3 or 6 cycles 

before surgery. The total number of cycles of NAC depended upon the extent of disease and 

patient’s tolerance. Only 5 patients (12%) received a NAC regimen including bevacizumab. 
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Overall homologous-recombination mutation rate  

A summary of molecular analyzes performed in the cohort so far, is presented in 

Figure 1. Results are summarized in Figure 2 and 3. Thirty out of 43 patients had pre-

treatment biopsy available for analysis. The prevalence of pathogenic BRCA1/2 variants in 

this cohort was higher than expected. In total, 11 out of 30 (36%) patients had a BRCA1 (n=5) 

or a BRCA2 (n=6) pathogenic variants (Figure 2 and table 6). Four out of 11 (13%) were 

known germline pathogenic variants, while 7 were identified during tumoral sequencing. Four 

out of 7 were certainly somatic (for the remaining 3 neither germline sequencing nor allelic 

frequency allowed to conclude whether the variant was surely somatic). For the remaining 19 

patients with wild-type BRCA1/2 sequencing, 2 samples were excluded from the analysis 

because they did not pass the quality control. Five out of 17 samples (29%), had other DDR 

related alterations which were mostly HR pathogenic variants: 1 case presenting an ATM 

nonsense mutation (c.2465T>G; p.Leu822*), 1 pathogenic mutation of CDK12 gene 

(c.3G>A;p.Met1?), 1 CHEK2 mutation (c.1671+1_1671del) concomitant with a MSH2 

mutation (c.2021G>A, p.Gly674Asp), and 2 cyclin amplification (Figure 2 and Table 7). 

Next, we investigated the presence of variants in non-coding regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 and 

RAD51C genes as as well as coding VUS in BRCA1/2 and other HR genes that could possibly 

explain the optimal response to treatment. Finally, 7 out of 13 (54%) wild-type samples 

presented 9 different variants of uncertain significance (VUS) in the screened genes (Table 4): 

2 BRCA1 (one of them located on BRCT domain (c.5165C>T p.Ser1722Phe) that should be 

highlighted, and the other in the untranslated transcribed region or 3’UTR), 5 BRCA2 (2 of 

them in 3’UTR), 1 BRIP1 and 1 CHEK2. In addition, other non-coding variants were also 

identified, but this time, in association with pathogenic variants in the coding region of HR 

genes (Table 5). 

Survival data 

The median progression-free survival (PFS) of the entire cohort was 48 months 

(Figure 6). The PFS of patients presenting complete response was significantly higher when 

compared to those presenting near-complete pathological response (24 months x not reached; 

p=0.0076) (Figure 7A). Nevertheless, no difference in PFS (p=0.92) or OS (0.78) was 

observed when we compared patients presenting a BRCA1/2 mutation, other DDR related or 
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no molecular alteration. 

The OS of the entire cohort was not reached. No difference in OS was observed when 

we compared patients presenting complete or near-complete response to neoadjuvant 

treatment (p=0.1) (Figure 7B).  

Immunoprofiling and co-regulators expression 

To date, results concerning the characteristics of lymphocyte infiltrate are pending. 

Concerning co-regulators receptor expression, data is available for 8 samples. Expression of 

PD-L1, IDO-1 and LAG-3 is low in this cohort. TIM3 is the more abundant co-inhibitory 

receptor expressed, present in 6 out of 8 (75%) samples. 

BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation 

Analysis of BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation also revealed a higher than expected 

rate (3 out of 9 samples or 33%) (Table 10), when compared to TCGA data (that identified 

hypermethylation in 15% of the cases).  Both hypermethylated samples presented an upper 

methylation rate higher to 80% which could be considered as biallelic alteration. Both 

samples were from high grade serous carcinoma with no other deleterious mutation in the HR 

pathway.  

RAD51C functional assay 

The RAD51C assay has proven to be highly discriminative of HRD (Castroviejo-

Bermejo et al., 2018). Impaired RAD51 foci formation is predictive of HRD. Thus, we were 

interested in scoring the percentage of RAD51-positive cells in S⁄G2-phase of the cell cycle 

(geminin-positive). Based on previous studies, a 10% RAD51 and BRCA1 score cutoff was 

used to consider a sample as positive. For the moment we were able to score 6 FFPE samples 

of the cohort. Three out of 6 samples (50%) scored negative for RAD51 foci: one sample with 

a BRCA1 mutation, one with a BRCA2 mutation and one with no mutation identified. Three 

out of 6 samples (50%) scored positive for RAD51 foci: one harbored a BRCA2 mutation, 

another one two concomitant mutations in CHEK2 and MSH2, while in the third one no 

mutation was identified. 

 

Discussion 
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Understanding the inactivation mechanism of HR pathway of patients presenting 

optimal response to platinum-based chemotherapy has the potential to broaden the population 

who will benefit from therapies targeting DNA damage response, such as platinum salts and 

PARPi. With this in mind, we performed molecular analysis of pre-treatment biopsy of EOC 

patients with optimal response to treatment, searching for alternative predictive biomarkers of 

response beyond BRCA1⁄2 mutations. We present here the preliminary data from experiments 

performed so far. Our results confirmed that this population is indeed enriched of DDR 

related alterations, with higher rates of BRCA1⁄2 mutations than expected in general EOC 

population, as well as in other HR genes. Seventeen out of 30 (57%) patients presented an 

alternation (11 in BRCA1/2, 2 promoter methylation of BRCA1, and 3 other HR genes). This 

confirms the need to perform an extensive molecular analysis on the initial biopsis of those 

patients.   

The population under study was also enriched of VUS (12 of 30 samples, either in 

wild-type samples or in association with pathogenic HR variants), notably in 3’UTR of 

BRCA1 and BRCA2. This finding reinforces the interest to explore non coding variants with 

potential impact on transcription (being either in pre or post-transcriptional level) related to 

HR pathway dysfunction. Given the context in which these VUS were identified, inferred 

deficiency, additional studies should be performed to conclude on their biological 

significance. 

The mutation distribution sounds specific in this cohort of EOC patients with optimal 

response. In our cohort, we were not able to confirm the somatic origin of BRCA1⁄2 mutations 

in 3 samples. Regardless, the rate of somatic mutations was higher (4 of 30 samples, 12%) 

than previously described in EOC population. Results from previous studies demonstrate that 

apparent somatic or germline BRCA1⁄2 mutations have the same predictive value of 

sensitivity to olaparib and platin-based chemotherapy (Ledermann et al., 2012). Also 

noteworthy, is the inversion in the relationship of prevalence of BRCA1⁄2 mutations found in 

this cohort, with a higher prevalence of BRCA2 than BRCA1 mutations, for both pathogenic 

and unclassified variants. If the somatic mutations prevalence is confirmed, this result stresses 

the importance to analyze samples before any chemotherapy to limit false negative.  

Concerning other HR mutations identified, CDK12 is a multipurpose cyclin whose 

relationship with carcinogenesis is not yet fully established. However, it functions mainly as a 

transcriptional regulatory factor of several genes through interaction with RNA polymerase II. 
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Studies have concluded association of CDK12 mutations with homologous recombination 

deficiency and genomic instability (Lui et al., 2018). Concerning ATM and CHEK2, they are 

more "damage sensor" than effector genes. It is intuitive to think that depending on the level 

of HR pathway inactivation, mutations in different proteins would present higher or lower 

impact in DNA damage response. Furthermore, PARPi have also shown preclinical and 

clinical activity for a wider group cancers harboring dysfunctional HRR (Kaufman et al., 

2015; Mateo et al., 2015; McCabe et al., 2006; Mirza et al., 2016; Pujade-Lauraine et al., 

2017). These mutations may explain better results of DNA damaging agents in BRCAwt 

population presenting high BRCAness scores. Prospective studies and accumulation of data 

should help clarify this issue. 

Regarding the identification of a MSH2 mutation, although it is a known prognostic 

biomarker for endometrium cancer, as far as we know it has never been correlated to better 

response in EOC. In our study, one MSH2 germline mutation (c.2021G>A) was identified, in 

association with a somatic CHEK2 mutation (c.1671+1_1671del) and 3 VUS 

(BRCA1:c.5074+7C>T, BRCA1:c.5432A>C, p.Gln1811Pro, and MLH1:c.424T>C, 

p.Cys142Arg in a sample of HGSOC with no TP53 mutation. To date, we assume that HGSC 

MMR deficient have the same prognosis of MMR proficient tumors. Despite the morphology 

of HGSC, and considering the absence of TP53 mutation, this tumor may have molecular 

similarities with endometrioid carcinomas. For this tumor, a pathology review is ongoing 

including the evaluation of the microsatellite status.  

Lastly, the 2 samples showing cyclin amplification go against what has been described 

in most studies so far (around 7% in this cohort). Approximately 30% of HGSC tumors have 

alterations in the Rb pathway and cell cycle control, including amplification of CCNE1 

(∼20%), loss of ∼10%), or gain of RBBP8 (∼4%). Strikingly, activation of the RB1/CCNE1 

pathway is largely exclusive of BRCA1/2 mutation. Both BRCA1/2 dysfunction and CCNE1 

amplification are known to promote genomic instability and tumor progression 

(Etemadmoghadam et al., 2013). The presence of this CCNE1 amplication remains 

controversal in terms of actionability or prognosis significance. In fact, CCNE1 amplification 

has also been observed in long-term survivors within the TCGA cohort at a 10% (1⁄10) 

frequency and at the same frequency (2⁄20) in the work of Yang and colleagues (Yang et al., 

2018). There should be other cofactors which could explain the sensitivity of those tumors 

and which were not identified in the HR screened here.  
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In addition, we performed RAD51 functional assay in parallel 6 samples for the 

moment. This assay can provide a more comprehensive and dynamic readout of tumor HR 

capacity throughout disease evolution and at a specific moment of treatment. Three out of 6 

(50%) samples scored negative for RAD51 foci and then HR deficient: 1 sample with a 

BRCA1 mutation, 1 with a BRCA2 mutation, and 1 with no mutation or VUS identified. 

Further analysis need to be performed on this sample as epigenetic analysis. For the positive 

RAD51 foci, the result on the CHEK2/MSH2 is certainly coherent regarding the 

tumorigenesis. However, the case with the BRCA2 mutation should also need more analysis 

as HRD score to confirm the proficiency of the HR pathway. For the moment, results are 

preliminary so it is difficult to reach a conclusion. 

Finally, our study showed a better median PFS of patients presenting complete when 

compared to those presenting near-complete pathological response (24 months x not reached; 

p=0,0076) , questioning the value 3 tier chemotherapy response score in stratifying patients. 

This contradicts previous studies. We also demonstrated that patients presenting optimal 

response to platinum-based chemotherapy present a higher PFS (48 months), irrespective of 

having a BRCA1⁄2 mutations. This questions the prognostic value of these mutations in the 

context of pCR. Previous studies evaluating the prognostic role of BRCA mutated tumors 

showed that it does not increase the chance of cure. Put differently, the prognosis of patients 

in 5 years is better but in 10 years it becomes similar to that of BRCA non-mutated tumors. 

For example, initially the disease is indeed more sensitive to chemotherapy, but one relapsed 

the prognostic value of BRCA mutations remains questionable. Though it is intuitive to think 

that the longer initial PFS seen in BRCA1⁄2-related cancers may reflect in a better OS, at this 

point, this study does not allow us to conclude this. Analysis in a larger sample is necessary to 

drawn any conclusion.  

To conclude, this study helped to understand the inactivation mechanism of HR 

pathway of patients presenting optimal response to platinum-based chemotherapy. There were 

a enrichment in the alteration identified. The clinical impact still need to be assessed for the 

management of those patients. 
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Tables 

Table 1 Non-coding regions of BRCA1, BRCA2 Aand RAD51C genes screened in tumoral 

samples 

Region screened  Hg19* coordinates Length 

BRCA1 promoter chr17: 41.277.273 - 41.277.527  255bp 

BRCA1 intron 2  chr 17: 41 271 752-41 272 078 326bp 

BRCA1 intron12  chr17:41,236,600 –41,236,960  360bp 

BRCA2 promoter chr13:32.889.482-32.889.861  380bp 

RAD51C promoter chr 17: 56.764.394-56.770.005 5.611bp 

   

 

Table 2: Primaryantibodies used for the detection of the different HR markers 

 

Primary 

antibodies 
Species Dilution Company 

Rad51 rabbit 1/1000 Abcam ab133534 

Geminin mouse jan/60 DAKO 2022-05-31 

Geminin rabbit 1/400 Proteintech 10802-I-AP 

gH2AX mouse 1/200 Millipore JBW 301 

 BRCA1 mouse jan/50 Santacruz 1/50 

 

Table 3: Secondary antibodies used for the detection of the different HR markers 

Secondary 

antibodies 
Species Dilution Company 

AlexaFluor 568 mouse 1/500 Invitrogen A10037 

AlexaFluor 568 rabbit 1/500 Invitrogen A11011 

AlexaFluor 568 mouse 1/500 Invitrogen A11001 

AlexaFluor 568 rabbit 1/500 Invitrogen A11008 
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Table 4 Primary antibodies used for the detection of the different immune coregulators. WB: water bath at 
98° C for 30 min. TE: Tris-EDTA pH9. CIT: sodium citrate pH6. 

Antibody Clone Dilution Pretreatment Company 

PD-L1 E1L3N 1/200 WB+TE Cell signaling 

TIM-3 D5D5R 1/200 CC1 Cell signaling 

LAG-3 D2G40 1/300 CC1 Cell signaling 

 IDO-1 SP260 1/20 000 WB+CIT 
Spring 

Bioscience 

 

Table 5 Clinical and pathological characteristics of the cohort of patients presenting optimal response to 
neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Bv=bevacizumab ; mut=mutated ; CRS3=chemotherapy response 3 ; 
pCR=pathological complete response 

  All subjects BRCA mut HR mut Wild-type Unknown 

Total 43 11 4 13 15 

Median age 70 68 68 67 67 

Range (years) 47-88 47-73 48-83 53-82 51-88 

Site      

Ovary 42 11 4 12 15 

Other 1 0 0 1 0 

Histology      

High-grade serous carcinoma 29 8 3 10 8 

Low-grade serous carcinoma 7 1 0 4 2 

Poorly diferentiated 1 0 1 0 0 

Clear cell 1 0 0 1 0 

Endometrioid 5 2 1 0 2 

Stage      

III 26 7 3 11 5 

IV 17 4 2 5 6 

Complete cytoreduction      

Yes 43 11 4 13 15 

No 0 0 0 0 0 

Chemotherapy regimen      

carboplatin+paclitaxel 3-4x 19 5 2 5 6 

carboplatin+paclitaxel 6x 18 3 1 10 4 

carboplatin+paclitaxel + Bv 4x-->Bv 2 1 0 1 0 

carboplatin+paclitaxel+Bv 6x-->Bv 3 0 0 2 1 

missing 1 0 0 1 0 

Chemotherapy response      

CRS3 21 5 1 7 8 

pCR 22 6 4 9 3 
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Table 6: BRCA1 and BRCA2 pathogenic variants identified in the cohort.  

Patient Pathology Gene Variant 

Type of 

variant Domain Class 

P2  HGSOC BRCA1 c.3477_3480del;p.Ile1159fs G No (exon 11) 5-deleterious 

P5  HGSOC BRCA1 c.427G>T;p.Glu143* G No (exon 7) 5-deleterious 

P12  Endometrioid carcinoma BRCA2 c.3931G>T;p.Glu1311* G No (exon 11) 5-deleterious 

P13  HGSOC BRCA1 c.1789G>T;p.Glu597* S No (exon 11) 5-deleterious 

P16  HGSOC BRCA1 c.5266dup;p.Gln1756fs S BRCT (exon 20) 5-deleterious 

P17  HGSOC BRCA2 c.358del; p,Val120fs S No (exon 4) 5-deleterious 

P31  HGSOC BRCA2 c.409_413del;p.Ser137FS S No (exon 4) 5-deleterious 

P34  Endometrioid carcinoma BRCA2 c.7060C>T; p.Gln2354* S No (exon 14) 5-deleterious 

P35  HGSOC BRCA2 c.1323delT,p.Thr441fs-47 S No (exon 10) 5-deleterious 

P37  HGSOC BRCA1 c.2662_2670delinsAC; p.(His888Thrfs*3)-23 S No (exon 11) 5-deleterious 

P40  HGSOC BRCA2 c.8488-1G>A S No (exon 19) 5-deleterious 
 

Table 7 Non-BRCA pathogenic variants identified in the cohort. Figure 1 HGSOC= high grade serous ovarian carcinoma; G= germline; S= somatic  

Patient Pathology Gene Alteration Allelic frequency Type of variant Class 

P8  HGSOC CDK12 c.3G>A;p.Met1? 0,28 T 4-probably deleterious 

P10  Endometrioid carcinoma ATM c.2465T>G; p.Leu822* 0,34 T 5-deleterious 

P11  HGSOC CCNE1 amplification 
 

T 5-deleterious 
       

P22  HGSOC CCNE1 amplification 
 

T 5-deleterious 

P38  HGSOC CHEK2 CHEK2:c.1671+1_1671del,-12 0,12 T 5-deleterious 

P38  HGSOC MSH2 MSH2:c.2021G>A,p.Gly674Asp 0,43 
 

5-deleterious 
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Table 8 Variants of uncertain significance (VUS) identified in wild-type samples of the cohort 

 
Patient Mutation status Pathology Gene Variant Type of variant Domain Class  

P6 WT HGSOC BRCA1 c.5165C>T p.Ser1722Phe T 

BRCT 

(exon19) 3 - unclassified 

P42 WT HGSOC BRCA1 c.*838C>A T 3'UTR 3- unclassified 

P1 WT Clear cell  BRCA2 c.9652G>A T No (exon 27) 3- unclassified 

P7 WT HGSOC BRCA2 c.*14C>T G 3'UTR 3- unclassified 

P11 WT HGSOC BRCA2 c.*72A>G G 3'UTR 3- unclassified 

P43 WT HGSOC BRCA2 c.1343G>A,p.Arg448His T  3- unclassified 

P43 WT HGSOC BRCA2 c.*839T>C,-67 T  3- unclassified 

P9 WT HGSOC BRIP1 c.2932G>C, p.Gly978Arg T - 3- unclassified 

P43 WT HGSOC CHEK2 c.1590+62A>G T - 3- unclassified 

        

 

 
 
Table 9 Variants of uncertain significance (VUS) identified in association with pathogenic variants of HR gene 
 

Patient Mutation status Pathology Gene Variant Origine of variant Domain Class  

P12 BRCA2 mut Endometrioid BRCA1 c.4186-2152C>G T Intron  12 3- unclassified 

P12 BRCA2 mut Endometrioid BRCA2 c.*623C>T T 3'UTR 3- unclassified 

P12 BRCA2 mut Endometrioid RAD51C c.*283A>G T - 3- unclassified 

P38 CHEK2mut and MSH2 mut HGSOC BRCA1 c.5432A>C,p.Gln1811Pro-67 T BRCT(exon 23) 3- unclassified 

P38 CHEK2mut and MSH2 mut HGSOC BRCA1 c.5074+7C>T,-34  T - 3- unclassified 

P38 CHEK2mut and MSH2 mut HGSOC MLH1 c.424T>C,p.Cys142Arg T - 3- unclassified 

P10 ATM mut Endometrioid  BRIP1 c.2220G>T; p.Gln740His T - 3- unclassified 

P35 BRCA2 mut HGSOC RAD51D c.*366C>T,-67 T - 3- unclassified 

P37 BRCA1 mut HGSOC CHEK2 c.649C>T,p.Leu217Phe-28 T - 3- unclassified 
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Table 10: Results of BRCA1 hypermethylation analysis 

Patient Mutation status Pathology Promoter hypermethylation  

P1 WT Clear cell carcinoma Negative 

P9 WT HGSOC Positive 

P10 WT Endometrioid Negative 

P12 BRCA2 mut Endometrioid Negative 

P19 WT HGSOC Negative 

P37 BRCA1 mut HGSOC Negative 

P41 WT HGSOC Positive 

P42 WT HGSOC Negative 

P43 WT HGSOC Positive 
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Figures

 

Figure 19 Study flowchart showing a summary of molecular analyzes performed in the cohort of EOC patients 

presenting complete or near-complete (CRS3) pathological response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 

  

The DNA damage response (DDR) panel  comprises BRCA1, BRCA2 and 13 

additional genes frequently mutated in epithelial ovarian cancer, mainly related to 

homologous recombination DNA repair pathway, including non-coding regulatory regions of 

BRCA1, BRCA2 and RAD51C (BRCA1, BRCA2, ATM, BARD1, BRIP1, CCNE1, CDK12, 

CHEK2, PALB2, RAD51C, RAD51D, MLH1, MSH2, PMS2, TP53) 
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Figure 20 Molecular analysis performed in the cohort of EOC patients presenting complete or near-

complete (CRS3) pathological response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. Tumoral sequencing was 

performed in pre-treatment biopsies.**4 out of 7 variants are certainly somatic variants pre-treatment 

biopsies 
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Figure 21 Mutation rates in Homologous recombination genes.  Overal 11 out of 30 (36%) patients present 
BRCA1⁄2 mutations. Five (29%) out of 17 samples screnned with DDR related panel presented a molecular 
alteration (1 ATM mutation, 1 CDK12 mutation, 1 CHEK2 mutation in association with an MSH2 mutation 
and 2 samples presented cyclin amplification).  
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A⁄ 

 

B⁄ 

 

Figure 22  PFS (A) and OS (B) of the entire cohort 
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A⁄ 

 

 

B/ 

 

 

Figure 23 (A) PFS and OS (B) of patients presenting pCR x near-complete pathological response . 
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B/ 

 

Figure 24 : PFS and OS according to molecular status 
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Figure 25: Co-regulator receptor expression in tumors of EOC patients presenting optimal response to neoadjuvant 

chemotherapy. TIM3 is the more abundant coinhibitory receptor expressed. 
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Figure 26: RAD51 and BRCA1 score in tumors of EOC patients presenting optimal response to neoadjuvant chemotherapy. 

A tumor is considered as positive if the cut off for Rad51+ or BRCA1 is ≥ 10%. 
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Supplementary data 

Supp Figure 27 Primers used for detection of BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation. Experiments were performed on the Naica 

digital PCR system. 

TGTATTTTGAGAGGTTGTTGTTTAGTGGTAGTTTTTTGGTTTTTGTGGTAATGGAAAAGTGTGGGAATTATAG

ATAAATTAAAATTGTGATTGTGTGGTGTGAGTTTGTTGAGATTTTTTGGATG 

                                           -------------P1NM-------------              ---------L1NM--------- 

 ----------U1NM----------- 

ACATAAAACTCTCCAACAACAAATCACCATCAAAAAACCAAAAACACCATTACCTTTTCACACCCTTAATATC

TATTTAATTTTAACACTAACACACCACACTCAAACAACTCTAAAAAACCTAC 

BRCA1_U1NM : GTATTTTGAGAGGTTGTTGTTTAGT (25nt) 

BRCA1_L1NM : ACAAACTCACACCACACAATCA (22nt) 

BRCA1_P1NM : CTATAATTCCCACACTTTTCCATTACCACA (30nt) 

 

De c.-220 à c.-96 converti méthylé (95nt) 

CGTATTTTGAGAGGTTGTTGTTTAGCGGTAGTTTTTTGGTTTTCGTGGTAACGGAAAAGCGCGGGAATTATA

GATAAATTAAAATTGCGATTGCGCGGCGTGAGTTCGTTGAGATTTTTTGGACG 

                                          ---------P1M---------       -----------L1M------------ 

 ----------U1M------------ 

GCATAAAACTCTCCAACAACAAATCGCCATCAAAAAACCAAAAGCACCATTGCCTTTTCGCGCCCTTAATATC

TATTTAATTTTAACGCTAACGCGCCGCACTCAAGCAACTCTAAAAAACCTGC 

BRCA1_U1M : GTATTTTGAGAGGTTGTTGTTTAGC (25nt) 

BRCA1_L1M : GCGCAATCGCAATTTTAATTTATCTA (26nt) 

BRCA1_P1M : CGCGCTTTTCCGTTACCACGA (21nt) 
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5 Discussion and perspectives 

5.1 Discussion 

In families meeting the clinical criteria for HBOC, there is still a large portion of 

missing heritability. In a considerable proportion of ovarian cancers and in some breast 

cancers, a mutation will not be found, even if  the HR deficient phenotype is confirmed by 

signatures. This work aimed to identify alternative mechanisms beyond coding and premature 

stop in BRCA1/2 and have been extended to the HR pathway inactivation. This information 

improves genetic counselling and increases the percentage of the population which could 

benefit from targeted therapies.  

For this purpose, germinal and somatic alterations were explored in two populations with 

high probability of presenting a dysfunction of the HR pathway. The yield is higher for the 

identification of alterations  that could explain the HR deficiency, either because they were at 

high clinical risk of carrying a pathogenic variant, or because they had presented an 

exceptional response to platinum-based chemotherapy, a functional in vivo test to validate the 

deficiency in HR repair. We then assumed that alterations found in both cohorts were more 

likely to be related to the inactivation of DNA repair pathway by homologous recombination. 

Initially, the focus was on unexplored regions of the major genes of the pathway, BRCA1 

and BRCA2. In this first study, the population had already undergone BRCA screening, with 

no pathogenic variant identified in the coding regions and intron-exon boundaries. Next, 

somatic arguments were sought for classifying previously identified variants that remained of 

uncertain significance. Finally, pathogenic variants in other HR genes were sought, including 

non-coding regions of these genes and epigenetic mechanisms with potential impact on gene 

expression as BRCA1 or RAD51C (genes with a relevant and well-defined role in DNA repair 

by HR). 

5.1.1 Second allelic events as a compass to oncogenetic interpretation 

An important aspect of this thesis was exploring molecular features of breast and 

ovarian tumors from BRCA1/2 variant carriers. The study of the variant’s impact on the tumor 

should better clarify the weight of these somatic characteristics in the classification of variants 

(LOH, histology, proteins, and BRCAness). Since BRCA1⁄2 tumors present typical features, 

they may help in the understanding whether or not a tumor is linked to a pathogenic variant in 

BRCA1/2 genes. Ninety-nine breast and ovarian tumors of 26 different BRCA1 variants were 

analyzed. A relatively stable pattern of LOH (67% of wild-type allele) for tumors of the 
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pathogenic variant carriers was observed, while allelic balance or loss of variant allele was 

seen in 63% and 15% of benign variants carriers tumors, respectively. Also worth pointing 

out was the successful classification of 2 VUS (c.4963T>C and c.5497G>A) as pathogenic 

with tumor allele frequency, histopathologic, and co-segregation data. Their LOH analysis 

was in line with our hypothesis: Loss of wild-type allele was observed for 4 of 5 samples with 

c.4963T>C, and all 3 samples with c.5497G>A. In this context, we propose to incorporate 

LOH data into the multifactorial algorithm, combined with the LR pathology. We believe that 

LOH information is complementary to histology data, which was recently incorporated into 

the model (Spurdle et al., 2014). This hypothesis will be confirmed with a larger number of 

samples analyzed and as tumor testing increases, this information will be more readily 

available. 

 Our hypothesis arose from the conception that as tumor suppressor genes, the second 

allele of BRCA1⁄2 genes should be inactivated to trigger tumorigenesis. In fact, this leads to a 

dominant effect of the remaining allele, which is not able to produce any stable or functional 

protein. However, it should be considered that in a minority of cases, alternative mechanisms 

of second allele inactivations have been described during the development of BRCA-related 

tumors (Van Heetvelde et al., 2018). Adding to the complexity, Van Heetvelde and colleagues 

demonstrated that different mechanisms inactivating the wild-type allele may be present 

within the same tumor at various extents. For example, hypermethylation of both BRCA1 and 

BRCA2 promoters have already been described in a few cases (Esteller et al., 2001; Dworkin 

et al., 2009) but should be taken with caution because of technical limitations, especially for 

BRCA2 methylation. Inactivation of the second allele with somatic mutations is even rarer, as 

only one case in ovarian cancer was described by the ovarian TCGA. Potential limitations of 

the methodology include non-tumor tissue contamination, low tumor cellularity, low quality 

of tumor DNA, development of more sensitive techniques to detect allelic imbalance, and 

determination of the ideal cutoff to consider allelic imbalance. We identified alternative 

possibilities of second allele inactivation for some of the pathogenic variant tumors of our 

cohort presenting allelic balance. For the remaining, the mechanism remained undefined. 

Therefore, we conclude that analysis of an isolated sample of a given variant is not sufficient 

to draw a conclusion about causality. Considering the prevalence of loss of the wild-type 

among pathogenic and neutral variants, a minimum number of samples is necessary to drawn 

a conclusion. 
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Another point to consider is the fact that there was a difference in LOH pattern 

according to the type of the variant. LOH was reported for 59% and 74% of pathogenic 

missense and frameshift/nonsense variants, respectively. Although this difference was not 

statistically significant, it could be an argument in favor of some dominant negative effect of 

BRCA1 missense pathogenic variants, similar to that described for other proteins such as 

ATM, POLE1, and TP53 (Chenevix-Trench et al., 2002; Scott et al., 2002; Fernet et al., 2004; 

Muller and Vousden, 2014). Further, it is known that even among missense variants, there 

may be difference in the magnitude of cancer-associated risks and the potential to predict 

response to treatment according to the domain where they are located (Kuchenbaecker et al., 

2017). It remains unclear whether all pathogenic BRCA1/2 variants have similar effects. As an 

example, while BRCA1-BRCT variants seem to increase sensitivity to PARPi (Vaclová et al., 

2016), variants located in the RING domain may induce treatment resistance through induced 

expression of a RING-less BRCA1 protein that mediated resistance to HRD therapies. It 

seems that RING variants are more easily bypassed with appearance of reversals than BRCA1 

variants. The same is true for variants of BRCA2 exon11 (Drost et al., 2016). We worked with 

frameshift and a selection of missense BRCA1 variants localized in different regions of the 

gene, which meant the variants had different impacts on the protein. The effect at the protein 

level as well as the localization of the variant within the gene are issues that should be taken 

into account. Furthermore, other authors have reported a much more frequent loss of wild-

type allele for BRCA1 than BRCA2in both breast and ovarian cancers. As stated before, there 

are differences in the phenotype and molecular subtypes of BRCA1- and BRCA2-associated 

breast cancer, so any difference at some level of tumorigenesis must also exist. All of the 

issues described above should be considered so that LOH information can finally be 

integrated into multifactorial model for BRCA1/2 variant classification. 

Also noteworthy was the 15 cases of pathogenic variant tumors that presented an 

allelic balance, which suggests that genetic instability may be absent despite the presence of a 

germline pathogenic variant. Although carrying a pathogenic variant in BRCA1/2 is the best 

determinant of PARPi response, a significant percentage of BRCA1/2 patients show primary 

resistance to these agents. Moreover, the magnitude of benefit is not the same in breast and 

ovarian cancers. Work is in progress to understand if LOH is also a predictor of greater 

sensitivity to PARP, which adds information beyond the presence of the mutation itself. 

Continuing with the Knudson hypothesis, perhaps in tumors with wild-type allele retention, 

the BRCA mutation would not have a major role in carcinogenesis (Jonsson et al., 2019). For a 
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portion of these samples of pathogenic variants presenting wild-type allele retention, it was 

possible to evaluate the BRCAness score that showed the absence of base genetic instability. 

5.1.2 Non-coding regions: the tip of the iceberg for missing mechanisms 

 

An original feature of this thesis was the exploration of non-coding regions to provide 

a better understanding of the regulation of BRCA1/2 genes. As previously stated, current 

genetic screening is generally limited to BRCA1/2 exons and intron/exon boundaries. 

However, it is becoming increasingly clear that variants in these regions only account for a 

small proportion of cancer risk. We and others have screened BRCA1 and BRCA2 promoters 

of predisposed patients with no pathogenic variant identified, in search for potential 5' or 3' 

UTR mechanisms of gene deregulation (Garcia et al., 2016). In addition, we explored at the 

somatic level this as well as other non-coding regions (intronic regions and 3’UTR) of BRCA1 

and the promoter of RAD51C, in tumors of patients presenting optimal response to 

chemotherapy. We described germline and somatic variants in key transcriptional regulatory 

elements of BRCA1 and BRCA2 housed in gene promoters, untranslated regions, and also in 

introns and long-range elements. The clinical significance of the majority of them is currently 

unknown and remains a significant clinical challenge. The role of variants in non-coding 

regions beyond splice donor and acceptor sites, including those that have no qualitative effect 

on the protein, has not been thoroughly investigated. Among other arguments, the first 

description of an epigenetic impact of a non-coding variant in BRCA1 gene launches the 

necessity to continue the screening of BRCA1/2 non-coding regions, in parallel with studies to 

determine their biochemical and clinical significance (Evans et al., 2018). 

It is also worth noting that non-coding screening in a part of the cohort was performed 

by high resolution melting and the remainder was performed by NGS. Therefore, some 

technical limitation must have reduced the sensitivity of our screening. Indeed, next 

generation sequencing techniques are required to improve this approach, especially for the 

highly duplicated 5' region of BRCA1. Current technological sequencing advancements and 

development of bioinformatics tools has enabled a better exploration of non-coding DNA 

regions. Functional elements of the human genome are currently being explored with more 

advanced tools. Soon, whole genome sequencing data will be produced, providing more 

information about these regions as well as real frequency data of the variants identified 

there.Studies in this context of technological advance will help avoid making any 
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misinterpretations. For example, in 2012, the variant BRCA2 c.6937+594T>G was classified 

as pathogenic (Anczuków et al., 2012), but a subsequent study frequency data confirmed that 

this variant was very common in populations in South America, which is an understudied 

population (Dutil et al., 2018). That is why there is still a need to be very prudent in the 

interpretation of new variants, especially if the locus is poorly explored.  

It should also be emphasized that while some non-coding variants were related in 

reducing promoter activity, others have been associated with increasing gene expression. This 

latter effect is the opposite of what one would expect from a BRCA1/2 variant associated with 

an increased risk of breast/ovarian cancer. Our hypothesis is that these enhancing variants 

could inhibit some repressor elements localized within BRCA1 and BRCA2 promoters, 

thereby inducing an overexpression of BRCA1/2. We have also seen that the BRCA1/2 

expression strongly fluctuates during the cell cycle. BRCA1/2 expression is very low at the G1 

phase when DNA repair by homologous recombination is not the preponderant mechanism, 

but it increases in the S and G2 phases when BRCA1 activation is favored by cyclin activity. 

Thus, it can be hypothesized that variants leading to BRCA1/2 overexpression could still 

perturb DNA repair mechanisms, thereby inducing genetic alterations that help trigger 

tumorigenesis. Aditionally, the inconsistent results occasionally observed when different cell-

lines were used to evaluate the same variant may reflect the availability of transcription 

factors or co-factors among the cells and reinforce the utility of performing these tests in more 

than one cell line (Kao et al., 2009). The correlation between replication cycle and HR 

expression is a very important point for future therapy. The balance of the different proteins 

can have an impact. For example, a synthetic lethality has been shown between CCNE1 

amplification and BRCA alterations in ovarian cancer (Etemadmoghadam et al., 2013).  

Moreover, considering that luciferase activity assay is ultimately indicative of both 

transcriptional and translational efficiency, it is noteworthy that in functional studies the 

reduced levels of BRCA1 protein is not always associated with reduced transcript levels 

(Signori et al., 2001; Wang et al., 2007). The system is highly dynamic and post translational 

modifications may have an impact (Deribe et al., 2010; Lee et al., 2018). Therefore, 

disruption of post-transcriptional regulation should contribute in some cases. Using RNAfold 

secondary structure prediction software, we could demonstrate that a BRCA1 5'UTR variant 

(c.-130del) impacts RNA conformation and probably affects the binding of trans-acting 

factors, and therefore mRNA translation (Dos Santos et al., 2017). This predicted effect was 
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also described for some 3'UTR variants and a 5'UTR polymorphism of BRCA1, both with an 

impact in translational efficiency (Wang et al., 2007; Garcia et al., 2016). 

It should be pointed out that we identified a sensitive region in the BRCA1 promoter 

with three functionally active variants, including two with a marked repressor impact on 

promoter activity. Analysis of the DNA sequence region using the transcription factor 

database revealed that both variants are located in a putative E2F1 transcription factor binding 

site. Assays to better characterize protein-DNA interaction, including electrophoretic mobility 

shift assay (EMSA) and Chromatin immunoprecipitation assays (ChIP), are all useful to 

investigate the underlying mechanism of variant impact in continuing this project (Garner and 

Revzin, 1981; Orlando et al., 1997). Our collaborator validated the EMSA to observe the 

variants impact on these regions (Burke et al., 2018). Next, we hypothesized that these two 

variants may then impact the ability of E2F1 to induce BRCA1 transcription. However, a few 

limitations prevented us from providing our hypothesis. One was the scarcity of Transcription 

Factor databases. Thus, other transcription factors identified in future studies could therefore 

increase aou understanding of the biological implication of these variants in TFBSs. A second 

limitation was that we did not have access to many families carrying the same variant. The 

last major limitation was the poor availability of co-segregation data and tumor samples for 

further molecular analysis in families in which variants were identified. We were therefore 

unable to establish a causality score with the multifactor model. It is now necessary to 

introduce research partners in order to go further in addressing the new challenges of 

classifying variants of uncertain significance, whether non-coding or missense. 

5.1.3 Other HR genes – much ado about few things 

Finally, the results from the analysis of epithelial ovarian cancer samples emphasize 

the need to explore other mechanisms of HR inactivation, including those involved in 

epigenetics regulation. This study allowed us to identify potential predictive biomarkers of 

response beyond BRCA1⁄2 mutations, suggesting that they should also be useful for 

individualizing treatment and perhaps to explain the missing heritability in a portion of 

predisposed families. Also noteworthy is the strategy of exploring populations with a high 

suspicion of HRD, considering that the alterations identified may have a higher chance of 

being responsible, at least in part, for the pathway dysfunction. This is also strategic for 

broadening the understanding of DNA repair pathways and treatment response. Currently, the 
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exploration of those other genes is faced with limited knowledge on the function of those 

genes and the rarity of those variants.  

The next step will be to try to understand what can be done once all the genomic 

region of the BRCA1, BRCA2 and other HR genes are explored. Today, different genes 

implied in the HR reparation pathway are being extensively sequenced. In this thesis, we tried 

to explore both the non-coding variants and the tumoral information which could be important 

to correctly interpret a cancer predisposition case. 
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5.2  Perspectives and conclusions 

In view of our findings, even if the large genomic projects are providing more and more 

data, there are still a few main domains that remain to be explored in order to elucidate the 

missing heritability and alternative mechanisms of HR pathway inactivation. One can argue in 

favor to increase the data on RNA and on epigenetic regulation. Those events are certainly 

more complex in the tumoral background. Other causes should be also adressed as the post-

translational regulation factors and their direct alterations.   

The exploration of non-coding variants will also open upquestions on moderate risk 

management and on the consequence of enlarging both the population and the type of 

alterations.  

5.2.1 Splicing isoform   

First, the assessment of the splicing form is still very limited. Even if there is some RNA 

sequencing, very few details are available about the different isoforms expressed, which could 

explain some specific behaviour. (de la Hoya et al., 2016; Davy et al., 2017). However, a few 

variants with impact on splicing have been described so far. For instance, in the field of drug 

resistance, the impact of BRCA1 isoform expression has been studied to explain acquired 

resistance to PARPi and cisplatin (Wang et al., 2016). The expression of a partial protein 

lacking the majority of exon 11 (the BRCA1-Δ11q protein) promotes partial PARPi and 

cisplatin resistance, both in vitro and in vivo. Four other examples are: (1) a BRCA2 isoform 

lacking the exon 3 has been shown a low physiological transcript, being associated with an 

increased risk of breast and ovarian cancer. Interestingly, even if the protein remains stable, 

variants resulting in complete exon 3 skipping are considered as pathogenic; (2) several 

isoforms of RAD51D have also been described, as well as their impact on cancer risk 

(Baldock et al., 2019); (3) two isoforms of AR gene (AR –V9 and AR-V7) may explain the 

escape to therapeutic pressure and the consequent resistance to antiandrogens (Kohli et al., 

2017); and (4) expression of an isoform of BRAF gene ( the Δ[3-10] splicing variant) is 

related to resistance of Vemurafenib during melanoma treatment (Marranci et al., 2017). 

In view of these findings, it is therefore necessary to increase knowledge about the HR 

genes isoforms. Even if BRCA1 and BRCA2 have been largely assessed, others HR genes 

should be more susceptible to this inactivation mechanism. All those examples reinforce the 

need to better explore the portrait of HR genes isoforms. Since cancer transcriptome is much 
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more diverse, this study will help to identify additional pathogenic isoforms, which could 

explain the impact of some variants. In contrast, some isoforms related to BRCA1⁄2 germline 

variants have proven to have no effect on cancer predisposition, seenin the example of exon 

12 in BRCA2, which is now considered as redundant for protein function (Bièche and 

Lidereau, 1999; Li et al., 2009).  

5.2.2 Epigenetic alteration 

Second, epigenetic events leading to silencing of HR genes is another large domain to 

be explored. Epigenetic alterations are covalent modifications of DNA and histones which do 

not affect the sequence of DNA, but rather affect the interpretation of the genome (Allis and 

Jenuwein, 2016). This is a highly dynamic process in which the epigenome cooperates with 

other regulatory factors, such as transcription factors and noncoding RNAs, to regulate the 

expression or repression of the genome. It is also influenced by cellular signalling pathways 

and extracellular stimulation. The main actions in epigenetic regulation are DNA methylation, 

histone modification, chromatin remodelling, and non-coding RNA regulation. These main 

aspects of epigenetics present reversible effects on gene silencing and activation via 

epigenetic enzymes and related proteins. The epigenetic regulation plays a role in the 

tumorigenesis (Cheng et al., 2019). The diversity of mechanisms is exemplified in Figure 9, 

sheding light on the complexity of mechanisms that can deregulate the HR pathway. 
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Figure 19 The Molecular Hallmarks of Epigenetic Control. Adapted (Allis and Jenuwein, 2016) 

 

5.2.2.1 Germline disease and epigenetic modifications 

Some epigenetic modifications have been related to inherited cancers. The main 

mechanisms consist in (1) DNA hypermethylation; (2) histone modifications and chromatin 

remodeling; (3) inheritance of specific mRNAs, long non-coding RNAs (ncRNAs) and 

siRNAs/miRNAs; (4) feedback loops through which mRNA or protein products of a gene can 

stimulate its own transcription and enable “heritable states” of gene expression; and (5) the 

activity of chaperones such as Hsp90 (Trerotola et al., 2015).  

A recent study explored DNA methylation through deep bisulfite sequencing of CpG 

islands and known promoter or regulatory regions in DNA extracted from peripheral blood of 

patients with familial or early-onset breast or ovarian cancer. The same analysis was 

performed in parallel for unaffected BRCA mutation carriers, and unaffected controls. In 9% 

of patients, altered methylation were identified in the promoter regions of genes known to be 

involved in cancer, suggesting a role for DNA methylation in HBOC (Chen et al., 2019).  
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Note that the imprinting disorders are a group of currently 12 congenital diseases with no 

cancer predisposition disease. For cancer, only variants on the promoter and hypermethylation 

have been described. For example, the predisposition to B-cell chronic lymphocytic leukemia 

(CLL) have described a rare pathogenic variant in the promoter of the DAPK1 gene (c.-

6531A>G) associated with transcriptional repression and promoter methylation owing to 

enhanced binding of the transcriptional repressor HOXB7 (Raval et al., 2007). Constitutional 

MLH1 epimutations are also characterized by monoallelic methylation of the MLH1 promoter 

throughout normal tissues, accompanied by allele-specific silencing. The cause is not 

identified in all cases (few variants / CNV) (Dámaso et al., 2018). The same examples have 

been also identified in MSH2 and BRCA1 (Ligtenberg et al., 2009; Kondrashova et al., 2018).  

The environment may also play a role in epimutations. Those events can be 

transgenerational and non-transgenerational epimutations with an impact on the next 

generation (McCarrey, 2014). The inheritance of epigenetic traits is still a domain to be 

explored more deeply (Xavier et al., 2019). The influence of epigenetic traits in breast and 

ovarian cancers should clearly be the next step  to be explored.  

 

5.2.2.2 Somatic alterations and the predictive impact  

Somatic epigenetic alterations have also been described in the tumors. A study has 

proposed to use DNA methylation pattern data for assessing BRCA1 variant pathogenicity, 

based on the observation that methylation profile can differentiate BRCA1-related from 

BRCA1 wild-type tumors (Flower et al., 2015). The methylation of the promoter in BRCA1 

and RAD51C has already been discussed. As another example, TERT promoter mutations has 

been described an early event in bladder cancer development, whereas the methylation 

happens in parallel (Leão et al., 2019). In addition, some long non coding RNAs have been 

involved directly in the regulation of the HR pathway. Interestingly, TCGA analysis of breast 

and gynecological cancers revealed a functionally significant estrogen receptor-regulated long 

non-coding RNAs (lncRNAs) and gene/lncRNA interaction networks were identified (Berger 

et al., 2018). 

Therefore, epigenetic-targeted therapy is a promising field of drug development for 

cancer treatment. The first epigenetic targets are Histone deacetylases (HDACs) and DNA 

methyltransferases (DNMTs). It was then applied for the treatment of hematologic 

malignancies, and has shown promising results for the treatment of solid cancers in pre-

clinical and clinical scenario (Gelato et al., 2016; Mohammad et al., 2019). 
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5.2.3 Tumoral variants and predictive effect 

An important part of this project was to explore the molecular features of BRCA1⁄2-

related breast and/or ovarian tumors. Unlike other diseases such as Lynch syndrome, there 

are few simple somatic arguments to confirm the pathogenicity of a variant identified in the 

context of HBOC syndrome. Genetic instability scores, inferring BRCAness phenotype, are 

useful in this regard, analogous to identifying microsatellite instability in Lynch syndrome-

related tumors. However, this information is not readily available in oncogenetics daily life 

and most often requires access to fresh tissue that is rarely available. So far, LOH data is not 

taken into account for BRCA1⁄2 VUS classification, nor functional tests results. We proposed 

to incorporate LOH information, which is increasingly available with the widespread of 

tumoral BRCA testing in routine clinical practice, into the mutifactorial score for variant 

classification. From our perspective, it is indeed an additional argument for BRCA1 VUS 

classification.  

LOH should be considered in the context of i) potentially confounding factors such as 

the possibility of other second-hit events ii) other phenomena like the possible negative 

dominant effect of already described missense variants of other genes and suggested for 

BRCA1, and iii) haploinsufficiency previously shown for certain BRCA functions. The 

developpement of HR signatures will complement the LOH information. Discordance should 

be observed, such as HRD high without LOH if the mecanism is not related to the gene, or 

HRD low with LOH if the LOH is not related to the tumorigenesis and is indeed a passenger 

event. In addition, further research is needed in addressing if the retention of the wild-type 

allele at the tumoral level argues against the role of BRCA pathogenic variants in tumor 

development, and consequently if this could be a predictor marker of primary resistance to 

therapies targeting DNA damage repair.  

Finally, the tumoral approach can help for the oncogenetic recruitement. Indeed, the 

predisposition mechanism remains undefined for about two thirds of families meeting the 

clinical criteria for HBOC. One possibility is a default in the recruitment criteria and many 

cases are in fact sporadic cases. The better description of the tumor will certainely help to 

exclude families with sporadic tumors and stop long-term explorations.   
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5.2.4 Germline non-coding variant and risk management 

In our work, the goal was to detect HR genes rare in pathogenic variants. Most GWAS 

studies have tried to identify more common variants related to risk of breast cancer in the 

genome. In fact, they identified many variants in non-coding variants (Michailidou et al., 

2013, 2017). The recent cases were even located in distal regulatory elements more than 50kb 

from the regulated gene. Few non-coding variants were related to HR genes as RAD51B 

(c.757-98173T>C; c.1037-26520C>T). On the other hand, the genes identified with SNP 

associated with breast cancer risk had nearly no rare pathogenic variant (Decker et al., 2019). 

In terms of risk, those variants are still under an OR of 2. It has been estimated that the 

susceptibility loci explain 4% of the two-fold familial relative risk of breast cancer.  

The role of non-coding variants is very diverse as epigenetics dysregulation or 

interference of transcription factor binding sites. This possible mechanism remains to be 

explored. We provided information about new regulatory regions of BRCA1 and BRCA2 and 

some insights about BRCA1⁄2 transcription regulation. We confirmed the enhancing property 

of 2 intronic regions (in the intron 2 and intron 12) of BRCA1 and showed a putative TFBS of 

E2F1 in BRCA1 promoter, which was probably disrupted by the presence of a variant. 

However, assays confirming the underlying mechanism of variants impact are pending. 

In clinical practice, there is currently no standardized interpretation for the 

significance of non-coding variants. It remains difficult to determine their clinical significance 

relying solely on functional tests since they may result in subtle changes in protein quantity, 

which in some tissues may be decisive in triggering tumorigenesis but not in others. It is 

expected that with the evolution of techniques and with data generation, the expression 

reduction threshold in a functional assays will be better defined, for a non-coding variant to be 

considered pathogenic. Comprehension and control of multiple variables that can influence 

the experiments is another limitation. For these reasons, functional tests are not sufficient and 

additional arguments such as tumoral and co-segregation data are necessary. That is why 

certainly those non-coding variants should be integrated in moderate to low risk factors.  

Initially, it appeared that whole genome sequence data on tens of thousands of people 

would resolve the issue of missing heritability, but now it seems that more sequence data does 

not necessarily generate more elucidation. Currently, the major challenge of oncogenetics is 

to understand the biological impact and clinical significance of the rare genetic variants 

detected during sequencing. Given the rarity of each variant individually, access to data 

sources other than genomics remains a limitation. Thus, organizing information in a database 
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through extensive collaboration of researchers and clinicians becomes essential to facilitate 

data exchange. Moreover, from the knowledge we have so far, it is not possible to quantify 

the relative- risk of non-coding variants for appropriate genetic counseling. It remains a 

challenge to understand if they are enough to increase cancer risk individually or whether they 

should be considered as risk modifiers and taken in consideration in the context of a polygenic 

risk score (Mavaddat et al., 2019).  

5.2.5 Extension to oncogenetic management 

Many articles have argued in favor of extending the test to the entire population in order 

to identify deleterious mutations related to breast and ovarian predisposition (Tung N et al 

2016, Yang S et al 2018, Gabai-Kapara, E et al. 2016, Nordisq et al 2016). The prevalence of 

BRCA1/2 mutations seems less rare than forecasted in some data of WES analysis. In in non-

European populations, an overall prevalence of 1 in 139 was estimated without any familial 

history screening (Abul-Husn N et al 2019). Many of those variants will not have been 

detected with the cosegregation criteria. On the other hand, the therapeutic application will 

certainly lead to extend the screening to all ovarian and breast cancers. The universal genetic 

testing will raise some new questions in terms of interpretation of variants without any 

familial history, and also in terms of penetrance of true pathogenic variants (Copur et al 

2019).  

With the advent of next-generation massively parallel sequencing along with cost 

reduction for whole-genome sequencing experiments, it is likely that a larger number of 

individuals will be screened systematically for variation in the complete genomic region 

spanning BRCA1 and, BRCA2, just like other genes capturing genetic variation beyond the 

exons and intron– exon boundaries routinely covered by current clinical tests. The extension 

of the screening will certainly help to better understand the real impact of those variants. 

The extension of data beyond coding sequence need to be done. Looking forward with a 

broader perspective, in the near future we should be able to integrate all of this data to offer an 

individualized decision based also in oncogenetics, for both risk estimation and therapeutic 

decision. This data includes genome-wide sequencing, variants identified in non-coding 

regions, variants identified in other genes, clinical information, morphological and molecular 

tumor pathology features, and non-genetic modifying risk factors. 
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Currently in oncogenetics, it is already understood that clinical and pathological data 

are complementary to genomics, and therefore are taken into account in clinical decision 

making. The effects of polygenic risk scores (PRS) and other risk factors were incorporated 

on BOADICEA breast cancer (BC) risk prediction model (Lee et al., 2019). It was shown that 

the highest BC risk stratification is achieved when all genetic and 

lifestyle/hormonal/reproductive/anthropomorphic factors are considered jointly. Improvement 

of bioinformatics tools and the contribution of artificial intelligence will be central to this 

goal. Similar to what is happening in the field of oncology, decisions in oncogenetics should 

soon be made in the context of personalized medicine based on both constitutional and tumor 

genetics information. 
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7 Annexes    

7.1 Article : “BRCA1 and BRCA2 5' noncoding region variants identified in breast 

cancer patients alter promoter activity and protein binding.” Burke L.J. et al., 

Human Mutation 2018 
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7.2 Revue : “Assessment of the functional impact of germline BRCA1/2 variants 

located in non-coding regions in families with breast and/or ovarian cancer 

predisposition. ” Santana dos Santos E. et al., Cancers 2018 
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Title: Contribution of the missense and non-coding BRCA1/2 variants for the hereditary predisposition 

and response to treatment of breast and ovarian cancers 

Key words: Homologous recombination, BRCA1, BRCA2, non-coding variants, BRCA1⁄2 variant of uncertain 

significance (VUS) 

Abstract Ovarian and breast cancers are currently defined by the main pathways involved in the tumorigenesis. 

In hereditary breast/ovarian cancers (HBOC), tumors with BRCA1/2 pathogenic variants (PV) present an 

impairment of DNA repair by homologous recombination (HR). For many years, BRCA1/2 PV were only 

searched on germline DNA. Currently, this information is also searched at tumor level to personalize treatment. 

Even so, the reason of the inactivation of this pathway remains uncertain for most cases,  even in the presence of 

HR deficient signature. 

Gathered evidence indicates that protein inactivating PV may not be the only mechanism of HR dysfunction. In 

this context, the main objective of this thesis is to identify alternative mechanisms of HR inactivation to improve 

both: genetic counseling and therapeutic response. For this purpose, we have attempted to contribute to non-

coding and missense (other than premature stop codon)  BRCA1/2 variant classification and searched for new 

biomarkers of therapeutic response to DNA damage agents in other HR genes. 

We identified germline variants in key transcriptional regulatory elements of BRCA1 and BRCA2, and 

demonstrated that part of them were functionally active and had additional arguments suggesting pathogenicity. 

We also explored molecular features of breast and ovarian tumors from BRCA1 variant carriers and observed a 

predominance of loss of the wild-type allele. Conforming to this evidence, we propose to incorporate LOH 

information, into the multifactorial model for BRCA1 variant classification. Finally, besides the enrichment of 

BRCA1/2 germline and somatic PV, we described alternative mechanisms of HR inactivation in a OC population 

presenting optimal response to platinum-based chemotherapy, including BRCA1 promoter hypermethylation and 

also mutations in other genes of HR pathway. 

 

Title: Contribution des variants BRCA1/2 faux-sens et non-codants pour la prédisposition héréditaire et la 

réponse au traitement des cancers du sein et de l'ovaire 

Mots clés: Recombinaison homologue, BRCA1, BRCA2, variants non-codants, BRCA1⁄2 variants de 

signification biologique inconnue 

Résumé: Les cancers de l'ovaire et du sein sont définis par les principales voies impliquées dans la 

tumorigénèse. . Dans les cancers héréditaires du sein/ovaire (HBOC), les tumeurs présentant des variants 

pathogènes (PV) de BRCA1/2 présentent une altération de la réparation de l'ADN par recombinaison 

homologue (RH). 

Des années après la découverte des gènes BRCA1/2, les PV ont été uniquement recherchés sur l'ADN 

constitutionnel. Aujourd’hui, cette information est également recherchée au niveau tumoral car en plus de leur 

utilité pour améliorer le conseil génétique, elle est aussi impliquée dans le choix thérapeutique. Cependant, les 

données recueillies indiquent que les PV inactivant la protéine ne seraient pas l’unique mécanisme 

d’inactivation de la voie de réparation de l’ADN par RH. Dans ce contexte, l'objectif principal de cette thèse 

est d'identifier des mécanismes alternatifs d'inactivation de la voie HR pour améliorer à la fois: le conseil 

génétique et la prise en charge thérapeutique. À cette fin, nous avons tenté de contribuer à la classification de 

variants non-codants et faux-sens (autre que provoquant un stop prématuré) de BRCA1/2 et également 

recherché de nouveaux biomarqueurs de réponse thérapeutique dans d’autres gènes de la voie de HR. 

 Nous avons décrit des variants constitionnels dans des régions potentiellement importantes de régulation des   

gènes BRCA1 et BRCA2, et démontré qu'une partie d'entre eux étaient fonctionnellement actifs à mettre en lien 

avec la pathogénicité. Nous avons également exploré les caractéristiques moléculaires des tumeurs du sein et de 

l'ovaire des porteurs des variants BRCA1 et observé une prédominance de la perte de l'allèle sauvage pour les 

tumeurs des porteurs de variants pathogènes. Etant donné ces résultats, nous proposons d’intégrer les 

informations de LOH dans le modèle multifactoriel de classification des variants BRCA1. Enfin, nous avons mis 

en évidence des mécanismes alternatifs d'inactivation de la voie RH, dans une cohorte de patientes avec un 

cancer de l'ovaire présentant une excellente réponse aux platines, y compris des mutations constitutionnelles et 

somatiques des gènes BRCA1/2, l'hyperméthylation du promoteur BRCA1 ainsi que des mutations dans d'autres 

gènes de la voie RH. 
 

 


